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Chípewyan Indians of northern Saskatche\.^/an, Canada are

experiencing rapid social and cultural change. One area of

change is in social identity expression as ethnicity,
This study makes use of an ethnohistorical- approach to

trace continuj-ties and change in expressions of ethnicity
for Chipewyan Indians from prehistoric to contenporary times.

Comparisons are made j-n ethnohistorical processes and ethno-

ecological adaptations between sub-populations of Chipewyan

to determine similarities and differences in ethno-adaptation

by regional groups within the Chipewyan collective,
Research was carried out for this study using historical

information supported by ethnographic observations of two

regional Chipewyan populations, the Buffalo River people of

the Upper Churchill River and Caribou-Eater Chipewyan of the

Athabasca Basin"

The research demonstrates that while Chipewyan Indians

share cotnmon features of ethnicity, sub-populations express

distinct identity features that can be traced to different
adaptive processes over space and tj-me.
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Introduction

fndian people living in the western Canadian subarctic

are expressing a renewed sense of self awareness as they

attempt to integrate traditional features of Indian culture

with a new way of life. A renewed sense of self awareness

may be seen as the emergence or re-emergence of an ethnic

identity by which Indian people are defining themselves and

their place in a rapidly changing world.

CHAPTER ONE

T}IEORET]CAL ORIENTATIO}i

This study is an attempt at further understanding of

the relationships between identity expressi-on and social and

cultural change as experienced by Chipewyan Indians living

in northern Saskatchewan, Canada. This study makes use of

an ethnic rnodel- to analyse social and cul-tural change as

ethno-adaptations. Ethno-adaptations are the ways people

use their ethnic icienlity to respond to changing conditions

ano to control and direct the changie process.

This study is not concerned with ethnicity as a social

label or as a minority designation for Indian people"

R.ather, this study makes use of an ethnic model to iclentify

sub-groups of Chipewyan Indians within larger Indian col-Iec-

tives and to deterrnine differences and similarities in

ethno-adaptations between regional- Chipewyan populations,

An ethnohistorical approach i-s used in this study as a

rrìeans for identifying social- and cultural- continuities and

l
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for tracing social and cul-tural- change. The ethnohistorical
perspective provides a way for studying persistence and

change in the human condition by reference to the records of
the past and the expressions of living peoples of the
present. Ethnohi-story integrates generalized ethnographic

observations with the oral and written history of past

cultures to produce an account of change in terms of social
and curtural continuities in which the past is seen to
influence present conditions and may go towards dj_recting

future actions (Carmack I972) " Ethnohistory in anthropology

also makes use of linguistic analysis and archeological
information to reconstruct culture histories and to explain
differences and similarities in historical exper.i_ences

between related groups. Ethnohistory is thereby useful in
drawing out cross-cultural comparj-sons between subFgroupings

within J-arger populations. rn this study ethnohistorical
comparisons are made between sub-groups of Chipewyan rndians

of northern saskatchewan to determine how past experiences

have gone to define sub-group identity and to facilitate
social and cultural change.

The use of ethnohistory in anthropology is not new, but
rather r âS noted by llancy Lurie (1961 :'t 9) : " i-s as ol_d as

ethno]-ogy itself. " The use of ethnohistory in the study of
North American Tndians has increased over the past quarter
century as social scienti-sts attempt to gain greater und.er-

standing of conditions of native people in terms of their
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history as well as the relationships between social ancl

cultural continuity and social and cul-turaI change.

Ethnohistorical studies into social- and cultural change

among Northern Athabaskans have been carried out since the

1960's (de Laguna 1960; Townsend 1965; VanStone 1965) making

use of archeol-ogica1, ethnographic, and historic information.

Ethnohistorical- studies of lJorthern Athabaskans have been

carri-ed out as we]l which stress social and cultural- contin-

uities (Smi-tfr I970, IgJ5t i976, I976b, I97B; Gillespie I975,

1976; Sharp L975a, 1977, 1979), and social and cultural

change (Jarvenpa I976, 1980; Krech I976t 1978, L9B4; Townsend

L970, I970a, L979; Yerbury 7976, 1981, 1986).

In this study social and cultural continuities and

social and cultural change are analysed in terms of ethnic

identity as determined by reference to historical informa-

tion and ethnographic research of conternporary condit.ions.

Social and cultural change is addressed in thj-s study in

terms of processes as outLined by Eric Vrto1f (I982 zL-23) in

which interacting and interconnected populations infl_uence

each other through space and time. In this historic process

identifiable groups of people like the Chipewyan are seen as

a number of specialized populations shifting their strategies

and priorities as adaptations to ever changing conditions.

As VÍo1f (L982:I7) notes, the Chipewyan are an aggregate of

separate units:



" " . some of whose bands gave up hunting to
become fur trappersr or 'carriersr, while
others contj-nued to hunt for gane as
'caribou eaters', with people continuously
changing from caribou eating to carrlzing
and back"

In this work Chipeivyan are not viewed as a single

population, but rather as a collective of sub*groups which

are part of larger units " The Chipewyan recognize and

acknowledge themselves as having several identi-ties, each

indicating specific attachments, yet each part of a greater

entity" The people of this study identify themselves as

Buffalo Rj-ver people, ês Dene people, and as Indian people"

In this manner the Chipe\^/yan perceive themselves not as part

of some hierarchical social ordering based on domj-nant and

subord.inant relationshJ-ps, but rather, like the Russian dol1,

they are found as units within units, all part of the same

orderr 1'et each fitting into its own niche and each adapti-ng

to its own experiences.

Ethnicity

The concept of ethnicity is used in this study to

determine differences and simi-larities in ethno-adaptations

for sub-groups of Chipevryan Indians of northern Saskatchewan.

The concept of ethnicity has been d.efined. in several ways"

Isajiw (L974) provides over forty definitions, each express-

ing a particular perspective in the study of social id.entity
ancl social identity change " For the purpose of this stucly

ethtricity is clefined as a recoginition of social membershi¡;



based on a perceptj-on of sharecl orj-gins, history, and

traditions along with commonly held customs, values and.

goals that together identify the individual with the group

and oistinguish one's own group from all others,

Ethnicity generates and sustains a sense of shared

identity among a group of people that is expressed by

slzmbolic representations and social and environmental

relationships.

Ethnic groups are self-perceived and conscious social
constructs that are different from cultural groups. The

concepts of ethnic group and cuÌture group have been

analyt1ca1ly separated by Barth (I969) | Glazer and Moynihan

(I975), Brass (I976), and Ïîechter (l-976), Yet, cultural
features and institutional behaviors are integrated within
an ethnic consciousness contributing to an ethnic identity
structure. An eLhnic group is thereby a culture bearingi

unit whose members ack-nowledge common origins, history, and

purpose, add who may direct ethnic expression as cultural
symbols towards achieving specific ends.

Anthropology and Ethnicity

perspectives" The first views ethnic identity as founded on

attachments to the past, and the second deals with ethnic

phenomena as experi-ences of the present, In early studies

employing a past orientation (Shils I95l; Almond and Col_enan

Studies in ethnicity are generally based on two
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1960; ceertz 1963; Inkeles 1966¡ Eisenstadt IgTO) ethnicity
was addressed in terms of a set of identity features that
together provide the basis for an emotional attachment v¡ith
the past and which go towards engenderi-ng a sense of loyalty
by the individual- to the group with whom that past was

believed to Lre shared. A past orientation in etirnic studies
that focus on emotional- sentiments founded on historical
ties has been presented in terms of primordialism (Shils

1957; Geertz 1963; rsaacs r974¡ Bel-l- l-g75) , as non-rational
attachments (Isaacs I975; Devereux Ig75) by which people are

seen to define themselves and their group, The primordial
or non-rational attachments may include commonly helcl bonds

of kinship, descent, birthplace, territory, race, religion,
languager or any other objective criterion of identity. For

some (van cen Berghe L97B), primorclial attachments are
belj-eved to be expressecl through genetic j_nheritance and can

be understood by reference to kin serection i-n which the
driving force of ethnicity is founded on genetic criteria
for maj-ntaining oners inclusive fitness in terms of group

identity. For other (Geertz 1963; Francis rg76; Keyes 1981)

ethnicity is derived fron a cul-tura1 rather than a biological
interpretati-on of descent. fn either case the primordial or
non-rational attachments to a commonly perceived past

implies that ethnicity is an involuntary ¡ìrsflisposition
imposed by the accident of birth in which inclividual_s have
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no choice in their group affil-iation or control over their

social destiny. Yet¡ âs noted by DeVos and i,rÍagatsurna (1967) ,

Berreman (L975) , Royce (7982) , and others, ethnic identity

is largely arbitrary in nature in that ascriptive character-

istics of identity structure, including comnron heritage,

cornmon place, common culture, and even common race by which

a people are defined or define themselves can be devised,

r.ranipulated, deniedt or ignored in order to stress an

attachment or the lack of an attachment. Furthermore,

identity symbols, including the manner of speech, dress,

and other behaviors, can be affected and displayed or sup-

pressed in order to stress or cover up features of identity.

This manipulation of one's identity is situational, often in

response to circumstance, and can be employed as a tactic,

a conscious effort to further the aspirations of the in-

dividual or of the group" As such, ethnj-city and ethno-

cultural slnnbols are readily contrj-ved and controll-ed to

achieve basic needs and to further political desires, social-

ambitions, or economic goals (Geertz 1965; Cohen L969; DeVos

L975; Isaacs L975) 
"

The ways by which individuals manipulate their identity

structure in response to circumstance provides the basis for
a present orientation in the study of ethnicity, The

present orientation in ethnic studies deals with the exper-

ience of individuals that go towards shaping their ethnic



consciousness and changing their percepti-on of self.
The present orientation in the study of ethnicity has

been referred to as circumstantialism as treated by Moerman

(1965) , Porter (1965), Barth (L969) , Cohen (1969) , Haaland

(L969), t4itchel1 (L974), Nagata (I974, 1981) , patterson

(1975), Hechter (I976), Yancy, Erickson, and Julian (L976),

and Esman (L977) " Circumstantialism is a psychosocial

approach in the study of social identity and social ídentity
change "

The study of ethnicity as a subjective-experiential
process was pioneered by Fredrik Barth (1969) in his "Ethnic

Groups and Boundaries" in whi-ch ethnicity is recognized not

only as a set of cultural- traits or territorial integrities,

but also by psychosocial- boundaries that create distinctions

between members of a group and outsiders. These d.istinctions

that maintaj-n ethnic boundaries between people are expressed

in their interactions with the world around them.

Ethnicity, as an experiential phenomenon in group

identity, has been studied with reference to a number of

conditions as recog:nized by Judith Nagata (1981) including

socio-ecological interactions (Leach 1954; Barth 1969i

Haaland L969), socio-economic relationships (Cohen 1969¡

Foster L97 4) , poli--ical interests (Cohen L969; i{echter L97 6) ,

and class consciousness (Patterson L975; Stavenhagen l-975) "

In this study there is an attempt to determine the role of

ethnicity in social and cultural change as expressed by
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Chipewyan Indians as socio-organizational patterns, socio-

ecoloqiical and socio-economic relationships, ancì spiritual

expressions "

Circumstantial expression of identity features are the

basis for functional re.l-ationships, and the circumstantial-

experiential approach to the study of ethnicity focuses on

dynamic social and social-environmental relationships and

changes in those relationships as social processes" Through

circumstantial action people malz direct their identity as a

conscious effort to achieve basic needs, to further social

ambitj-ons, and to attain political objectives and economic

goals "

In contrast the primordial approach to the study of

ethnicity stresses those objective features of identity that

go towards defining group membership ín terms of sentimental

attachments and group loyalties " The pri-mordial-circumstan-

tial distinction was first used by Shils (f957) to differ-

entiate between what he called the primordial- and ideological

Bunds" He defined 'Bunds' as:

that intense and solidary l-ittle confraternitlz
whose bonds of mutual- attachment could stem
either from a common ideological commitment
(the ideological Bund) or from the tprimordial'
ties of common origin or birth (the primordial
Bund) (Nagata LgB4zL2L) "

Primordial attachments are seen to generate an ethnic

awareness and ideological commitments produce an ethnic
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consciousness" McKay and Lewins (1978) distinguish between

ethnic awareness as a knowl-edge of oners ethnic origins,

and ethnic consciousness as a focus for solidarity under

situations of conflict and change. For Chipewyan Tndians

of northern Saskatchewan, who are experiencing rapj-d social

and culturaL change, features of an ethnic awareness, based

on primord.j-al attachments to common orj-gin and shared his-

t.ory, are weak and are being strengthened out of a growing

ethnic consciousness. In this manner the primordj-al and

ideological Bunds are mutually supportive to bring about

and sustain an identity structure as individuals recognize

their membership in an ethnj-c group 
"

The primordial ties and ideological . commitments of

ethnicity are integrated ín that they are expressed by in-

dividuals as self-perceived criteria of identity. Max

!'ieber (1968) f irst recognized the subjective nature of eth-

nicity when he wrote that:

We shall call 'ethnic groupsr those human
groups that entertain a subjective belief
in their common descent. " ".Ethnic member-
ship (Gemeinsamkeit) differs from the kin-
ship group precisely by being a presumed
identity. " " (Weber 1968:389) "

Through the expression of ethnic identity the indivj-dual is

able to direct attachments of the past and relationships of

the present towards future action" For Indian people a

statement of ethnic awareness and ethnic consciousness may

provide the framework for future action and may direct the



process of change. By studying hov¡ ethnicity

under different conditions the anthropologist

sights into the process of change and may even

predict future direction of change.

Ethnicity as Social Identity

identíty that are commonly associated with group defj-nition
within sociarly plural societies, The term 'pluralism', as

a social condition, \,vas f irst used by J. s. Furnivall (1948)

who describes plural- societies in the foll-owing manner:

It is in the strictest sense a medley, for
they mix but do not combine. Each group
holds by its own religion, its own culture
and language, its own ideas and ways (Connor
l-97B:391) .

Socj-a1 identities within pluraJ-istic societies are of two

categories. The first are socially stratified categories of
class, caste, and J-ineage which exist as interdependent units
within a social system to differentiate groups of people one

from the other by ascribed features of birth and,/or

condition, and in which role expectations are attributecl to
the group. The second category of social identity is
found among groups of people who are held together by shared

features of group membership as independent units within
pluralisti-c societies. These i-nclude ethnic groups and

nations (DeVos and. Rornanucci-Ross 1975). Ethnic groups

differ from castes, social cl-asses, and rineage groups in

Ethnicity is only one of several_ forms of social

11

is expressed

may gai-n in-
be able to



that those latter types of social groups comprise social

strata in which differences exist in prestige, status, and.

activity between divisions within each type. Ethnic groups,

on the other hand, are found withi-n pluralistic societies in
which there is no inherent difference in status, prestige,
or activi-ty unless artificially imposed or accepted" In
Ëhat case the ethnic unit takes on class or caste-l_ike

characteristics.

Castes, classes, and ethnic groups are al1 founded on

past orientations and are sustained by present circumstance

and experience. However, ethnic groups as well as social

classes may also display a future orientation in that they

can be a socia] forum for achievi-ng desires and furfilling
goa1s. I¡Jhen ethnic groups take on a f uture orientation

they become interest groups as social forces in their orÀ/n

right.

The application of an ethnic model to the study of

Indian social and cultural change does not subsume or deny

social identities that may be emerging based on class or

lineage, or a place that Indians may be occupying within a

stratif ied social- ord.er, Rather ethnicity is used here as a

neans for describing social- and cul-tural- change for a people

who are increasingly expressing their real-ities in terms of

the larger society and as identifiable groups within an

Indian collecti-ve.

L2



Ethnicity as Interest

Ethnic groups have only recently been recognized as a

forum for expressing group interest, Glazer and Moynihan

(1975:18) note the emergence of ethnicity as interest when

they write that:

Class was expected in the modern world to
become the focus for the mobilization of
group interest". " "Nation vüas the other
great pole around which group interests
could be mobj-lized.. " "We must add ethnicity
as a new major focus for the mobil-ization
of interest.

Et,hnicity, as Daniel BelJ- (I975:169) notes, has become more

significant than class as a focus for identity and the mob-

ilization of interest because ethnicity integrates a shared

interest as an orientation for action with an affective tie
to an actual or perceived coñImon past 

"

The emergence of ethnicity as interest may be partly

the consequence of conflict arisj-ng out of recent desires

by identity groups to seek their national autonomy in a

post-colonj-al era, and ethnj-city becomes the framework with-

i-n which that interest can be pursued as national interests.

For Indian people, individual and group interests are often

articulated at the leve]- of nation.

The concepts of ethnicity and nationhood are closely

arliecl as subjective perceptions of b'elonging that engender

feelings of loyalty based on a shared sense of common ties

of p1ace, ori-gin, custom, tradition, language, religion, or

some other objective features that go towards defining the

13
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collective self" The terms rnationf and rethnicityt also

share corTrmon origins of meaning" Walker Connor (1978:386)

notes that the word rethnicity' is derived from the Greek

rethnosf meaning rnation' in the sense of a social- group

characterized by common ideology, institutions, customs,

and goa1s" When ethnic loyalties become national loyalties

ethnicity can function to help define the status of the

group as a nation of people even within the existing frame-

work of a state"

For Indian people, the concept of nationhood or people-

hood is t,hat of an affirmed historical continuity as wel-I

as an awareness of self in relation to the group, and. in

relation to the spi-ritual- realities that g.i-ve the group

substance and meaning in a rapid.ly changing world. Harold

Cardinal (1977 zI4l--I42) expresses the integration of ethno-

national constructs for Indian people in the following man-

ner 3

Ind.ian people look upon themselves as the
chosen people of the Great Spirit because
the first father of their nation had a
special covenant with the Great Spirit"
Out of that covenant, come the responsib-
ilities of the elders: the l-aws and rules
that they should foIlow, as well as their
obligations to the land and to all things
in the l-and; water, air, all the basic
elements of lif e itsel-f "

This inter-relationship that is perceived to exist between

the past, the sel-f, the land, and the creator encompass for

Indian people what Cardinal (L977 zL42) call-s a rtribal
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definitj-on of nationhoodr and this definition and condition,

he bel-ieves, likeIy applies to tribal peoples throughout

the worÌd in that t'" ".they find their whole purpose in be-

ing where they are and who they are."

For fndian people, nationhood is part and parcel of an

identity structure that is founded upon objective criteria
of place, culture, and. history and is reaffirmed by contin-
ued relationships with t,he people, the land, and the creat-
or through a sense of loyaIty, responsibility, and purpose.

For Indian people it appears that the concept of nat,ionhood

or peoplehood is the expression of ethnicity as an affirma-
tion of a shared history, and shared relatíonships t.hat go

towards defining the collective self and structuring col-
lective action"

In past stud.ies in ethnicity, especially those dealing

with Amerindians, there is a lack of emphasis on the ethno-

national perspective" This apparent neglect may be due in
part to the past recognition of ethnic aroups as non-

aboriginal minority groups existing within larger socio-
political- units, and to the treatment of Amerind.ians as

racial and cultural- isolates d.isplaying only a racial- and

cultural identity. Past studj-es into ethnj-c phenomena that
tended to focus on racial and culturally visible minority
groups within larger plural societies include works by

Thomas and Znaniecki (1918), Wirth (1928) , Drake and Cayton

(1945) , Frazier (L949) , Park (1950), IÌughes and }lughes
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(L952) , Berry (1958), Simpson and Yinger (1958), Blalock

(7967) , and Van den Berghe (1967), Ethnic studies in anth-

ropology that have been carried out with reference to the

organization of p1ura1 societies include those by Rubin

(1960) , Benedict (196I , L962) , Despres (L964, L967 | 1969) ,

and Smith (1965, 1969) " In these and other studies ethnics

are seen always j-n relation to others in which ethnic groups

are believed to operate within other social and cultural

frameworks often as survivals from other times to eventually

mergie into the rnore dominant host society. More recently

ethnicity has been recognized as a social force j-n its own

right conLrj-buting to social stability and instabilj-ty and

capable of self-renewal and change (Glazer and Moynihan

1975). The ethnic model may be useful in the study of

social and cultural change for Ind.ian people who sti1l find

themselves, for the most part, living outside the mainstrearn

of North American society, not as anachronistic survivals

passively assimilating, but rather as dynamic social entit-

ies taking an active part in defining who they are anC where

they are going. The process of self-definj-tion for Indian

people may not be a recent occurrence, but may rather be a

part of Indian ethnohistory since Indian people, like other

people, define themselves in relation to those with whom

they interact and to the world. in whj-ch they live "

Indian people living in the western Canadian subarctic
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remain outside of the mainstream of Canad.ian society, not

only physically isolated on reserves or in northern frontier

communities, but al-so socially isolated from any intimate

and meaningful interaction with non-Indian people. During

ethnographic research for this study individual- Indians

commented "you are the first Vühite man to come into our

home" and "you are Lhe first White man to sit at our table

and eat with us. " The social isolation of Indians from

Vühit,es is commonplace despite an increasing interaction

between Indians and Vühites in the work place and their in-

creasing professional interdependence on the job. Similar

forms of social separation were found by Matthiasson and

Matthiasson (1978) for the Inuit of the Eastern Canadian

Arctic in which ethnicity vias a means for social isolation

by Inuits from Whites in arctic settlements at a time when

Inuit lrere adopting an ethnic stance.

The focus for this study, however, is not on Indians as

visible minorities within the larger Canadj-an society, nor

is it on Indian/non-Tndian segregation in northern conmunit-

ies, but is rather concerned wit,h the historic expression of

Chipewyan ethnicity within larger Indian collectives and the

various forms ethnic expression take to distinguish various

Chipewyan groups one from another under condj-tions of change.

In this study indj-vidual Indian groups will- be viewed

in terms of their ethnic awareness based on their objective

id.entity features of p1ace, tradition, and cul-ture, and on
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their ethnic consciousness¡ the \¡/ays by which they have

employed their concept.s of sel-f to resolve conflicts and

to adjust to new situations brought. about by culture con-

tact and culture change experiences.

The Role of Culture

AII- eLhnogiraphic studies refer to the identity of

ethnic aroups, However, in most studies culture is the

means for the study of identit.y, and identity change is

attributed to change in a peoplets cultural repertoire,

The concept of culture remains fundamental- to any

study of social and cultural change, including change in

ethnicity" Kroeber and Kl-uckhohn (1952) provid.e over one

hundred definitions of culture, reflecting the great di-

versity that exists in culture theory and the application

of the culture concept to the study of human behavior.

In this study, in which the expression of self-ident-

ity is recognized as an integration of the social, cultural,

and historical, culture is defined as a set of attitudes,

beliefs, techniques, customs, and traditions held in common

by a group of people and which is expressed in a symbolic

and abstract manner as changing patterns over time and over

space "

Culture provides the slanbolic orientation for ethnic

expression as well as a means for defining relationships,

and includes both traditional- cultural features as well as

adopted and innovative cultura-l- elements" It is, however,
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not the cultural features themselves that comprise an iden-
tity structure, but rather the slnnbolic and behavioral €x-

pressions of those features, and how they are consciousry

employed to emphasize an identity and to di-stinguish one¡s

o\^in id.entity group f rom all- others, George Devos and Lola

Romanucci-Ross (1975:16) refer to the role of culture in
ethnicity in that:

The ethnic identity of a group of people
consists of their subjective, slzmbolic, or
emblematic use of any aspect of culture j-n
order to differentiate themseLves from other
groups.

In early studj-es of ethni-city (Mitchell 1956; Epstein

1958; Gordon 1964; Naroll L964) cul-tural features were

over-emphasized in defining ethnic identity and were ex-

clusively used to define the boundar.ies of an ethnic group.

Yet, ethnicity is not only a recognition of shared cultural
features but is also an a\^/areness and acknowledgement of
coilrmon attachments to place of origin, common ancestry,

shared history, and even shared physical appearance, or at
least the perception of these features as being significant
or central to group affiliation. These objective features
of identity, including cul-tural- features, give form to eth-
nicity and provide for continuj-ty of group identity.

However, ethnic identity is also derived out of dynamic

relationships with the social, physical, and metaphysical

environments, and it is these experiences that provide the

basis for identity change" The integration of the concepts
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of culture and ethnicity brings about what Babinski (1984:

38) calls an ethnic culture which he defines as:

a specific culture created blz an ethnic
group and identical neither with the
culture of the country of origin nor with
the one of the country of settlement,
although connected to both of them.

Within the emerging ethnic cul-ture there is an amalgam of

adopted cu1tural features and traditional- cultural elements

'bhat together generate a new sense of group identity.

Social and Cultural Persistence

The expressJ-on of traditional cultural features may be

a means for adapting to imposed change; an adaptive strategy

for Indian people based on what Trotti-er (f981;273) refers

to as: "...'traditionalism'" ".the attempt to preserve

traditional culture and socio-economic prerogatives in the

face of I^lhite dominanceo"o."

The persistence of Indian culture has been explained by

reference to several hypotheses as set out by Evon Vogt

(L972) " The first is that persistence of Indian culture is

the consequence of isolation of Indian populations on

reserves, and that this isolation encouragies and promotes

the retention of aboriginal cultural features and traditional

\i/ays of 1ife. Whil-e physical isolation may contribute to

cultural persistence, this explanation fails to account for

cultural retention among Indian people found living in cl-ose

proxirnity to or even within predominantly l{hite communities '

Furthermore, Indian populations are no longer isolated from
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the influence of Euro-American culture in a worlci of univers-

al education, mass communication, ancl modern transportation.

Yet, Indian culture not only persists, it is emphasized and

renewed through expressions of self identity, even in the

most remote circumstances "

A second perspective in the study of cultural persist-

ence among Indians is that forced acculturation by the

dominant lVhite society tends to generate a resistence to

change. It should, however, be recognized that this resist-

ence does not necessarily preclud.e change, but rather may go

towards limiting and directing change"

A thircl hypothesis related Lo cultural- persistence is

that culture, being non-uniformr erodes by degree in which

some features of culture are more susceptible to change than

are others. Material culture is believed to change most

easily, family and kinship institutions are believed to be

nore persistent, and. values, cultural orientations, and

personality type are even more persistent and less subject

to change (vogt L97229) " This approach to the stud.y of

culture change presumes a multilinear de-evolution in which

a culture core or culture base is found to remain as an

historical cultural root as a people are absorbed into the

culture and society of another people. This perspecti-ve

also assumes that not only are some features of culture more

susceptible to change than others, but that some cultures
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are less resistent to change than are others. vlhile some

cul-tural features may be more amenable to change, this

approach fail-s to account for the interdependence of cul-tural

characteristics and the influence change in one sphere of

culture has on other spheres of culture.

A recent approach in the study of cultural persistence

for North Amerj-can rndj-ans focuses on pan-rndian identity in

which Indians perceive themselves as sharing a set of

cultural symbols and values that set them apart from the

rest of society as a unique people. pan-Indianj-sm has most

often taken the form of nativistic movements in which Indian

people from differing historical- and cultural backgrounds

have adopted a set of identity features that function to set

them off from the rest of society. Stein and Hil] (1977;2)

refer to this phenomenon as a 'New Ethnicity, that: "confers
the il-lusj-on of continuity with the chosen past." However,

pan-Indian identity features, being highly selective, do not

constitute the individual's complete identity picture.

Rather, iike all forms of nativism, pan-Indianj_sm a1lows

individuals from diverse cul-tural backgrounds to express

common themes of ethnicity in a selective fashion.

Nativistic movements tend to evolve out of past cultural

forms in response to some fett need " They provide a focus

for identity expression for people who share a common sense

of purpose and destiny"
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Examples of nativistj-c movenents among American Indians

include the revived Sun Dance and the Ghost Dance of the

Plains Indians (see Mooney 1965, original 1896), and the

Peyote Cult which has its roots in earlier practices, The

use of peyote (liahuatl peyotl) has been part of American

rndian tradition since the time of cortez (Burkholder r974:

37) and has been used, particularly by plains Indians, j_n

religious ceremony since about 1870 (l,a Barre L970:,1) .

Peyote continues to be used in religious ceremony within the

Native American Church. (For more on the ritual_ use of
peyote see Sl-otkin L975) .

Nativistic movements have been explained by sociologists

and anthropologists in terms of social disruption and social

dì-sorganization (Linton L943; F]allace 1956, 1966) and social

deprivation (eberle 1966; Hine l-974). Social disruption and

disorganization may be a consequence of the stress of culture

contact. The response is often an organized attenpt by the

subordinant group in society to sustain specific features of

their culture as a framework for social action. Social

deprivation models for the study of nativistic movements

focus on the frustration of inequities that are perceived

to exist betv¡een a group of people and their identified

oppressors in the form of economic inequalities, social or

status deprivation, and psychic or worth deprívation (Fline

l-97 4:653)

there is an

Relatj-ve deprivation is seen to exist where

apparent erosion of the old social order
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and system of cultura1l)¡ founded values. Nativistic move-

ments function to renove inequities anc increase the in-
clividual's sense of pride as a r,ìember of the group by ref -
erence to cultural_ synbols of the past reinterpreted for
directing present action ancl for enhancing future prospects.

l.Iativistic movements operate at a general level of identity
structure in which the group focus may be too broad and the
cul-tural symbols too narrow to provide a universal appeal or
a concerted and sustained soci-al- political action, Local

level- identity structures that may be infl-uencecl by ìdativism

can only be devised out of specific and relevent social-

and cul-tural histories, meanì-ngfu] experiences, and individ-
ua1ly expressed desires and goa1s.

t'lativistic movements provide rndian people with a focus

for universal identity which Trottier (1981:283) calrs a

"pan-ethn.J-c charter," He recognizes the major probrem in
formulating pan-ethnic charters as the serection of approp-

riate symbols that will have universal appeal- to a great

nuraber of groups that come from different ethnohistorical

backgrounds. The basis for slnnbolic identity of recent

Nativism is Pl-ains Tndian cul-ture with its emphasis on the

Sun Dance, the Round Dance, the pow-wow, the ceremonial

pipe, the use of sweet grass, ancl the Sweat Lodge, much of

which has littl-e or no rel-evence to the curture history of
the chipewyan rndians of northern Saskatchewan. However,

chipewyan rndians¡ âs well as other l,lorthern Athabaskans,
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are adopting Pl-ains rndian cultural- symbolism to provide
themsel-ves with a basis for rndian identity. This is a

recent phenomenon occurring where cul_ture contact between

rndian people and between rndians and whites is rapidly
escalating. Pan-ethnic features that are being introduced
to chipewyan rndians of northern saskatchewan incl_ude the
sweat Lodge and the Round Dance" These adopted cu]tural
features are being incorporated, with varying degrees of
acceptance, into chipewyan cul-ture as practices that are

either believed to be a part of chipevryan culture history
or are seen as a means for self expression of rrndianness t

and a means of coping with and even directing change,

Social and Cultura1 Change

The role of cul_ture in the study of ethnicity is
recognized not only in terms of persistence but also in
terms of change. The process of social- and cul_turaI change,

including change in identity, has tended in the past to be

studied from the perspective of acculturation and assimira-
tion. Acculturation j-s a process of social- and cultural
change that comes about under conditions of contact in
which one group of peopre are berieved to acquire cul_tural_

traits and soc j-al- patterns f rom another group. Assimil-a-

tion is considered the compl-ete absorption of one social_

and cultural- group by another so that no distinctive social
identity features are apparent " The process of identity
assimilation follows what Neil Sandberg (Ig7 4) cal]s
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fstrait-Iiner theory in which there is an eventual absorp-

tion of an ethnic group into the J-arger host society"

The theme of social and cultural assimilation has

d.ominated. much of social science thinking as it rel-ates to

identity groups" Paul- Metzger (19712628-629) notes that:

Sociologists, by and 1arge, have accepted
the image of Horatio Alger in the Melting
Pot as the ideal definition of American
Society, Although they have repeatedly
documented the discrepancy between social
reality and cultural myth in America, they
have also taken the view that Lhe incorp-
oration of Americars ethnic and racial
groups into the mainstream culture is
virtually inevitable"

The term 'accul-turation' was first used by J" Vü.

Powell in 1880 in reference to a force for change that is

affected by the influence of one people upon another. He

noted that: "The force of acculturation under the over-

whelming presence of miJ.lions has wrought great change"

(Herskovits 1958:3) .

The process of acculturation occurs by the d.iffusion

of cultural traits over space and time through direct, in-

oirectr or ind.uced cufture contact. W. H. Holmes dj-scrj-bed

the process in 1886 in the foll-owj-ng manner:

The arts. " "pass from place to place and
from people to people by a process of
acculturation so that peoples of unl-ike
origin practice like arts, while those of
like origin are found practicing unlike
arts (Herskovits 1958 :3) .

Tn this manner, minority groups existing in a subordinant

position to the larger society are seen to assimil-ate under
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the pressures of contact, losing their own sense of identity

in the process.

Acculturation and assi¡rilation have been viewed from

different perspectives, either as a total process in which

the influence of cul-ture contact may lead to the loss of

social, cultural, or even racial differentiation between the

contact groups t oy in which acculturation and assimilation

are influential processes that are bi-directional and are

reciprocal in nature bringing about a change in social- and

cultural identity through a blending of cultural features

between contact groups. For some, processes of accultura-

tion and assimilation are separated out as either one-r,/ay

or reciprocal relationshj-ps" Lesser (1933) states that:

in acculturation the culturaL groups
involved are in an essentially reciprocal
relationship". . "In assimilation the tend-
ency is for the ruling cultural group to
enforce the adoption of certain ext.ernals,
in terms of which superficial adjustment
seem to be attained" The adopting culture
is not in a position to chose (Herskovits
1958 : ix) "

Parsons (1936:xii-xiii) on the other hand takes the opposite

position, that acculturation is a one-way adoption of cul-t-

ure traits and assimil-ation is a reciprocal process as i-n

the case of "what the early Spaniard took from the Indian in

the development of both Spaniard and Indian into modern

Mexican" " In both views what is overlooked is the adaptive

nature of the culture change process and the distinction
between free adoption of cultural features as part of an



adaptive process and the imposition of culture by one

group upon another, either by direct force or by influence.
In the case of culture contact between subarctic indians

and Whites the experience has been bi-dj-rectional but not

necessarily reciprocal in nature. Non-Ind.ians have adopted

many cultural- features from fndians including elements of

their language, dress, recreational technology, and environ-

mental ethics. Indians, on the other hand, have come under

the growing infLuence of Euro-American cul-ture in the form

of technology, education, political organization, and re-
ligion" These features of foreign culture were not always

freely adopted but rather h/ere imposed as forced accultura-

t,ive experiences requiring a further adaptive response be-

fore they could be molded into the identity structure of

Indian people" These adaptive responses have often been

detrimental to native populations leading to loss of econ-

omic and social independence and to long-term disruptions
to individuals and t.o communities of Indians. However,

adaptive responses to forced acculturation are also incorp-

orated into the identity structure of Ind.ian people.

the acculturation-assimil-ation model has been applied

in anthropological studj-es of American Indians. Brady and

Isaac (I975272) recognize thj-s tendency:

Most studies of acculturation by American
anthropologists have been carried out on
Indian Reservations, and most have focused
on the replacement of Indian culture by
White culture"

2B
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In anthropological descriptions of Chipewyan Indj-ans

the acculturation-assimilation model has often been present-

ed in negative terms, ês noted by Koolage (1975) in that

social and cul-tural change is seen to result in d.ecultura-

tion, and social disorganization and disintegration of

Chipewyan society (see VanStone 1965; Ilonigmann L966; Birket-
Smith L976) " Deculturation is defined by VanStone (1965:110)

as occurring "when the abandonment of an aboriginal cultural
trait is not replaced with a fVhite cultural equivalent. "

The often perceived consequence is what Oscar Lewis (1966)

calls 'cuLtures of povertyr " However, these negative ethno-

logical descriptions stressing acculturation or deculturation

are misleading in that they give a distorted image of ident-
ity change and.r âs noted by Koolage (1975:45-46)"fai1 to

elaborate the many viays in which the Chipewyan are adapting

to changing socio-cultural- conditions in northern Canada."

Furthermore, such descriptions of culture change fail to

account for the cross-cul-tural infLuence between Ind.ian

groups throughout their contact and pre-contact history, and

how those influences may have contributed to Indian group

identity" Some of these j-nfluences of culture that flow

from group to group may be instrumental Loday in redefining

C:ripewyan social and cultural identity in which re-emerging

or new fndian synbolism is being ad.opted by Chipewyan, con-

tributing to their identity structure"

Ethnj-c identity for Chipewyan Indians incorporates
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their acculturative experience, thej-r adopted symbolism,

and thelr enculturated traditions" rt is the synthesis of
these three processes that are operating to bring about

social and cultural change, including change in Chipewyan

id.entity "

Concl-usion

In this study ethnic identity Ís a recognition of social

membership based on a self ar^rareness of common origins,

heritage, traditions, values, and goals that allow groups of

rndian people to distingui-sh themselves from all others with

whom they come j-n contact" Ethni-c awareness and ethnic

expression are here analytically separated by reference to

primordial attachrnents to a perceived comrnon past ancl circum-

stantial features of identity used by people to address

daily problems and to adapt to change. In this study the

primordial attachments are not viewed as biologically or

environmentally d.etermined, but rather are treated as a set

of identity criteria that are socially and culturally in-

herited and which people may raodify to provide themselves

with a means for facing new situations ancl for achieving

desired goals" Ethnicity j-s thereby seen as a clynamic force

that provides rndian people with a mechanism for adapting to

change and for meeting challenges of the future.

An ethnic rnodel is used in this study in the description

and analysis of sociar and cultural change as processes in

ethno-adaptation. Barth (198la:78) descrj_bes'process' as:
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keep recurring, Èhe necessary j_nterconnections
of which, and the consequences of which, can
be clearly described.

{r956) have attempted to seek out variation within regional
populations who shared corTrmon territory and features of

Past ethnographic studies by Nadel (l-947 ) and Barth

ethnicity (Barth l98lb:125)

sought, not only among contemporary Chipewyan, but

variation is described in terms of both continuities with
the past and innovations of the present.

An ethnohistorical perspective is used in this study to
identify social and cultural- continuities and to trace social
and cul-tural change. Fredrik Barth (l9Bla:6), in cautioning
the use of historical explanatj-ons in anthroporogy, acknow-

ledges their value in that: "we must struggre to ascertain
the dynamics of cul-tures and societies in time as ongoing

systems and through time as emergent sequences. " He recog,-

nizes two major advantaqes in using an historic approaëh:

On the one hand, they may reproduce the
awareness of the past held by the actors
themselves, and depict how their rcon-
scousness' - i.e. values, rights, and world
view - is mol_ded by that knowledge....On the
other hand, critical_ly evaluated information
about the past may also be used by the
analyst to establish what the events ancl
conditions of the past really were, thereby
furthering our understanding of the influences
that have in fact affected the course of change,
and, according to some, also furthering our
understanding of the real_ character of the
present (Barth t98lb:I27-t2B) 

"

In this study variation is
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CHAPTER TIVO

METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH TECHNTQUES

Introduction

A research methodology is the applicatj-on of a set of

procedural ru1es, including theories and concepts, to a

series of observations in order to explaJ-n phenomena and the

relat.ionships between phenomena" Research techniques make

up a part of the methodological framework and consist of a

set of strategies used in carrying out observations and

collecting and analysing d.ata (Pelto 1970) "

Bronislaw t{alinowski, in his introduction to Argonauts

of The Western Pacific (1961:6, original L922) outlines the

fundamentals of ethnographic research methodology in the

following statement¿

The princi-ples of rnethod can be grouped
under three maj-n headings; first of all,
naturally, the student must possess real
scientific aims, and know the values and
criterj-a of modern ethnography. Secondly,
he ought to put himself in good condit.ions
of workr..,right among the natives. Final-
Iy, he has to apply a number of special
methods of collecting, manipulating and
fixing his evidence.

This stud.y of self identity expression as ethno-adapta-

tj-on by Chipewyan Indians of northern Saskatchewan is carried

out with the assumption that people structure their social-

identity out of their life experiences and, as conditions

change, these are reflected. in changing expressions of

32
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ethnicity. The expressions of identity can be observed as

symbolic representations and social and envi-ronmental re-
lationships as well as through the subjecti-ve account of

individual ethnics of their interpretation of their history,
their own experiences, interests, desires, and goals

This study is carri-ed out by reference to both objective

features of identity expression as observed by the j-nvesti-

gator and the subjective perceptions of identity as communi-

cated by individual ethnics, By integrating objective

observations with subjective accounts, the final goal of the

ethnographer¡ êS stated by Malinowski (1961225), "to grasp

the native's point of view, his rel-ation to life, to realj-se

his vision of his world" may be achieved"

The research methodology for this study is conceptually

divided into three components; a literature review, regional

familiarization research, and fiel-d research. The stud.y was

carried out over a five year period, from 1984 to 1989"

Literature Review Strategy

A literature review was conducted. into forms of social

identity and culture change directed generally to theoretical
perspectives in ethnicity and to hunting and gathering

societies in transition, and more specifically to fndians

living j-n subarcti-c regions of Canada. The literature re-
view was also directed towards primary data gathering of

demographj-cs, family composition, economic condition, and

community development for Chipe\,vlzan Indians living in the
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study region. Primary data gathering made use of several

sources, including federal- and provincial goverrunent asenc-

ies, archives, and Indian band records"

Regional Farnil-iarization Research

Regional famil-iarization research was conducted to

increase the investigatorrs understanding of a range of

issues of concern to ïndian people in the study region.

During 1985 and 1986 the researcher participated in a

number of Indian sponsored conferences and workshops held

in Saskatoon, Edmonton, and Ile-a.la-Crosse. Regional

familiarization research was supported by three lzears of
residence by the researcher in subarctj-c Indian communities

in northern Saskatche\^/an and Manitoba as an employee of the

Hudsonts Bay Company durj-ng the period l-959 to 1961" For

eight months of that three year tenure, from December, 1959

to August, 1960 the researcher lived in the research com-

munity of Dillon, Saskatchewan located on the Peter Pond

(Buffalo River) Indian Reserve, participating on a daily
basis in the life of the community. Regional familiariza-
tion research was also supported by the researcher carryj-ng

out a socio-economic impact assessment of the provision of

hydro-electric power to the Chipewyan Indian communities of
Fond-du-Lac, Black Lake, and lnlollaston Lake in the Athabasca

Basin of northern Saskatcheìúan (Saskatchewan Power Corpora-

tion 1986).



Field Research

The third component of the study, field research, was

carried out among two regional populations of Chipewyan

Indians living in sj-x communities in northern Saskatchewan.

The primary research population are people at Buffalo

River who live on the Buffalo River Indlan reserve at

Dillon, and in two non-status Indian communities adjacent

to the Buffalo River Indj-an reserve, Michel Village and

St" George¡s HiLl" These first communities are located

near the mout,h of the Dillon River along the southv¡est

shore of Big Buffalo (Peter Pond) Lake. The Dillon River

and Big Buffalo Lake are part of the Upper Churchill River

system (figure one) 
"

Field research at Buffalo River was carried. out over a

five year period, from 1984 to 1989, The field experience

consisted of from three to five sojourns each year to

Buffalo River, each stay lasting from two to five days dur-

ation during which time the researcher took up temporary

residence in regional Indian communities. The use of multi-

ple short-term field trips aLl-owed for selected occasions

of intensive observations and interactions intersperseC

with periods of evaluation of research activity and assess-

ment of research results" In this manner research strategy

\^zas continually being modified and re-designed to meet on-

going research requirements, Field research at Buffalo

River was extended beyond the research community as the
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researcher reciproca-ted as host to individual members of the

research population when they visited his home in Saskatoon.

Field research was expanded to includ.e a second regional

population of Chipewyan Indians in order to provide a com-

parative basis for studying social identity and. id.entity

change. The comparative regional population are Chipewyan

Indians referred to as rCaribou-Eater Chipewyan' (Mooney

L92B; Simpson 1938; Hearne 1958, original L775) " Caribou-

Eater Chipewyan occupy the more northerly forest-tundra

transi-tion zone of northern Saskatche\dan, living in the co$-

munities of Fond-du-Lac, Black Lake, and Wollaston (see

figure one) " Field research among the Caribou-Eater

Chipewyan took place during the sunmer of 1985 in conjunc-

tion with a socio-economic impact assessment of the d.evelop-

ment of a hydro-electric transmission line across northern

Saskatche\^/an from Uranium City to Wollaston Lake" Field

research consisted of random interviews and general observa-

tions over a two week period,

Observation Technigues

EthnographJ-c fiel-d research was carried out by use of a

combination of observation techniques designed to promote

effective information gathering under different field con-

d.itions" Junker (1960) identifies four different conditions

und.er which ethnographic observations may take place, each

based on a desired relationship between the observer and



the research population.

The first condition is observer as complete participant

in which the researcher becomes a member of an ingroup and

gains access to information held by that group through

direct observations. By use of this research technique,

observations are limited in that the observer may become

isolated within a select group, and. be unable to cross

social boundaries and gain the trust of other members of the

community under study who are not members of the ingroup"

Complete participation can lead to a conflict of interest

and confusj-on of loyalties in that the observer may have to

sacrifice research objectives in order to demonstrate his or

her loyalty to the group"

The second condition is that of participant as observer.

In this approach the researcher stresses his or her role as

particj-pant in the activities of community life as a mernber

of the community through which observations are concealed or

given a low profile. A d.rawback to this field. research

strategy is that the researcher may become captured into a

system of d.uties and obligations that are poorly understood,

and thereby not only limit the effectiveness of observations

but may also run the risk of being alienated even by those

to whom he or she has become attached"

More importantly, any attempt to conceal research

purpose or to disguise research activity may lead to ethj-cal

3B



problems and a possible research dilemma"

A third approach to field research is that of observer

as partj-cipant in which case the purpose of a stud.y and

methods of information gathering are made known to the re-

search population at the outset, and in which the role of

the researcher is clearly defined, and where parti-cipation

in community life is neither clandestine nor contrived" In

t.his approach fuII cooperation by al-l- members of a popula-

t,ion can not be expected, however it al-lows f or f ree part-

icipat.ion choices by both the researcher in community act-

ivities, and by members of the research population to be-

come involved in the study. In this approach individuals

have the opportunity to take a conscious role in defining

their own condition, thej-r inter-personal relationships,

and their individual and collective goals, thereby limiting

inferences and the need for subjecti-ve interpretations of

observations "

À fourth field st,rategy is one in which the researcher

is complete observer, recording observations as they are

presented. With this approach objective information is
gathered and subjective opinion is elicited without the re-

searcher becoming involved in community life, The strategy

of researcher as complete observer allows for the gathering

of information over a broad range of issues to gain a gener-

al overview of conditions as they exist as wel-l as some

limited insights on how the research population perceive

39
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and express realities" Complete observer techniques pro-

vide an opportunj-ty for introducing the topic of research

to the population und.er study and. of assessing the popula-

tion to determine which ind.ivid.uals are knowledgaL;le ancl

approachable for more indepth involver¿ent in the stucly.

Observation techniques in ethnographic field research

need to be capable of meeting a number of field conditions

and situations as they change from moment to moment and from

interaction to interaction. It is appropriate to incorporate

features found in more than one observation technique to

allow for flexibility and. innovation in conducting research,

to provide opportunity by the research population to take

part in the research project, ancl to enhance selective

control over the field research situation as it unfolds"

In this study a research strategy was adopted for field
research at Buffalo River that combines observer as par-

ticipant with complete observer techniques" That strategy

is here referred to as association observatj-on by which

general observations produce ever more intÍmate contacts,

allowing the researcher to take on the role of observer as

participant within sub-groups, families, and with individ-

uals" In this manner increased. associations are developed

over ti-me that allow the establishment of information

groups and that identify and draw out knov¡ledgable individ-
uals as informants" Through association observations the
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knowledge base of the researcher was continually expanded

by ongoing direct observations of conditions and behaviors "

At the same time associations \^/ere being developed for the

eliciting of subjective opinion and interpretation of slzmbols

of identity and patterns of behavior. As assocj-ations were

expanded to take in ind.ividuals within s¡þ-grotlps¡ informa-

tion gaLhered was cross-checked and confirr¡ed. As associa-

tions extended across sub-groups greater participation in
inter-group activities became possible. Through greater
parti-cipation the knowredge of sub-group rerations increased.

Through association observations several inforrnant

relationships d.eveloped, allowing individ.uals to take an

active role in the research project. Some members of the

research population acted as interpreters while others

volunteered to record life histories of eld.ers" Informant

relationships were based. on mutual respect anil trust, ancl

several developed into friendships"

Subjective accounts of identity expression related to

social, economic, and spiritual issues \^/ere gathered through

open-ended, unstructured interviews that took the form of
discussion" All semblance of formality in interviewing was

avoided as counter productive, Rather individuals were

encouraged to express their opinJ-ons on a broad range of

subjects. Interviews ancl interactions \,vere guidecl purely by

research objectives to gain an understanding of conditions,
practices, perceptions, and attitudes and how those



are related to ethnohistorical processes of change"

Sampli-ng of the research population was carried out in
an opportunistj-c manner wit.h observations and. interactions
taking place in peoplers homesr on the roadwây, at public
gatherings, and in public places. The i-ntent was to make

multiple contacts with as many peopre within the community

as possible over an ext,ended period of time. subjective
information was gathered through use of associ-ation obser-

vation techniques as outrined above. objective informatj_on

and quantitative d.ata was gathered by two method.s; the use

of government statistics, band files, and archival material,
and secondly by informal and unstructured 5-nteractions with
the research population" Through informal interactions,
quantitative data \^¡as compiled on such information as

animal harvest figures, seasonal employment activities, and.

declared arcoholics in recovery" objective informatj-on was

cross-checked through multipre interactions and was updated

Lhroughout the study"

structured sampling methods using more formal sampling

techniques were avoided as potentially limiting, counter

productive, and subject to sampring error due to the sma1l

numbers of people within communities.

Influences of resear:her bias \¡/ere controlled by

maintaining a broad informant base that allowed. for cross-
checking of information gathered. and for a variety of ex-

pressions of j-ndividual perceptions and opinions " curtural-
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relativity, the interpretation of observations and inform-

ation from the cultura1 perspective of the research popula-

tion, was enhanced by the researcherrs long-lj¡ne association

with the real-ities of norLhern living and familiarization
with social practices and cultural val-ues of subarctic

Indian people"

Field research among the comparison population of

Caribou-Eat,er Chipewyan \^/as carried out using a strategy in
whj-ch the researcher was complete observer, gathering in-
formation and opinion by selected interviews as well as by

taking advantage of opportunistic occasions for interview-
ing a cross-section of t.he regional population. In this
manner a broad range of issues were addressed that related
to economic and political cond.itions, social patterns and

social relationships, spiritual practices and beliefs, and

life sty1e. Interviews were open-ended., and directed to

individual interests or areas of individual expertise, and

!üere guid.ed simply by research obj ectives. An intensive

interview regime was followed with the researcher conducting

twelve to fifteen schedul-ed and unscheduled interviews per

day over the two week field experience. fnterviews and

general observations extended beyond the selected research

communities to include the communities of Uranium City and

Stony Rapids tcr provide a regional perspective for issues

and conditions for chipewyan rndians of the Athabasca Basin"
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The intensive research conducted in the comparative

study communi-ties was supported by objective data gatherecl

from external sources including from government agencies,
industry, and libraries, ano by the researcher carrying out
a social and economic impact assessment of the Athabasca

Basin as part of a private research contract. comparative
research provided a means for anal_ysing ethnohistorical_ and

ethnographic differences and simiraritj_es between sub-groups
within the chipevúyan collective. The comparative evaluation
between caribou-Eater chipewyan of the Athabasca Basin and

Buffalo River chipewyan of the upper churchill River is
presented in the foll-owing chapters to clemonstrate the re-
lationshì-ps between ethnicity and aclaptation for chipewyan

Indians of northern Saskatchewan.



Tntroduction

This study makes use of ethnohistorical comparisons in
identity expression between two regional populations of

Chi-pewyan Tndians of northern Saskatche\,van, the Buffalo

River people who occupy territory within the Upper Churchill
River Basin and the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan found further
north within the Athabasca Basin" Both regions of occupat-

ion will be dealt with separately in this chapter in terms

of physiography, climate, and flora1 and faunal conditions"

These areal descriptions will set the stage for d.iscussion

of prehistoric and historic occupations, mi-girations, and

ways of life that go towards molding identity patterns for

Chipewyan Indians of northern Saskatche\,úan.

The Upper Churchill River

CHAPTER THREE

AREAL OVERVÏEÏ/ü

The Buffalo River people are found inhabiting the full

boreal forest of north-western Saskatchewan within the Upper

Churchill River Basin. The populatJ-on is made up of treaty

Indians who are members of the Buffalo River Indian Band

living in the community of Dillon, and non-treaty Indians

living in the nearby settlements of St. George's Hill and

Michel Village. The three Indian villages are located on

the southwest shore of Big Buffalo (Peter Pond) Lake near

the mouth of the Buffalo (Oilton) River at 55o 50unorth

latitude ancl 1090 west longitud.e. Big Buffalo Lake

45
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and the Buffalo River are part of the Upper Churchill River

system, a vast network of rivers and l-akes that drain the

southern subarctic from Alberta, through the provinces of

saskatche\'üan and Manitoba, into Hudson Bay (see figure one).

The people of Buffalo River hunt, trap, and fish an area of
about 2,500 square kilometers (965 square miles) south of
Dillon to the Prjmrose Lake Air Weapons Range and west to
the Saskatchewan-Alberta border (see figure two) "

Physiography

Physiographically Buffalo River is wit.hin a region

known as the Ile-a-1a-Crosse f,owlands which is a sub-group

of the Upper Churchill Lowlands (Harms lg74) located between

t,he Saskatchewan Plains to the south and the precambrian

formations of the Canadian Shield to the north and east"

The southern boundary of the precambrian formations are

found within fift,y kilometres northeast of Dj-llon runningT

j-n a north-easterly/south-westerly direction.
The Upper Churchill Lowlands is a gently rolling

forested. plain 350-450 metres above sea level (Rj_chards

and Fung 1969). The region is a mixed boreal forest zone

interspersed with numerous lakes, rivers, streams, muskegi,

and bog areas with stunted tree growth. Many rivers in the

region fan out to form deltas of broad marshes and meadows

where they enter l-akes. Such a delta occurs at the mouth

of the Buffalo River, forming a broad meadow and marshl-and

protected from wave erosion by a sand. isl-and across the
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river mouth. These feaLures not only attract a

number of migrating waterfowl, but al_so made for
feeding ground for wood bison (Bison athabascae)

times and provide pasture for cattl_e today,
Cl-imate

The cl-imate of the southern subarctic in north-western
saskatchewan is typicar of simirar interior forest regions
in Asia and North America with rong cor_d winters and brief
mild surnmers " The mean annuar minimum temperature recorded
over a thirty year period from 1931 to 1960 for the upper
Churchill River district is -41_oc (-qZop) (chapman 1966).
However, the normal mean daily temperature for the month of
January is between -20oc (-sor') and -24oc (_roo¡,). For the
month of July the normal mean daily temperature ranges be-
tween l-6oc (6oon) and l8oc (osor') . Minimum winter temper-
atures may reach -49oc (-5Oor) whil_e surnmer temperatures
may occasiona]_Ìy rise above 32oc (9Oo¡,) (Cha:<ravarti 1969) .

Precipitation is moderate in the upper churchill River
averaging between 375-425 mm (15-17 inches) each year.
Approximately 300 to 325 mm (12-13 inches) of annual pre_
cipitation is in the form of rain and about 130 to r54 cm

(50 to 60 inches) of annual_ precipitation fai_l_s as sno\,v

(Chakravarti 1969) 
"

The frost free period is from early June to r-ate
August, and waterways are normalry frozen from mid November
through May.
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The Upper ChurchilI River country is heavily wooded.

Within about 95 kil-ometers (60 miles) radius of Buffalo

River there are approximately 38,200 square kilometers

(I4,750 square miles) of land within which there are L2t160

square kilometers (4,695 square miles) of forest growth

(MacDonald and Olenius L972) " Forested lands in the region

make up about thirty percent of the total l-and area 
"

Rowe (1959:22-26) identifies four northern boreal-

forest zones in northern Saskatchewan, the Athabasca South

and Northern Coniferous sections located in the Athabasca

Basin and the Upper Churchill and Mixed-wood sections which

are found further south. Coupland and Rowe (1969e75) refer

to the Upper Churchill and l4ixed-wood sections as Upper

Churchill Mixed-woods consisting primarily of trembling

aspen (PopuIus tremul-oides) , white spruce (picea glauca) ,

bl-ack spruce (Picea mariana) , jack pine (Pinus banksiana) ,

balsam f ir (ebies balsamea)', balsam poplar (Populus balsam-

ifera) , and paper birch (Betual papyrifers) 
"

49

The Buffalo River Indian reserve has approxi-mately

5,458 hectares (L3,482 acres) of forested land with a

species distribution of black spruce (seven percent), white

spru-ce (twenty ni-ne percent) , aspen (f ifty orre percent) ,

and jack pine, fír, poplar and birch (thirteen percent)

(MacDonal<i and O.l-enius L972) " The species composition for

adjacent forests off the reserve is simil-ar with aspen
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predomj-nating in the region" The forests are a valuable

resource for the people at Buffalo River, providing a

stable habitat for birds and animals, and a timber reserve

for a local logging industry. Figure three and figure four

indicate areas of potenti-ally harvestable forest on and off

the Indian reserve at Buffalo River (Underv¡ood l4clel-]an 1980),

The forest undergrowth in the Upper Churchill River

district consists of a variety of shrubs and ground cover,

much of which produces fruit including Canada blueberry

(Vaccinium myrtilloides), highbush cranberry (Viburnum

edule), wild strawberry (Fragaria virginiana), common bear-

berry (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi), Saskatoon serviceberry

(Amelanchier alnifolia), and black currant (nibes lacustre).

Berries provide a seasonal food resource for the local

Indian population, and have potential for comrnercial harves-

ting" Other common shrubs in the region include alder

(Alnus rugosa) , and a variety of will-ows (Salix spp.)

(Harms L974) which provide brows for ungulates and nesting

sights for many species of birds.
Fauna

The forests and wetlands of the Upper Churchill mixed-

wood boreal zone provides a varied and rich habitat for

many species of game and fur-bearing animals and birds 
"

Maher (1969), in his l4ammals in Saskatchewan, lists 7B

mammal species" Of these there are perhaps a dozen species

found in the hunting territory of the Buffalo Rj-ver people
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south and west of Big Buffalo Lake that remain important to
the local economy. The most important big game animar- is

the moose (alces alces). Moose range throughout the mixed-

wood zone and their presence was noted by Alexander

l'lackenzie in his description of the resources south of
Great slave Lake as recorded in his journal of June g, r7B9

(Yerbury 1986 : 133-134) .

The Indians tel-l me that at a very l_ittle
distance on both sides the Ri_ver (Sl_ave)
are very extensive plains, where there
are vast Herds of Buffaloes, and that
the }loose Deer and the largest kind of
Rain Deer keep in the Wood close by the
River.

The people at Buffalo River procure moose in large numbers

for food and for the hide which they cure and sel_l or use

in the making of moccasins, mitts, jackets, gun cases, and.

other personal use items.

l4oose find a particularly favorable habitat in the

Upper Churchill River district with marshes and hrogs supply-

ing much of their surnmer aquatic vegetational need.sr â,ncl

wi1low, poplar, and birch being available for winter browse.

Moose are taken by gun or by snare. rn earlier times moose

were snared using babiche cord made from hide (Spencer,

Jennings, et al-. 1977:r02) " Today snares are fashionecl from

steel cabl-e and anchored to trees at a height to capture the

moose by the nec]-, in much the same manner as those made from

babiche (personal communication, Dillon l986) .
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Black bear (Ursus americanus) and snowshoe rabbit
(Lepus americanus) are also important sources of meat for
the people at Buffalo River. Less important and less plenti-
ful are woodland. caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou) whj-ch

tend to range in a few localized areas, and mule deer

(Odocoileus hemionus) and white-tailed deer (Odocoileus

virginianus) which are found in greater numbers in more

southerly mixed-wood zones" Barren-ground caribou (Rangifer

tarandus groenlandicus) winter in the district from time to
time, and wood bison were found in great number in earlier
times from Great Slave Lake to the Upper Churchill River.

Pike (1892:141) gives an account of fndians hunting wood

bison between Great Sl-ave Lake and Lake Athabasca as late as

1890, and MacFarlane (1905:691) states that wood bison \Àrere

seen "on the east side of the Athabasca (River), below and

above Fort }fcl4urray" around 1800 (Soper 194I-2357) " Peter

Pond, exploring the country between the Churchill River and

Lake Athabasca in the late eighteenth century, notes that
the Buffalo River district was wood bison habitat by naming

Big Buffalo Lake as 'Beef Lake'on his map of 1785 (Soper

L94L:357) (see figure five)" The wood bison suffered a

great d.ecline until by 1BB9 there were only about 550 of the

animals remaining (Hornaday 1BB9 2525). According to Seton

(L927, 3:669) wood bison were last seen in the Upper

Churchill River district in lBBB when eight bulls were kill-

ed between l4ethye Portage and Lac la Biche (Soper I94L:358) "
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Figure 3. Peter Pond's Map of 1785 (Big Buffalo Lake
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Only in the past few years have wood bison and wood bison

sign been seen by the people of Buffalo River as small

numbers of animals have been re-introduced to the area

from recovering stocks in the Wood Buffalo Nati-onal park

(personal comrnunication, Dillon 198B) 
"

The area in and around Buffalo River, especially the

grassy plain at the riverrs mouth and the open woodland

west of Big Buffalo Lake, was an habitual feeding ground

for wood bison in earlier times, and according to elderly
residents at Buffalo River the presence of these animals

in great number was the incentive for settl-ement by their
ancestors in the area some two hundred years ago (perscrnal

com¡nunication, Dil1on 1985) "

E1k or wapiti (Cervus canadensis) were also found in
the Upper Churchill River district in earlier times¡ râng-

ing as far north as Cree Lake (Maher 1969:81) " Today eIk

are st,ill taken occasionally by hunters from Buffalo River

(personal corn¡nunication, Dil1on 19BB), but are generally

found i-n the mixed-wood forests of central Saskatchewan

south of 55o north l-atitude, and are concentrated. in and

around the Prince Albert National Park (see figure two) "

Fur-bearing animals of commercial value found in the

Upper Churchill- River country include beaver (Castor cãoâç

densis) and muskrat (Ondatra zibethica) which thrive in the

numerous ponds and marshy areas of the region, There are

also lynx (Lynx canadensis), ermine or short-tailed weasel
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(Mustela erminea), and red squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudson-

j-cus) which are found in relatively large numbers evenly

distributed throughout the forests. Less plentiful are

red fox (Vulpes vulpes) and cross fox (Vulpes fulva) which

rangfe throughout the districto Rare species include ri-ver

otter (l,utra canadensis) , fisher (liartes pennanti), marten

(Martes americana), and wolverine (Culo luscus). Grey wolf

(Canis lupus) are seldom found in the country of the Upper

Churchill- River, and tend to range further north (Ifaher

1969; Smith 1975) .

A great variety of waterfowl and upland game bircls are

found in the Upper Churchill River Basin" Migratory water-

fowl, including different species of geese and ducks, find

an abundance of aquatic plant food in the many lakes, ponds

and backwaters of t,he district and tend to congregate in

early spring and late fall at strategic locations, includ.:

ing the marsh at the mouth of the Buf f alo Rj-ver.

Waterfowl species found. in the area, either mi-grating

through or nesting, include Canada goose (Branta canadens-

is) , mallard duck (Anas platyrhynchos), pintaì-l duck (Acuta

sp"), buffl-ehead (Bucephala albeola) , common gold.eneye (e.

clangula) , American widgeon (Mareca americana) , ruddy d.uck

(Oxyura jamaicensis), black duck or surf scoter (Melanitta

perspicillata), shoveler (Spatual clypeata) r colnmon loons

(Gavia immer) , coots or mud hens (Publica americana), sand.-

hill cranes (Grus canadensis), pelicans (Horacali), and
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gulls (Larus sp.)" Upland game b.irds of the district in-

clude willow ptarmigan (Lagopus lagopus), spruce hen or

spruce grouse (Canachites canadensis) , and ruffed girouse

(Bonasa umbell-us) (Smith I975; Gillespie 1981) . Ptarmigan

and spruce hen are prevalent during tl:e wi-nter months "

Fish are relatively abundant in many of the lakes and

rivers of the Upper Churchill River, although there has

been an overall decline in many commercial species over the

past quarter century. This decline in fish stocks j-s due

to several inter-rel-ated causes, including overfishing.

In years past fish taken from Big Buffalo Lake v¡ere sold

com¡nercially, used for househol-d consumption, provided feed

for ranch mink, and were a rnajor food for the large popula-

tion of sted dogs (personal observations, Dillon 1959) .

Commercial fishing began on Big Buffalo Lake in tgIB.

ivfink ranching began in the 1920rs and decli-ned sharply after

1958 " Dog transportatj-on was introduced to the area after

1850 (Cittespie 1981) and continued into the L970 's when

motorized tracked vehicles (snowmobiles) replaced dog trac-

tion as the primary means of winter transport for the Indian

people. Al-1 of these activities drew on the l-ocal fish

resource "

The general decline in fish stocks over the past quarter

century may be attributed to several inter-related causes.

Fish, like many animal species, are subject to fluctuations

that are brought about by a number of condj-tions including
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climatic variation, change in water leve1s, forest fires,

vegetationar successions, diseaser âs wel-1 as over exploit-

ation by resource users. All of these factors contribute

to cycles of population growth and decline, and many s¡:ecies

interact in population dynamics often in prey-predator

relationships which affect population cycles.

Population dynamics of fish species influence the

economic condition, social- pattern, and life style of

resource users. For exampler âs fish stocks fluctuate in

Big Buffal-o Lake individuals enter or leave the commercial

fishery or shift their flshing operations to other bodies of

water ín the region. Fishermen may also change their fish-

ing activity from full-time to seasonal. These shifting
patterns of resource use take place in other resource-based

activities including hunting, trapping, l_ogging, ancl berry

picking all of which are subjeet to resource fluctuations.

The socj-al- and economi-c impacts of resource fluctuations

are dealt with in greater detail in a subsequent chapter.

Today the people at Buffalo River concentrate their

fishing efforts on Big Buffalo Lake, Dillon Lake, ancl

Vermette Lal<e" Fish species found j-n these bodies of water

include common whitefi-sh (Coregonus clupeaformis), cisco or

tullibee (Leucichtys sp. ) , northern pik:e or jackf ish (Esox

l-ucius), pickerel or yellow walleye (Stizosted.ion vitreum),

lake trout (Cristivomer mamaycush) , white or corrunon suck_er

(Catostomus com.mersonni) , longnose sucker (Catostomus
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catostomus) r burbot or Iing, also known locally as maria
(l,ota maculosa) , loche or methye (Lota lota) , yeJ-low perch
(Perca f l-avescens) , lake shi-ner (Notropis atherinoides) ,

northern chub (Couesius plumbeus) r trout perch (percopsis

omiscomaycus) , ni-nespine stickleback (pungitius pungitius) ,

brook stickleback (Eucalia i-nconstans) r rog perch (percina

caprodes) , iowa darter (poecilichthys exilis), northern
sculpin (Cottus cognatus) , spot-tai1 minnow (Notropis

hudsonius), and fathead minnow (eimephates promelas) (Rawson,

1957) - commercially fished species incr-ude whitefish, jack-

fish, pickerel, lake trout, iird mullett the ratter being a

term used for a variety of other less varued speci-es,



The Athabasca Basín

The Chipewyan Indians referred to as Caribou-Eater

Chipewyan (Srnith I976, I976bt 1978) occupy territory in
northern Saskatchewan from Lake Athabasca in the west to

blollaston Lake in the east within the Athabasca drainage

basin" The Caribou-Eater Chipewyan lj-ve, for the most part,
in three communities: Fond-du-T,ac, which is located. on the

northeast shore of Lake Athabasca at Pine Channel at 59o

zTt north latitude and 1O7o 2Ot west longitude; Black Lake

at 59o north latitude and 1050 40 ' west longitude; and

Wollaston, whj-ch is located on lVoll-aston Lake at Welcome

Bay at 5Bo 5' north J-atitud.e and 1030 15t west longitude"

The people at Fond-du-lac are members of the Fond-du-Lac

fndian Band; t.he people at B1ack Lake are members of the

Stony Rapids Indian Band; and the people at Wollaston are

made up of members of the Lac la Hache Indian Band and non-

status Indians of the adjacent settlement of V'iollaston Post.

The people of the Athabasca Basin hunt over a vast area,

extending their winter range of hunting camps northward

into the Northwest Territories.
Phvsioc¡rachv

4 L 1

The Athabasca Basin is located within the Kazan physio-

graphJ-c region which is divided j-n northern Saskatchewan

into the Kazan Up1and and. the Athabasca Plain (Richards and

Fung 1969) (see figure six) " The Kazan Upland is typical

of the Canadian Shield with morainal- veneer overlaying the

6I
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precambrian rocks, Rock outcrops are common throughout,

and there are numerous lakes and muskegs found between

rocky ridges and hil-l-s (schreiner 1984). The Athabasca

Plain is made up of sandy drift plain, glaciar lake plains,
and meltwater channels with eskers and drumlinoid features
across the region (Richards and Fung 1969). The vast num-

ber of lakes and rivers in the region drain int,o the Fond-

d.u-lac River and Lake Athabasca which are part of the

Mackenzie River drainage system" Much of the interior is
poorly drained, forming numerous bogs and muskeg"

Climate

The Athabasca Basin lies within the discontinuous
permafrost zone, in which permafrost is confined to raised
bogs that are insulated by layers of peat, moss¡ or other
surface vegetation. winters are long and cold wj-th temper-

atures dropping to -50oc (-sBoF) " summers are short and

cool with temperatures seld.om reaching 3Ooc (gOor') . pre-

cipitation is limited to about 375 mm (1S inches) a year

(Hofer 1975) " The frost free period is from late June to
mid August, and waterways are normally frozen from earry
ldovember until early June.

Flora

The Athabasca Plain, also referred t.o as the Athabasca

south section of the boreal- forest region of canada (Rowe

r972) , is characterized by forest growth of jack pine and

black spruce" Trembling aspen, Alaskan paper birch, balsam
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poplar, and white spruce are found in favorable locations

alonE river valleys and lake shores.

The Kazan Upland, â1so known as the Northern Coniferous

forest zone, is a transitional boreal forest (Rowe Ig72)

consisting of subarctic open woodland interspersed with bogs,

muskeg and exposed rock outcroppings. The forest growth is

sparse and open due to the severe climate, thin soils, and

the reoccurrence of forest fires. The dominant tree species

is black spruce with white spruce, tamarack (Larix laricina),

balsam poplar, and stunted trembling aspen also occurring.

Jack pine is found only in the rnore southerly areas of

sandy soils where forest fires have resul-ted in regeneration

of great expanses of jack pine growth. Overall the forest

cover is sparse and is interspersed with open areas of

tundra, bare ridges, bogs, and muskeg" The more open areas

have a ground cover of l-ichen growth (Cl-adonia mitis, C.

stellaris, Cetraria spp. ) and short shrubs dominated by

blueberry. Other species of ground cover may include dry-

ground cranberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea), sheep fescue

(Festuca ovina), bog lauret (Kalmia polífoJ-ia) , and bear-

berry. fn areas where there is a denser forest growth the

l-ichen r¿at is not as prevalent and other ground cover is

simil-ar to that found in the open forest. fn areas that are

dominated by black spruce, ihe ground cover consists of

feather moss (llylocomium splendens, Pleuroziurn splendens) ,

Labrador tea (Ledum groenlandicum) , bearberry, cranberry,



blueberry, and. crowberry (Empetrum nigrum) (Rowe 1972),

The forest growth, while sparse in some areas, is g€r€r-

ally sufficient to provide fire wood and build.ing material

for the fndian population who build their trapping cabj-ns

out of localIy acquired timber, and who heat their homes

and cook al-most exclusively with wood,

Fauna

The animaL resources of the Athabasca Basin taiga, and

the forest-tundra margin further to the north are varied

and some species are seasonally abundant" Fur-bearing an-

imals that are consi-stently trapped are beaver, muskrat,

squirrel, marten, mink, weasel, fox, rabbit, and ottår.
Other more rare species include rvolf and Iynx. Fisher,

wolverine, and bear are seldom found in the region, Samue1

Hearne (1958:136) found that beaver, the most important an-

mal to the early fur trade, was rare in the region during

the late eighteenth century. Today, beaver remain of secon-

dary i-mportance Lo the fur trade ranking fifth in animals

most often trapped fol-lowingi muskrat, squirrel, mink, and

martin (Province of Saskatche\^/an 1986) .

Most species of waterfowl- and upland game birds that
are found along the Upper Churchil-l River are also found in
the Athabasca Basin"

There are a variety of fish species in the Athabasca

and Mackenzie drainage, many of which support a commercial

fishery and a recreational fishing tourist industry" The
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important sport and commercial fish species are northern

pike, whitefish, lake trout, waJ.leye, and arctic arayling
(Thymallus thymallus). Less important and less plentiful

species include yellow perch, burbot, white sucker, and

longnose sucker"

Big game animals hunted for their meat are moose and

barren-ground caribou. Vüoodl-and caribou are rarely found,

and then only in the more southerly boreal forest zones.

Moose are found throughout the Athabasca Basin, and espêc-

ially in bog areas containing black spruce undergrown with
wiIlow" While moose are an important source of meat for
Tndians in the region, the most important big-game animal

is the barren-ground. caribou, v;hich not only contribute to
the Chipewyan economy, but are also the conceptual center

of their universe (Sharp 1975:31-32). Caribou d.efine

Chipewyan identity in terms of social organization, terri-
toriality, world view, and way of life. One hunter from

Black Lake summarized the relationship the people have with

the caribou when he saj-d "Caribou are everything to us.

When word of the cari-bou comes, everybody is happy, the

whole town is wi1d" (personal communication l985) "

Barren-ground carj-bou are given detail-ed consideration

in this study due to their significance in the diet, ident-
iLy, and way of l-ife of prehistoric, historic, and contemp-

orary populations of Chipewyan Indians"
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The barren-ground caribou are seasonally migratory

herd animals that rnove in the spring (late Aprit to early

June) to habitual calving grounds on the tundra, and in the

late summer and fall (late August and september) mi-grate to

spend the winter in the protection of the northern boreal

forests. The winter range may vary considerably from year

to year depending on conditions of climate, forage, a-nd herd

population size.

There are four major herds of barren-ground cari_bou

found in the western Canadian subarctic (Thomas 1969); the

Bluenose herd, Bathurst herd, Tjeverly herd, and Kaminuriak

herd. Each herd is named after the lake in which its

calving grounds are f ound. The Bl-uenose herd cal-ves north

of Great Bear Lake and is beyond the traditional hunting

range of Chipewyan Indians. The Bathurst herd ranges north-

west of Great Sl-ave Lake in an area that was occupied during

the prehistoric and early historic period by Yellowknife

Indians, a branch of the Chipe\dyan. The summer range of the

Beverly herd is north and east of Lake Athabasca, and the

Kaminuriak herd is found north and east of Wollaston and

Reindeer l-akes to tiuclson Bay (Kel-sal-l 1968) . The Beverly

and l(aminuriak herds are hunted by Chipewyan Indians of

northern Saskatchewan. Figure seven indicates the major

clivisions of barren-ground caribou herds and the socio*

territorial distribution of Chipewyan Indians of northern

Saskatchewan (Smith I97L:402) .



Figure 7. Chipewyan Socio-territorial Divisions
and Barren-g:round Caribou Herds.

A À ïeeline
l- 2, L'sual winter range of barren-ground caribou
2- 3, [4aximum winter penetration of barren-ground caribou

Íoo ,oo
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The Beverly herd migrates north to sprÍng calving
grounds which cover an area of about 13 r 000 square kilo-
meters (5,000 square mil-es) in the Beverly Lake region of
the Northwest Territories (Kelsa11 l96B:ll0) . V,tinter range

for the Beverly herd 1-s generally north of 59o north

latitude (t{u1ler-I,{i11e rg74) and seldom does the herd move

south of the Fond-du-Lac Rj-ver. The most recent migration
south of the Fond-du-Lac River was in the winter of rgTg*

1980 when barren-ground caribou were founcl as far south as

the cree and Reindeer Lakes at 5Bo north latitude (personal

com¡nunications) . Figure eight is a composite of herd

migration patterns between L979 ancl 1986 as derived from

interviews with hunters, bush pilots, and officials of the
department of Parks, Recreation and culture, province of
Saskatchewan.

Barren-ground caribou are sel_dom found in the Upper

churchill niver district, and. were ]ast hunted on Big

Buffal-o Lake in the v¡inter of I950-1951 (personal_ communica-

tion, Dillon 1986). This information coincides with that
gathered by Jarvenpa (1980:20) from members of the English
River rndian Band J-iving at patuanak who reported that
barren-ground caribou had crossed the churchill River at
Patuanak during that season

southerly migrations into the upper churchi-ll- River

al-so occurred during the 1930's and the r94ors when barren-
ground caribou \¡iere reported to winter regularly in the
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vicinity of Cree Lake and PorÈer Lake soutkr of 5Bo north

latj-tude (Jarvenpa 1980:20), During these southerly pen-

etrations of the Beverly herd, barrenrgrourid caribou enter

into the resource base of the Buffalo River people" Indiv-

id.ual hunters from Buffalo River have recently begun travel-

ling north during the winter to acquire caribou meat from

Chipewyan living in the Athabasca Basin or to take part in

the northern hunt (personal communications, Wollaston 1985;

Dil-lon 1987) .

Tn early historic tjmes barren-ground caribou numbered

in the millions of animals. Even as late as L937 the pop-

ulation of caribou in the eastern Mackenzi-e and Keewatin

districts of the Northwest Territori-es were estimated to

number three million animals (Thomas 1969:18) " However,

since that ti-me there has been a rapid decline in caribou

to about 700,000 animals by 1950 (Banfield 1954:20) and

200,000 animals by 1958 in the Beverly and Kaminurj-ak herds

(Ke1sal1 1968z146i Thomas 1969242) " The reasons for the

rapid decline in barren-ground caribou are not fully under-

stood and may include such factors as over-hunting, loss of

habitat, predation, disease, or interference" Ilowever,

there is evidence that the species are subject to a thirty
five year cycle of population growth and decline (Kelsal-l

l-968:200) 
"

Since 1958 the popul-ation of the Beverly and Kaminuriak

herds have been gradually increasing in numbers" In 1974
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there were an estimated 249 ,000 anj¡rals in the two herd.s

(Hawkins and Howard 1974; Heard 1980) r and by I9B2 the pop-

uration had climbed to about 320,000 animals (Heard l9B3) .

The barren-g:round caribou hunt wirl be d.escribed in detail
j-n a subsequent chapter.

rt is likely that during prehistoric and early historic
Èimes musk-ox (ovibos moschatus) were avairable to the

chipewyan" However, musk-ox are tund.ra dwerring animars,

and were no longer within t.he chipewyan hunting territory
after caribou-Eater bands moved south into the boreal forest
following the smallpox epidemic of 1781"

Conclusion

Chipewyan Indians of northern Saskatche\,\ran live in a

vast territory characterized by relatively homogeneous sub-

arctic condit,ions of climate, physiography, and, plant and

animal 1ife. These environmental conditions sustained a

long-term hunting and gathering tradition and way of rife"
Yet, regional distinctions exist between the upper churchil-I
River district and the Athabasca Basin that are reflected

in different social and cultural- expressions by ssþ-groups

of Chipe\¡/yan as regional adapÈations 
"

Major differences between the two regions are found in
the gradual depletion of forest cover that occurs from the

southwest towards the northeast following the precambrian

formation" The spaciar shift from furl borear forest to-
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ward.s a sparse and stunted transitional forest is accompan-

ied by a change in animal species and numbers of animals

within species across the territory" Although most animal

species are found in common throughout, fur-bearing animals

are more numerous within the f ul-l- boreal f orest zone.

A major difference in animal resources between the

Churchill River district and the Athabasca Basin is the

seasonal availability of barren-ground caribou in the more

northerly zone" While caribou occur with some regularity
in the Athabasca Basj-n, they are seldom seen along the

Churchill River.

Wood bison v/ere found in earl-ier times along the Upper

Churchill River and as far north as Great Slave Lake, and

likely played a significant role in defining Iocal patterns

of resource procurement and identity for regionaf Indian

bands. Today wood bison do not enter into the ecological

strategy of Chipe\,ryan Indians"

The variation in occurrence of different renewable

resources across the territory played a role in defining

Chipewyan Indian adaptive strategies and. identity patterns.

In the following chapters Chipe\,vyan adaptations and identity
change will be addressed taking into consideration variation

in regional resources across the western Canadian subarctic "



Introduction

This chapter deals with the Chipewyan past, where they

came from, their ways of life, and the pressures that

brought about changes in territory of occupation, conditions

of living, and identity for sub-groups within the Chipewyan

collective.

The history of subarctic Ind.ian people in western

Canada has generally been outlined. by reference to culture

contact and adaptive processes in which change is attributed
primarily to Indian involvement in the fur trade, and 1ater,

to dependence of Tnd.ian people on government agencies.

Indian history is often expressed by reference to three

sequential culture impact periods, âs used by Helm, Rogers,

and Smith (f981:146); the early contact era represented by

indirect influence of the fur trade, the contact-traditional

era during which time the Indians \^zere dj-rectly involved in,

and were d.ependent upon trade with the Europeans, and the

modern era when economies and vüays of life based. on huntJ-ng

and trapping give way to what Smíth (L975:395) calls 'b.he

n'Micro-urban Village" or "Government-Commercial" phase after

World War Two when Indian people of the western Canadian

subarctic took up permanent settlement under government aus-

pi-ces " The account of subarctic Indian history by reference

to culture i-mpact eras has been employed by Helm and

ETHIJOHTSTORICA]. IDENTÏTY

CHAPTER FOUR
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Damas (l-963), Rogers and Trudeau (1969-1972) | HeIm and

Leacock (1971), Helm, Alliband, êt al. (1975), and Helm

.(1981) " The culture conLact/culture impact approach for

describing Chipewyan history is avoided here for several

reasons" Fi-rstly, it tends to over-emphasize the Euro-

Canadian influence of trade as a prime causation for change

while giving limited recognition to other fac'tors or to

interacting phenomenon of which trade may have been only one

element" For example, migration by Chipewyan Indians over

the past several hundred years may best be understood by

considering such interacting issues as resource population

cycles, clj-matic change, disease, conflict between groups,

or the opening and. closing of ecozones within a region.

Secondly, the approach tends to ignore continuities of

traditional economies and their ongoing influence on Indian

societies" Thirdly, the approach relies on absolute and

historically varifiable dates to establish periocls of

settlement, failing to recognize that settlement is often a

gradual process, beginning with seasonal encampments at pre-

ferable sites before the direct intervention of traderso

governments, or missionaries" Finally, the culture contaciu/

culture impact model emphasizes Indj-an'White relationships

from a Eurc.l-centric perspective, stressing European influen-

ce on fndian culture change, often ignoring the effect that

Tndian populations had on one another. The consequence

can be a failure to recognize sub-group adaptations as
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distinctive features of iclentity within an Ind.ian collective"

Tn this study the history of the Chipewyan is outlined

by reference to a subarctic chronology based on a spati-a1-

temperal model of prehistoric, protohistoric, and historic

per j-ods af ter Bishop and Ray (1-97 6 ) f or Algonquian speaking

Indians of the central Canadian subarctic and Yerbury (19E6)

for Athabaskan speaking Indians of the western Canadian sub-

arctic " The prehistoric period ends in any one area and for

any one population of Indians with the first indirect in-

fluence of Europeans" The protohistoric period. lasts from

first indirect i-nfluence until direct and habitual contact

is established by an Indian population with Europeans. The

protohistoric for Chipewyan bands includes their time of

middleman contacts !.úith other ltrorthern Athabaskan Indians

during the early fur trade " The historic period is ushered

in with the establishment of inland trading posts in the

interior among the Chipe\¡/yan during the last quarter of the

eighteenth century. This chronology offers an heuristic

device that is population specifì-c, allowing: for close

scrutiny of interactions between traders and Inclians and be-

tween Indi-an groups throughout the district. In this manner

sub-groups of Chipewyan are identifieC and prehistoric oc-

cupations and histori-c migrations are traceC.

In this chapter the prehistoric period is outlined for

Athabaskan and Algonquian speaking groups by reference to

terrj-tory of occupation as interpreted fronr archeological



evidence, ecological rel-ationships, and the analysis of

name/place associations.

The protohistoric period is concerned with changing

economic strategi-es of regional Chipewyan populations and

their early movements and disl-ocations as they became in-

vol-ved in the trade for fur with neighboring Athabaskan

groups " Activities and movement of regional populatì-ons are

d.rawn out of the literature and from folk histories derived

from ethnographic research during the study"

The historic period is recognized as beginning for

individual Indian bancls and regional populations as they

come into direct contact with European traders, primarily

during the time when inland trading posts were becoming

established in the region " Movements and settlernents of

Indian bands are traced by reference to historical- accounts

and the further analysis of name/place associations of

Ind.ian bands as well as the recognition of increasing in-

fluence of traders, missionaries, and government agencies

on Indi-an people 
"
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Chipewyan Groups and Sub-groups

The Chipewyan Indians of the western Canadian subarctic

are the most easterly population of Northern Athabaskan

speaking people " The spelling 'Athabaskanr is that pre-

ferred by the Alaska l'Iative Language Center (Ilrauss and Golla

19Bl-:67) , and is used here to distinguish the general pop-

ulation of Northern Athabaskans from sir.rilarly named local
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and regional groups" Other renditions of the term that have

been applied to specific populations at Cifferent times in-

clude Athapaskan (Smith L975:396) or Athabascan (Smith 1931:

27L) (those who owell in the trembling aspen) who came to

occupy the country between Great Slave Lal<e and Lake

Athabasca during the mid eighteenth century and who displac-

ed Cree populations (Northern Algonquians) who were known

as Athabasca Cree or variously as Athup'piss''Caw, A'Tha'pee'

Skaw, Athapescow, and Araubaska Indians (Cillespie L9752373,

377, 379) "

The Athabaskan speech family is one branch of a large::

linguistic arouping, tthe Athabaskan-Eyak" The Northern

Athabaskan language group consists of about twenty three

languages identified for people living in the subarctic

regrions of Canada west of Hudson Bay and into Alaska. The

Sarcee of southern Alberta also belong to this speech com-

munity (Krauss and Goll-a 1981) (see al-so Powell 1891; Sapir

1929; Kaye L979) " The people within the llorthern Athabaskan

speech community of subarctic Canada refer to themselves

collectively as 'Dene' and have done so since early times"

Davio Thompson (1962), the eighteenth century trader ancl

surveyor, noted in ref erence to the ltlorthern Athabaskans:

"the country is occupi-ecl by a people who call themselves

'Dinnie' (cillespie 198la:16I) "

Chi-pewyan i-s the earliest documented Northern Athabaskan

language and vocabularies are dated from 17 42 (Thompson in



Dobbs 17442206-Zl-L) and. :-.743 (lsham L949:183*191) and

Alexander Mackenzie (1970:156-159) obtained a vocabulary in

L793 (Krauss and Golla 1981:80) . The Chipe\^iyan Language has

been extensively described by Petitot (1876), Legoff (1889,

I916), Goddard (1917, L9I7a), Li (1932, L933, L946, L964),

Li and Scollon (L976) , Scollon (1979) , and Scoll-on and

Scollon (L979) (Krauss and Go1la 1981:80-BI).

During the mid. nineteenth century Oblate missionaries

of the Catholic Order of t4ary Immaculate (OMI) cleveloped a

Chipewyan syllabary after the one used for Cree" This form

of writing is still used by some of the old.er g'eneratj-ons "

A variant form of Chipewyan was spoken by Yellowknife

or Copper fndians (Tfatsan ottine) who occupied the taiga

north of Great Slave Lake and east of Great Bear Lake in

the Yel-l-owknife River and Upper Coppermine River drainage

basin during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries" The Yellowknife Indians were cultural-ly and

linEuistically assimilated into Dogrib Indian bands during

the nineteenth century. Today some of their descendents are

again identifying themselves as Yellowknife "

Chj-pewyan, as one of the Northern Athabaskan languages,

is spoken by people who occupy the taiga or tundra-forest

transition zone in the Northwesi Territories and the north-

ern boreal forest regi-on of northern Al-berta, Sasl-,atchevran,

and Manitoba" Chipehyan is spoken by Indians living in

79



Vowels

CþjFsl,vyan ph,on.e,

a
I
a

i
j

=
Iê

o

u
Iu

u

v
Consonants
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English eguivalent

h

x
q
e

a

0

n

t
l
k
t

father
man

sleigh
feet
sit
sgt
boat
pPl
hook
cup
ye11ow

chipewyan
horse
ach
quick

!Ltip
rouge
them

net
thick

(glottal aspirate
as in the German)

Figure 9" Orthography of Chipewyan Speech"

(lateral fricative)
(glottalized gutteral )

(glottal stop)
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settlements at Cold Lake, Fort Chipewyan, Fort McKay, and

Janvier in Alberta; Fort Resolutj-on, Fort Smith, and

Snowdrift in the Northwest Territories; Fond-du-Lac, Black

Lake, Stony Rapids, Wollaston Lake, Turnor Lake, portagie la

Loche, Dillon, St. George's Hill, Michel Viltage, patuanak,

Dipper Lake, Primeau Lake, Pinehouse Lake, Cree Lake, and

Southend in Saskatchewan; and at Lac Brochet and Churchill

in Manitoba. Carter (L975) has noted an apparent dialect

division between eastern and western populations of

Chipewyan" Smith (1981:275) believes this reflects oloer

language divj-sions that correspond to regional d.istribution

of the major caribou herd.s. There are dialect distinctions

between Chj-pewyan living on the Upper Churchill River in

Alberta and western Saskatchewan, and those Chipewyan

Indians of the Athabasca Basin in northern Saskatchewan.

Most Chipewyan Ind.ians are bilingual, speaking both

Chipewyan and English; and many are multilingual, with a

knowledge of Cree (western Algonquian) and/or French. The

Chipewyan language is, however, being lost by many of the

younger generation, and there is an effort j-n some Chipewyan

communities to teach Chipewyan in the schools as a 'cultural'
language" Tn the communities of this study Chipewyan re-

mai-ns a working language, and is the first languaqe for the

Chipewyan inhabitants "



Whatfs In A Name

The names applied to rndian groups in North America
are often a source of great confusion i_n that individual
groups may have acquired several- names through contact with
nei-ghboring rndian popurations, with European explorers
and traders, and due to migration to new territories"
Furthermore, within named groups are often sub-groupings
that have names f or each other, usualry of a d.escripti_ve
nature referring to their country of origin, their territory
of occupation, or their rel-ative locati_on from another sub-
group within the same family" Gilr-espie (198r_a:16r) notes
that European names for rndian groups were often d.erived
from other Indians who were in earlier contact with the
Europeans, and these names \,,rere often derogatory in nature.

The name 'Chipewyân', for example, was first applied by

cree rndians j-n reference to Northern Athabaskan speaking

peopre who occupied. the forest-tundra margj-n northwest of
Hudson Bay" The Cree source for the term Chipewyan (ci'
pwaya 'n) or (oci 'plraya 'ni 'w) \^/as likely in ref erence to the

way in which those people cut their hunting shirts or pre-
pared their beaver pelts in a pointed manner, a fashion

which the Cree apparently ridicul-ed (see petitot Ig76:xix;
Faries 1938:176i Mackenzie rg70zr20-r2r)" The term was afso
used by the Cree to describe those Athabaskan speaking

people who fashioned their parka hoods in a pointed style
as 'the poj-nted hood peoplef (personal communication, Dirron
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1987) "

The Cree also provided the traders on Hudson Bay with
nanes for more westerly At,habaskan groups including the

Dogrib, S1avey, and perhaps Beaver Indians as well
(Gillespie 198la:161) " These Northern Athabaskans were

col1ectively referred to as rNorthern Indians' or 'North-
ward Indians' by early traders and explorers including
Henry Kelsey (L929225) in 1689, James Isham (1949:3) in
1743, Samuel Hearne (1958:9) in 1770-L772, Philip Turnor

(1934:338) in 1790, J" F" Kenney (1932:163) in 1717, and

others (eillespie L975; Smith 1981) "

The Chipe\iryan v/ere al-So called Dog-rib or Dog-side

Indians by early traders and explorers" Henry Kelsey

(L929:25) attempted in 1689 to contact the Northern Indians

living in the country west of Hudson Bay whom he cal-led

"ye d.ogside Nation" " The French occupying Fort Bourbon

(York Fort, York Factory) at the mouth of the Nelson and

Hayes Rivers on Hudson Bay between 1697 and L7I4, also re-
ferred to the Northern Indians as Dogribs (Platscotes de

Chiens) (Jeremie L926:20)" The terms 'dog-rib' or 'dog-
side ¡ \,vas used j-n ref erence to Chipewyan bands who were

found at t.he time north and west of Hudson Bay, and does

not apply excLusively to the Dogril branch of the Northern

Athabaskan who are found today living northwest of Great

Slave Lake" Gillespie (L975:355) notes that the Athabaskan

myth in which the people originated out of the rib of a dog
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has been transcribed for both chipewyan and Dogrib rndians.

June Helm (1981:306, 309) provides a detaj_Ied synopsis of
the term rdogrib' along with it.S hj-storicaL applicatj-on,

Variations on the na¡ne tChipewyant were used by

European traders and explorers of the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries" These include:

Chepewyans, 1776 (Henry 1969:333); Otchipi-
r^reons, Orchipoins, Ochipawayons, L7B5 | 1787
(Peter Pond in Davidson 1918: maps facing
23, 36, 42)¡ Chi-pa-why-ans, U-che-pi-wy-an,
Chepawyans, 1790 (Turnor and Ross in Hearne
J-934:338, 34J-, 359); Chepewyan, 1801
(Mackenzie 1970) " Later renderings included
Chippewyans and Chip-pe-wi-yan, 1830 (¡"
Tanner 1956 : 391-) ; Chippeweyans, l-B49 (McÏ,ean
L932:134) ; Cheepawyans (Thompson 1916 278) ¡
and in other spellings listed by Hodge
(1907a 2276) (Smith 1981:283) 

"

Vühi1e there are a myriad of terms applied by other

ethnics to define the Chipe\,vyan in a coll-ective manner,

among the Chipei¡ryan there are names used for individual_

sub-groups within the Chipewyan col-lective" These sub-

group or band names are generally descriptive in nature of
place of occupation, and by reference to band name-changes

it. is possible to trace individual band movements over tj-me

and to identify each band's territory during any one part-
icular period" Figure ten shows approximate locations of
Athabaskan groups before fB21 (Gi]-lespie l-98las162) .

By the use of name changes Indian bands may not only

be traced historically as to their migrations, but arso the

stimulus for band movements may be d.etermined through
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crossrrêference \^iith other occurrences during the same

time period whether these st.imuli were ecological in nature

or the result of confl-ict or contact pressures. An ethno-

historical analysis of Chipewyan novements, band divisions,
territorial and ecological relationships, and identity fea-

tures with reference to sub-group and reqJ-onal names is
carried out in this chapter"

Finally, the Chipewyan Tndians, like so many other

aboriginal people, employ a collective term to define them-

selves. They call themselves simply rThe people, (Dene).

Us Indiansr wê do not call ourselves Ind.ians
or Chipewyan. We call ourselves 'Dener which
means 'The People' . The Cree and all us
Indians, we are The People (personal co¡n-
munication, Di1lon 1986) .

Chj-pgwyan Prehistory

The prehj-story of the Chipe\¡/yan is tj-ed in with that of

other subarctic Indian groups who first ¡qoved into the west-

ern Canadian subarctic during the time when the Wisconsin

Laurentide j-ce sheet had retreated north-eastward by about

5'000 B" C. (Woble 1981:79)" Clark (1981:108) notes, with
reference to early occupatj-on of the Northwest Territories:

Much of the central (and eastern) Subarctic
had not recovered from the last glaciation
until about 8r000 to 61000 B. C., at which
time the Northwest Territories was coloni-zed
by hunters whose non-fluèed spear points
link them with the later Paleo-fnd.ian culture
of the northern Plains"

The Paleo-Indians of the region were big-game hunters
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whose ancestors 1ike1y moved out of eastern Asìa to cross

into North America via a Bering Sea land bridge to occupy

the unglaciated interior of Alaska and the yukon Territory
by 8,500 or 9,000 B. C" (Cfark 1991:128) " However, as noted

by Bruce llrígger (1982:6) , this interpretation of rnd.j-an pre-
history is often rejected by rnd.ian people as it does not

fit in with their origin myths.

Àrcheol-ogical research in the forest-tunclra margin of
the Northwest Territories suggests a long-term occupation by

chipewyan rndians who hacl evolved a caribou hunting trad.i-
tion as a regionar adaptation" Archeological research in-
dicates that Northern Athabaskan groups were in the area

north of Great slave Lake in the Mackenzie Di-strict of the

Northwest rerritories since about 200 B. c" other Northern

Athabaskan occupation sites based on the Taltheil-ei shale

tool tradition have been id.entified by Gordon (r975) in the

upper Thelon River of the eastern Mackenzie District from

between 400 B. C. to A. D" 1450 (Wright. 1981".9I-92) and also

at Grant Lake from 655 B" C. to A" D. 1700 (Gordon L976) 
"

Northern Athabaskans extended their occupation further
to the east into the Keewatin District and the extreme north-
ern part of l4anitoba. Archeological sites that have been

excavated by Ronalcl t'lash (1970) indicate that there were

chipewyan rndians occupying the region possibly as early as

A" D. 500 and likely by A" D" 1000. t4any of these sites are
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associated with major caribou crossi-ng places and fj-sh runs

(Wright 1981:87). Figure eleven shows areas of Indian

occupation in the Canadi-an Shield in prehistoric and early

historic times (Wright I9B1:87) "

Archeol-ogical research ind.icates that some ancestors of

modern Chipewyan and related Yell-owknife Indians were long-

term resid.ents of the forest-tundra transition zone in the

Northwest Territories and that the Chipewyan have only

recently moved into the ful1 boreal forest taking over that
territory previously held by Cree Ind.ians. Archeological

evidence places Cree in the northern boreal forests of

Manitoba and Saskatche\^/an long before Chipewyan southern

expansion d.uring the eighteenth century " Vlright (198I z 92-

94) attributes the Sel-kirk pottery complex in northern

l.{anitoba and northern Saskatchewan as far west as Lac fle-
a-la-Crosse to Cree occupation:

Archeological evidence strongly suggests
that Lhe Cree had a very long period of
cultural development in the region under
consideration and that they are not east-
erners who have pushed to the west ancl
northwest in response to the fur trade.

According to Vlright (1968) t.he Cree were inhabiting the

Lower Churchill River below fle-a-la-Crosse since the tenth

century "

Flowever, Cree expansi-on north and west of Il-e-a-l-a-

Crosse to Great Slave Lake may have been a more recent
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event' and may have been i-nfluenced by trade with the

Europeans and the early acquisition of firearms by the
Cree, Jenness (19322248) describes Cree expansion in
the foLlowing manner:

As soon as they (Cree) obtained firearms
from Hudson Bay, however, they expanded
westward and northwardr so that by the
middl_e of the eighteenth century they
controlled northern Manitoba and
Saskatchewan as far as Churchill River,
all northern Alberta, the valley of
Slave River, and the south-eastern
part of Great Sl_ave Lake.

Curtis (1928:8) al-so recognizes Cree movement to t.he north
and west, with greater specificityE

The Cree" " "pressed beyond ChurchilJ. River,
which had been their northerly limj.t, d.rove
the Athapascans before them, and, took poss-
ession of Athabasca river down to the lake
(Athabasca) 

"

This expansion by the cree beyond the churchill River has

been considered by some (Birket-Smith L976¿I3) to have been

at the expense of the chipewyan who were thought to have

been pushed before them into the marginal forest-tundra
zone" However, Alexander Mackenzíe, in his journal entry
for 13 october, r7g2 (yerbury 1980:24) , states that the
Athabaskan speaking Beaver and slave rndians !úere driven by

the cree out of the country between churchil] River and

Lake Athabasca and northwest to the peace Ri-ver and Great
Sl-ave Lake:

90
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On the l3th, at noonr w€ came to the Peace
Point; from which,,,.the river derives its
name¡ ìt was the spot where the Knisteneaux
(Cree) and Beaver Ind.ians settled their
dispute;...When this country was formerly
invaded by the Knisteneaux, they found the
Beaver Indians inhabiting the land about
Portage la Loche (Methy Portage), and the
adjoining tribe vüere those whom they call
Slaves, They drove both these tribes before
them; when the latter proceeded down the
river from the Lake of the Hi1ls (Athabasca),
in consequence of which that part of it
obtained the name S1ave River. The former
proceeded up the river." and when the
Knj-steneaux made peace with them (l-761 or
later), this place was settled to be the
boundary.

The reference here to Beaver fndians should not be confused

with Beaver River Indians who are Algonquian speaking Cree

who occupied at that time the country around the head of
the Beaver River within the Upper Churchill River Basin

(see figure ten) " After the expulsion of the Beaver and

Slave Indians various bands of Cree then controlled the

whole of the Churchill River, and also the country north to
the Fond-du-Lac (Stone) Rj-ver to Lake Athabasca" The Cree

fnd.ians of the Lower Churchill Ri-ver were known as

'Mishenepeo or ¡GreaL Water Tndians' j-n reference to
Southern Indian Lake whi-ch is part of the Churchil-l River

system (Kenney l-932257; Wright l-968:2I), and are likely
ancestral to those Indians known today as Rocky Cree living
in northern Manj-toba (Gillespie I975:358). The Cree of the

Upper Churchill River were the Beaver Rj_ver Indians " The

Cree who came to reside around Lake Athabasca were known
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as Athabasca cree. other terms for cree incl-ude rMaskegonsf

or fMakegonehirinist (Potherie 1931 e265), tKnisteneauxr

(Jenness 1932:86), and tNahatha\,raysr (l.,lright 1981 :92).
In Mackenziets account of the expulsion of the

Athabaskans (see also petitot lBB3z649-650i Coues IB}T:510)

there is no mention of chipewyan rnd.ians being dispraced by

cree from the churchill River. At that time it is likely
that the chipewyan had established a long-term ad.aptation

to the taiga ecological zone, while the cree had. adapted to
'bhe ful-l boreal forest, each exploiting different resources
and evolving different traditions and ways of life under

different conditions" wtire the cree had come to control-
the territory between the churchilL and Fond*du-Lac Rivers
and northwest above Lake Athabasca, the chipewyan lived
within the transitional forest-tundra zone that forms a

great arch following the tree line from Hudson Bay to Great
sLave Lake" The chipewyan did. not move south into the full
boreal forest until the late eighteenth century when terri-
tory along the Fond-du-Lac and upper churchill Rivers was,

for the most part, abandoned by the Cree.

The following section deal_s with the Chipewj¡an proto_
historic period when chipewyan tndj-ans continued to live
within the northern transitional- forestr but v¡ere coming

under increasing infl_uence of European traders.
rn the following section parallels are apparent in

adaptations to the fur trade for Northern Athabaskans
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of the western Canadian subarctic and Northern Algonquians

of the central and eastern Canadian subarctic. For an acc-

ount of Northern Algonquian adaptations to the fur trade

see Bishop (I974¡ I9B4), Ray (I974; 1984), and Morantz

(1983; 1984) .

Parallel adaptive r€sponse to European traders include

the use of Indian middlemen to promote j-nland trade d.uring

early periods of interaction; the isolation of northern

Indian populations by southern Indians who had a longer

history of interaction with Europeans; the development of

interdependencies between Indj-ans and Whites through a grow-

ing relationship between 'homeguard' fndians and traders;

and a reluctance by those Indians who hunted caribou to

shift their economic activities towards fur trapping. These

and other similarities in adapti-ve response across the

Canadian subarctj-c may be explained by common ecological

relationships, common environmental adaptations, and the

same ethnohistorical experiences with Europeans by widely

seperated Indian groups. While ecological and environmental-

factors contributed to common adaptive patterns, the primary

determinant was likely a unj-form trade strategy by Europeans

which was implemented, often by the same individuals trans-
ferred from one trading post to another across the subarctic

north "



Chipewyan Protohistory

During the late seventeenth and. early eighteenth

centuries eastern bands of Chipewyan occupied territory

within the forest-tundra margin west of Hudson Bay ancl

western bands of Chipe!./yan \úere in the territory east of

the Sl-ave River in the taiga between Lake Athabasca and

Great S1ave Lake (see figure twel-ve) (Smitn 19812272) " At

the time, between 1680 and 1689, there were several attempts

bytheEuropean traders on Hudson Bay to make contact with

the Northern Indians, to make a peace between them and the

Cree and to draw them into the fur trade. These included

instructions to Captain Thomas Draper from the Ïiudsonts Bay

Company on 21 May 1680 to build a trading post on the New

Severn (Churchill) River, a conmunique on 15 May 1682 to

John Bridgar, giovernor of Fort Nel-son: ". ".to Penetrate into

the Countrey to make what discoveries you can, and to gett

an Acquaintance and Comerce with the Indians thereabts"

(Rich L94B:35), and instructions to Governor Geyer at York

Fort i-n June 1688 that: ".. . the Boy Henry Kelsey bee Sent to

Churchill River with Thomas Savag:e because lfee are informed

hee j-s a very active Lad Delighting much in Indians Compa."

(Kelsey L929:xxiv)" However, Kelseyts expedition to "o..

di-scover & Endeavour to bring to a Commerce ye itorthcrn

Indians Inhabiting to y" Northward of Churchill River & also

ye dogsid.e lJation" (Kelsey L929 225) did not set out until

June 1689, and met with no success in contacting the

94
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Northward Indians (Gillespie I975¡ yerbury 1986;17_18),
The trading post at the mouth of the churchill River, built
for the chipewyan trade, was burnt d.own ancl abandonecl in
1689, and was not re-built until L7r7 " During the inter-
vening quarter century there were no further attempts to
make direct contact with the chipewyan nations north and

west of the Churchil1 River.

rn 1694 and between 1697 and rTlL the French were in
possession of Fort Bourbon at the mouth of the Hayes River.
The French trader at Fort Bourbon, t{icoras Jeremie (19262

20'2L) identifj-es chipewyan rnd.ians, who he calls 'Dogribs,
(Platscotes de chiens) as living in the territory beyond

the headwaters of the Seal River (see figure twelve);
Seal River extends up to the country of anation called Dogribs (orig. text, lplat_
scotes d.e Chj-ens') who make war on our
Maskegons, that is, the people with whom
we trade" As they have no experience withfirearmsr no more than the E;kimos, as
soon as they hear a few shots fired theyall run avì/ay, leavj-ng their women andchildren and these our natives carry awayas prisoners and make them s1aves....
The Dogribs have pleasant and kindlyfaces, and..."if we could persuade themto trader \,rê v¡ould. get along well with
them" Thei_r country is very barren, with_out beaver or other fur, and al1 they
have to 1i_ve on is fish and a kind oideer which we call cari_bou, The caribouthey kill with arrows, and also take themwith snares (Gillespj-e L97S:356) .

rt is clear from this account that the eastern bands

of chipewyan were restricted to the forest-tund.ra margin,
and were being harassed by the cree rndians with whom
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they had been in conflict for some time, J-ikely since the

cree had penetrated that country, rt is also likely that
warfare between the cree and. neighboring Athabaskan groups

escal-ated as competition for the fur trade grew.

Competition for the trade in fur was intense both

between the French and British trad.ers on lïudson Bay, and

between rndian groups who vi-ed with each other for control
over territory and trade routes. The conflict between the

French and British traders is most apparent in the rj-valry
over trading post sites, and continued until- LB2r when the
Hudson's Bay company gaj-ned a monopoly over trade in the
northwest" An indication of this rivalry at the early
stages of the fur trade on Hudson Bay is apparent in the

following seguence of events acted out by traders in the

area in and around York Factory where the lJel-son and the

Hayes Rivers enter Hudson Bay (yerbury 1986:19):

1682 Fort Bourbon 1 built by pierre Espirit
Radisson on the south bank of the Hayes
River. Destroyed in 1683.

1682 Fort Nelson l- built by Zachariah Guillam
for the Hudsonrs Bay Company on the north
bank of the Nelson River and hel-d for
five or six years.

1682 Guillam Post built by New England Company
under t'he direction of Benjamin Guillam
on Guillam Is1and. Burnt the sarne year,

1683 Chouartfs Post built by the French on
Rainbow Is1and. Burned the same year
and rebuilt in 1684 and abandoned that
year 

"
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1684 Abraham t s post built on Wa] ker r s point
in an attempt to control both sid.es of
the Nelson River"

1684 york Fort I built on the north shore ofthe Hayes River by the Hudsonrs Bay
Company.

1684 La Martinierets post built to control
the trade at French Creek by the French.

1685 French post built to replace Radissonrs
Post by the French. Useã only one year"

1694 Fort Bourbon 11 was the occupation of
York Fort by the French in 1694 and
from 1697 to I7l4 

"

1700 Fort phillipeaux built by Nicolas Jeremie
on the south shore of the Hayes River
near Ten Shilling Creek. It was sacked
in I7I2.

1715 york Fact,ory l_1A built by the liudson's
Bay Company after the Treaty of Utrecht
(1713) by Captain James Knight"

17B2 French under Jean Francois Galaup burned
York Factory to the ground"

1783 york Factory rebuilt by t.he Hud.son's Bay
Company "

During the early fur trad.e period on Fludson Bay, from
1680 until about 1728, the cree and chipewyan were engaged

in protracted war, fighting over trapping territory and

trade routes from Hudson Bay to Lake Athabasca, and. over
access to the trading posts at the riouth of the churchill,
Nelson, and Hayes Rivers, The cree were abl-e to effectively
isolate chipewyan from trade at york Fort and keep them out
of the fuIl boreal- forest and rich trapping ground.s to the
south. The trade in firearms was bri_sk (see yerbury 1980,



1986) and may have given the cree an ad.vantage over other
rnclians in the region. However, Townsend (1983) questions

the advantage of muskets over abori-ginar weapons, and l(retch
(1984 zL23-r25) notes that arthough guns were highly val_ued

by rndi-ans, they were usually of poor qualitv and \.^/ere often
"bursting and breaking", injuring their o\^/ners in the process.

The first contact between British and chipewyan was

made between James Knight and chipewyan slaves who hacl been

left behind when York Fort \À/as re-occupied by the Hudson's

Bay Company traders in I7I4

Knight learned of the western chipewyan and the extent of
warfare between the chipewyan and the cree" rn his journal
entry of 6 May 1715 Kni-ght records his discussion with the
Chipewyan slaves (Yerbury 1986 222) ¿

They (athapaskan slaves) te1l me they have
abundance of people still but the Indians
(Cree) as Destroyed a great-many thousands
of them" "..I told them I was there friend &
was very angry with those Tndians for going
to war with them and killing so many of thern
as they had don. ".and I would send some Guns
with them to force there way down they was
very Pleased at that and told me that in two
or three years there would. abundance come
down. " "here is not one Indian in the country
can speak a word. of that Language and it is
a very difficult Language to Learn they Speak
thro the throat so and Speak very euick.

with the i-ntention of establishing contact with these

western bands of chipewyan, and to encourage peace between

them and the Cree, Governor Knight dispatched lrtilliam
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Stewart (Stuart) along with a group of Cree Indians, "150

Southern (Cree) Indians" (Srnith 1981 2273) incluoing twenty

five men and their famiLies (Yerbury 1986;22) , and 1ed by a

Chipewyan v/omen named Thanadelthur, also known as the Slave

i{oman (Smith 19812273) inland in June 1715. The introduc-

tion from Knight's instructions to Stewart are transcribed

below from a copy of the original text signed. at "York Fort,

líays River, hudsons bay, America" (Johnson L952:43) on June

27, 1715:

To Wm Stewart; The Orders wch you are to
Observe & Follow as Nere as Possible"

lst; Imprimis You are to go wth these
Indj-ans in Company with you going to
the Northward. to make a peace wth the
Northern Indians & to use Your utmost
Indeavour to make a firnr ç a lastJ-ng
peace & not to suffer them if possible
to kilI hurt or wound any of you but
use them wth all the friendship you can
& to persuade the Ind.ians that You are
with to bring Six or more of them wth
you to the factory where they shall be
treated wth all Civillit.y as may be"

2nd. Then I Order You to take care that
none of them Tndians abuse or l4itsuse the
Slave !,Ioman that goes wth You or to take
what She has from her that j-s to be given
among her Country People ç likewise to te11
her to acquaint her Country people that wee
for all Settle a Factory at Churchill River
next faIl & that wee will trad.e wth them
for Beavor lt{artin fox Queequihatch (wolver-
ines) lVolf Bear Otter Catt Moose & Buffalo
Skins & Yellow Mettle.

The expedi-tion travelled north-northwest from York Fort

ancl according to Governor Knight's account (Johnson L952:45):
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Baren Desarts and when they had crosstd them
they went WNWt and came into a very Plenti-
fuII Country for Beasts there they found.. " "the Indianso " oand went no farther"

The journey had taken them across seventeen rivers¿

" " "the t.hird River from Churchill...thare is
no wood grows tell they come to the 13th
River and. then there begins to gro\^/ wood
again and all the other 4 Rivers the woods
begins to grow bigger ç thicker and the
(trees of the) 17t.h River is bigger than
any of the rest. (Johnson 1952:45).

The expedition travelled 600 to 1000 miles northwest

of York Fort (Smith L976az2) to the country east of Slave

River and south of Great Sl-ave Lake (Johnson 1952:45) " ft
is here that they encountered about 400 Chipewyan, with
whom they traded and. made peace, bringing ten of them back

to York Fort to initiate trade. covernor Knight providecl

these with guns stat,J-ng that:

" ".they may Defend themselves if attackd by
any of their Enemys in there Return home
and to learn their Country Men the Use of
em as aJFo to head em when they come to
trad.e *th us (Yerbury 1986 223) .

As for Thanadelthur, she continued to pursue her

personal mission to bring other Tndian groups into the

trade with the Hudsonrs Bay Company" Knight gives an ac-

count of her intent and accomplishments in his journal entry
of 5 February L7I6 (Yerbury 1986 224) 1



(thanadelthur) fraa compleated it by going
among all the Nations thereabouts & to
Acquaint them what Commoditys !ì/ee deal
for ç what Seasons they must Gett there
Skj-ns in and how they must Dress them &
Stretch em" And further Said upon con-
sideration of my makeing her brother a
Captain he whould Go Amongst them Tndíans
that haC the Yel1ow l4ettle. ".they was
very Goods Friends (probably Yellowknife)
when they parted and feasted one another
She Said She did not Expect to do what
she went about before 2 years ç half was
Expired but she would send in all the
Indians as soon as possible to trade &

that there was a 11 Great ltrations as r¡/as
there friends as understood one Another
and that their is 5 Great t{ations bordering
upon their friends that does not understand
each other but does marry one amongst another
one of those Nations goes by the Name of
Martin fndians by there abounding with such
Great Quantity of Martins they have amongst
themselves and are clothd with them another
is Called the Buffalo Indians by the Abun-
dance of Vfhite Buffalo as is in there Country"
Another lJation they cal-l fish Indians they
liveing So much upon fish. Another Nation
they call Ice Indians they haveing so much
ice in that part of the country, As likewise
Another Partridge Indians they CaII which
She Said in time she did no 6 Nations but
she could bring them all to trade,

It is apparent that Knight was excited with the

prospects for expanding the inland trade, perhaps from the

promises of Thanadelthur, a trade that would extend westward

to the Rocky lrlountains and north to the Arctic Ocean, open-

ing up a vast hinterland for mineral exploratj-on as well.

Governor Knight's ambitions could not be immediately

realized as Thanadel-thur, along' with a number of Northern

Indians, died at York Fort i-n February I7I7 (Johnson L9522

45¡ Yerbury 1986:25) . In May I7L7, Iinight was able to
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purchase another Norihern Slave woman, paying sixty skins

for her (Yerbury 1986:25) , This woman served. as int,erpret-
er for the Hudsonrs Bay company at prince of lval-es Fort
(Fort Churchill ) which was built that year at the mouth of
the Churchil-l River "

The incident of the first contact between the chipewyan

and European traders is known as part of an oral history by

chipewyan rndians of the upper churchill River. The inform-
ant, a chipewyan \doman from cold Lake who married. into the

Buffalo River Band, was tord the story by Rosalj-ne Andrews,

her grandmother, and the great granddaughter of Thanadelthur"

Rosaline Andrews died on June 29, rg79 at the age of one

hundred and eleven years.

l-ated below (personal communication, Dillon 1997)i

The Cree at that time used to raid the
people who were easy to kiIl because they
lived in smalI bands" The Cree stole their
fur and the women and the children. This is
how Thanadelthur came to live with a Cree
man" She had been captured when she was only
sixteen" One time they travelled to the
Company's place at York Factory, it was a
fort built of logs placed upright in the
ground and inside the gate h/ere great houses"
Thanadelthur's husband told her to stay
hidden outside the fort whil_e the Cree men
went inside to trade the furs they had taken
from raiding her people. Several times before
she had been tol-d to stay outside and keep
hidden when they came to the fort. This time
Thanad.elthur crawled up and looked in the
fort and heard the Cree talking with the
Vühite men. She heard them deny that the furs
they had were from her peopl-e and she rushed
in shouting in Cree that these men had stole
the furs from her people and had killed them

Her story of first contact is re-



because they were ugly people. She was told
by the White man that her people could not
be ugly as she was not ug1y, The Cree rnen
\'tlere placed. in irons and. Thanadel-thur was
asked if she could lead the Whit.e men to her
people" The White men brought many gifts to
her people, knives, pots, and other things.
The people were so happy they wore out the
pots banging on them all night Iong. These
\^/ere heavy iron pots and pans.

The two accounts of the first contact experience make

several points" The first is that, whiJ-e the Europeans

\,vere well established on the coast, they \,vere dependent on

the Indian people to promulgate and expand the fur trade

inland. This was done by use of Tndian trading Captains who

were recruited and given preferential treatment, and for
this they maintained trading gangs to acquire and transport

pe1ts, skins, and meat to the coastal trading posts. fhe

acquisition of pelts appears to have been by three methods.

Either they could trap the furs themselves, trade goods

that vüere provi-ded by the Europeans in exchange for furs

from nei-ghboring Indian groups thereby functioning as middle-

men, or they coul-d raid other Indian bands and steal- the

fur thereby receiving double payment in trade goods from the

trading posts" It is this third tactic in acquiring furs

that appears to have escal-ated the conflict among Indians

throughout the region, The reality of inter-tribal warfare

had prompted Governor Knight to supply the }lorthern Indians

with firearms, yeL this was not sufficient to d.eter their
enemies, the Cree" The trade with the Northern Indians,

104
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including the Chipewyan, was secured only after the establi-

shment of Fort Prince of Wales (Churchill) at the mouth of

the Churchill River in JuIy of I7L7, Only then were the

Northern Tndians able to travel- to the coast and come in to

trade with some sense of security from hostile encounter "

The second point of the accounts of first contact is

that the Cree and Chipewyan were clearly enemies to the

point that even on the peace mission a group of Cree guides,

"Eight Lusty Young fellows" of Stewartrs party who had sep-

erated in search of game, came upon tents of llorthern Tndians

and kill-ed nine of them, likely the men, and taking the re-

mainder prisoner, returned to York Fort (Johnson L952¿44) 
"

It would seem that whi-le the European traders were attempt-

ing to expand. their inland trade by means of a peace mission,

they retained litt.le control over Creez/Chipewyan hostil_ities

and were forced to isolate the Chipewyan trade at Churchill

to insure Chipewyan security. Some, (Gillespie I975;360-364)

bel-ieve that conflict between Indian groups was based on

trad.itional hostj-lities and revenge raids and. not on the

competition for fur and trade good.s¡ and that once Churchill

\,vas established, both Cree and Chipewyan could carry on the

coastal trade without animosity" However, though peace was

eventually made between the Cree and Chipe\,vyan, ì-he latter

remained cautious, and only came to trade at Churchill in any

great number after L72I" By 1724 the Cree and Chipevryan were

again at war and hostil-ities between the two g'roups
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continued until L72B " On 13th June, L725 a gang of 104

Northern rndian men arrived at churchill and reported. to the

factor, Richard Norton (Yerbury 1980 222) ¿

that the Southern Upland (Cree) Indians
had been to Vüarrs in their Country Last
winter & has Distroyd a Vast euantity
of their Country men... "Several_ of the
Chipewyan men and their families had been
plundered of most of their season's furs"

During this time and afterwards, the Company factors were

continually counseling the Tndians in peace" For example,

Norton received forty three canoes of Cree and a gang of
eighty Chipewyan men in mid June, 1727 and "after having had

Some Distcuss with them (Chipewyan) & the Uplanders (Cree)

forwarning thej-r Warring they traded and went alray (Yerbury

1986:34) "

The third. point to be made of the first contact account

is that the Chiper^iyan living near the coast had limited
access to desirable fur-bearing animals, and the traders had

to extend thei-r influence further inland to the Peace and

Mackenzie River distrj-cts to recruit western bands, includ-
ing Chipewyan, into the fur trade" However, the Chipewyan

remained for some time peripheral to the fur trade for
several reasons" The most obvious reason is that the coun-

try they inhabited was not well stocked with commercially

valuable fur-bearing animals" Samuel Hearne (1958:135-136)

notes as late as I77L that the northern country of the

Chipewyan generally lacked desirable fur-bearers:



Except a few martJ-ns; wolves, quiquehatches
(wol-verines) , foxes, and otters¡ ärê the
chief furrs to be met in those parts, and
a few of the Northern fndians chuse to ki1l
either the wolf or the qui-quehatche, under
a notion that they are something more than
common animals.

Secondly, during the early days of contact u¡ith the

French, the Chipewyan were perhaps intimi-dated by the Cree

who were constantly raiding them and who were well establish-

ed in the fur trade. Even after the Hudsonrs Bay Company

had established a trading post at Churchill exclusj-ve1y for

t.he Chipewyan trade, the Chipewyan continued to be harassed

and intimid.ated by the Cree 
"

A third reason for the Chipe\,,üyan remaining someu¡hat

indifferent to the fur trade during the early years may have

been their relative independence and self-sufficiency as

caribou hunters. Hearne (1958:51-52), in describing their

way of life, recoginizes their limiteC need for trade goods;

The real wants of these people are few, and
easily supplied; a hatchetr âî ice-chissel,
a file, and a knife, are all that is re-
quired to enable them, with a little in-
dustry, to procure a comfortable livelihood"

Finally, the majority of the Chipewyan who had access

to forest dwe11ing, fur-bearing animals occupied territory

near Great Sl-ave Lake, too far to trade easily at posts on

Fludson Bay. This problem was never fu1ly resolved until

the traders established posts inland within Chipewyan

territory in the late eighteenth century.

L07
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In the meant.ime, the traders at Churchill continued

to encourage the Chipewyan to become involved in trapping-

for fur, instructing them on how to catch and dress the

animals and to pursue trapping in the forests. Hudson¡s

Bay Company records for Fort Churchill in L72L (Gillespie

I975;369) indicate that the Chipewyan lrere being encourag.ed

to go trapping "into ye Woods up on ye Countrey & not to
keep by ye side & in ye barren p1aines." However, for the

most part, the Northern fndians did not have access to the

woodlands" Hearne (1958:115) recognizes the difficulty for
the Northern fndians in that "beingi".,at war with the

Southern Indians, they are prevented from penetrating far
enough backwards to meet with many animal-s of the f urr kind."

The account of first contact indicates that the various
groups of chipewyan had clear identity structures that were

maintained by group membershj-p, territoriality, ecological
adaptation, as well as by their relatj-onships with neigh-

boring rndian groups and an emerging interdependency with
the Vlhites 

"

The bi-directional nature of d.ependencies between

fndians and whites can be traced back to the fall of 1715

when the trade ship from EngJ-and faiLed to arrive at york

Fort, and post supplies became depleted. Local rndians

were engaged to hunt for the post. From that time onward.,

as noted by Yerbury (1986;23) , 1ocal Indians played a role
as provisioners for the trading posts, and that role was to
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expand over the years with Indians engaged in a number of

positions necessary for the efficient operation of trading

posts " Chipe\^iyan were f irst employed by the Fiudson' s Bay

Company in the spring of 1723 when two men were engaged to

hunt geese for the post larder at Churchill thereby becoming

the first of a Chipewyan homeguard within a local trade area

(Yerbury 1986:31-32) "

The dependence of Tndians on Europeans also increased

over time, especially during period.s of shortage when in-

coming Indj-ans found themsel-ves in severe want or when

Tndians became sick as \^/as often the case when they came

into contact with Europeans and their contagious diseases.

These dependencies mark the earliest contact experience for

the Chipewyan with the traders from whom they often had to

secure aid on arrival at the coast" Such v¡as the case for

Thanadelthur and those western Chipewyan who acconpanied her

to York Fort in L7L6" According to Governor Knight

(Johnson l-952244) z

From that time on the impact of war, displacement, and

epidemics were factors in a growing dependency by fndians

on Whites, and. as trade and trader moved j-nland, periods of

hardship increased the dependency cycle"

As trade expanded inland from Churchill, the western

" " . they had a most l4isserabl-e fatigue ín
d.oj-ng of it and have undergon a Great deal
of Hardships both for hunger and cold and
hard travelling.
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chipewvan bands increased theír role as middremen in the fur
trade (Helm, Rogers, and Smith 1981:148), acquiring furs
from neighboring Yellowknife and Dogrib rndians, and trans-
porti-ng these to churchill " This role suited the chipev/yan

since their territory produced few furs (Hearne 1958:135-136;

Glover 1962:115) while the yellowknife and Dogrib had greater

access to fur-bearing animals within the boreal forests.
However, the trade was dj_fficult since the Chipewyan had to
make the long trek to the coast to trade, and most accomp-

lished this trip only once in every two or three years

(Birket.-Smith I97 6: 14 ) .

By the middle óf the eighteenth century the western

bands of Chipewyan vúere i-ncreasing their competj-tion with
cree middlemen for the inland trade, and were r,raking inroads

amongst the Slavey, Beaver, Flare, and other Athabaskan

groups within the trade territory of the Athabasca Cree

southwest of Great Slave Lake (Gillespie I975:368-385),

This intrusion by the western Chipewyan into Cree territory
created conflicts between neignboring g,roups and in 17G2

the Chief Factor at Fort Churchill, F " Jacobs, r,ì/as inf ormed

by Indians from the interior that:
the leader of the Athup:piss:Caw fndians
is gone with hj-s whole Gang to !üarr; Also
that the Leader of the Beaver Ri'¡er Indians
(Cree infra) wit.h Som of his Tribe has Kill-d
a great many of Our farthest Northern Indians,
therefore are ashamed ç afraid to Come here
(Gillespie I975:373)
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Hostili-ties between the Cree and vari_ous Athabaskan

groups in the 1-760 's resulted in the d.isplacement of Hare,

Dogrib, Slave, Sekani, and. Beaver Indian populations as re-
corded in the journals of the North west comapany explorers
and traders out of Montreal including Sir Alexander

l{ackenzie (Lamb I970;L74, 238) , his nephew Alexander

McKenzie (1805) , willard-Ferdinand wentzel (r.fasson 1960: B5) ,

Simon Fraser (Lamb 1960:178 ) , Roderic McKenzie (Ifasson 1960:

68), and Daniel Harmon (Lamb 1957:rl4) (yerbury 1980:23;

1986:43) " The Cree mai-ntained their position as mid.dlemen

in the fur trad.e until the mid L770's when the North west

company established trading posts in the upper churchill
Rj-ver and Peace River country.

The disruptions of protracted warfare along with the

increasing occurrences of epidemic diseases plaguecl rnclj-an

populations throughout the region from the 1760's to the

17B0ts" The introduction of European d.iseases, for whj_ch

the rndians had no natural immunity, created havoc and re-
sulted in depopulation over wide areas. The most devastat-
ing of these dj-seases vvere inf l-uenza and smallpox " Hearne

(1934:200) describes the effect of the 1780-1781 smatlpox

epidemic that swept through the western canadian subarctic Í

Since this Journal- was written (I769-72) , the
Northern fndians, by annually visiting their
Southern friends, the Athapuscaow Indians,
have contracted the small-pox, which has
carried off nine-tenths of them, and partic-
ularly those people who composed the trade at
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Churchill Factoryr The few survivors follow
the example of their Southern neJ-ghbours,
and all trade with the Canadians¡ who are
settled in the heart of the AthapuscaoÌd
country.

The estimates of Chipewyan mortal-ity as made by Hearne

may be excessive since t,he Chipewyan remained riumerous en-

ough to rapidly move into territory vacated by the Cree.

James Smith (1975:427) suggests that the spread of disease

among the Chipev\iyan may have been l-imited due to the scat-

tered isolation of local bands and the Chipewyan habit of

destroying all- of a dead personrs possessions and the im-

mediate removal by the band from the place where a person

had died.

Mortality for the Cree from the epidemic was also high

and apparently more devastating since much of the southern

territory v¡as subsequently abandoned by them, including

that along the Fond-du-lac River and the Upper Churchill
River Basin" David Thompson (1916:109) estimated that
more than one-half of the pcpulation of the Cree had suc-

cumbed to the plague, whil-e John McDonnell (18892227) be-

lieved thats;"...owing to their wars with their neighbours,

the smallpox of 1780-81 and ot.her misfortunes, the third of

the nation does not now remain" [Gil]-espie I975:375) 
"

The effects of war, disease, and the fur trade through-

out the eighteenth century had resulted in the rel-ocation

of many regional Indian populations, and brought about

changes in their relationships and ways of life (see Helm
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1990¡ Krech 1983) " The expansion of the fur trade inland

in the last quarter of the eighteenth century, the growing

infl_uence of the chipewyan as middlemen in the trade to

other Athabaskan groups, and the starvation and disease

that accompanied the period all combined to encourage

Chipewyan movement south int.o the fu]l boreal forest and

i-nto direct contact \^/ith the Euro-Canadians. These actions

and interactions usher in the historic period for the

chipewyan fndians of the western canadian subarctic,

Chipewyan History

During the fourth quarter of the eighteenth century

the western bancls of Chipewyan moved south from Great Slave

Lake into the country around Lake Athabasca and further

south to the Upper Churchill River. Figure thirteen shows

the extent of that southern migratj-on by 1800 (Gillespie

Lg75:381) " George Simpson (1938:355-356) gives the fo1low-

ing account of Chipewyan southward excursj-ons in search of

fur Í

The Chipewyans do not consider this part of
the Country (Lal-'e Athabasca) to be their
legitimate Soil-: they came in large Bands
from their own barren Lands situated to Lhe
North of this Lake, extending to the Eastern
extremity of Gt. Sl-ave Lake and entbracing a
large Track of Country towards Churchill'
The Compys" Traders at the latter Establish-
ment, made them acquaj-nted with the use and
value of European Commodj-ties, . " and those
articles becoming necessary to their Comforts,
they"..became expert Beaver hunters, and' now
penetrate in search of thaL valuable animal
into the Cree and Beaver Indian hunting
Grounds, making a circuit easterly by
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FJ-gure l-3 . Chipewyan l4igrations 177 0-18 00 
"



The reference here to tCarribeaus Laker is likely

Reindeer Lake in northeast Saskatchewan as no other signif-

icant body of water north of Ile-a-1a-Crosse by that name

exists, The description of a hunting circuit folJ.owed by

western bands of Chipewyan Indians in the late eighteenth

century supports similar descriptions by Jarvenpa and

Brumbach (1984) in their analysis of nomadic hunting patter-

ns of eastern Chipewyan bands in the nineteenth century. A

crucial point is that both western and eastern Chipewyan

bands that migrated. south into the ful-I boreal forest cent-

ered their seasonal nomadic cycles on the trading posts at

I1e-a-Ia-Crosse after L790"

EarIy incursj-ons into Cree territory \dere short-term

trapping and trading expeditions" Chipewyan from the Lake

Athabasca region traded with the Frobisher brothers at Ile-

a-la-Crosse for the first tjme in 1775, and again in 1777

(Innis 1962:l-52), and were also reported at the same place

in L776 by Alexander }Ienry (1969:329) . He writes that two

groups had come in together "for mutual defence, against the

Christinaux (Cree) , of whom they were in continual- dread.

They \{ere not at war with that nation, but subject to be

pillaged by its bands" (.Gillespie I9752374) .

The North West Company trader and. explorer, Peter Pond,

in his travels between the Upper Churchill River and Lake

Carribeaus Lake¡ to the South by Isle a la
Crosse; and Westerly to the Banks of Peace
River (Vlright 1981e92) 

"
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Athabasca during the years I77B to 1784, encountered and

traded with Chipewyan but considered them as occupying

territory north of Lake Athabasca" Pondfs map of 1785

(figure five) indicates that the 'Otchj-piweonsr l,¡ere locat-
ed north and east of Lake Athabasca (Araubaska) in the

Lransitional forest-tundra zone north of the Stone (Fond-

du-Lac) River, and that the country south of lake Athabasca

to the Churchill- River was home to the tAraubaska Indiansl
(Athabasca Cree) , and south of them were the tBeaver Rj-ver

Indians t, also Cree"

Chipewyan movement south appears to have occurred soon

after" Philip Turnor, a Hudson's Bay Company surveyor

travelling in the region from 7790 to L792, notes that the

Chipewyan occupied lands east and. south of Lake Athabasca

to the Churchill River and that they remained unfamiliar

with much of the country being recent occupants (Gillespie

19752377) (see Turnor 1934) " Turnorrs map of 1790 (figure

fourteen) indicates that t,he Northern Indians (Chepawya)

were to be found at the time north of the Churchill River,

and. the Cree (Nehethaway) \,vere to the south of the Churchill

River in rSouthern Indian Countryt. Within about a ten year

period, from 1"780 to 1790, the Chipewyan had penetrated

south into former Cree territory as far as the Churchill-

River "

While movement. of Chipewyan into the Upper Churchill

River Basin was rapid, occupation by early immigrants was
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often iemporary. !.lilIiam McGilli.vray (18 09;15-16 ) , writing

on the trade of the l{orth West Company, describes the early

immigration by Chipewyan to the Upper Churchill_ River in

the f ollowing manner:

The countries thro which iL (Churchill R. )
runs from the head of the Beaver River and
including all its other head branches to
its mouth, are inhabited by the Knj-steneau¡:
(Cree) " ".,Within these thirty years however
the Chep!,qfan tribes have emmj-grated in con-
siderable numbers from Athabasca and the
barren lands " . . to the banks of the Mj_ssinippi
(Churchill R" ) , finding the Country more
suited to their purposes".. "It is not so
easy to ascertain t,he number of this tribe
who reside on Lhe banks of the Missinippi
as they are continually changing their
ground between this and their own country
(Gillespie I975:375) "

McGillivray inclicates that two 'Chipwyan tribes' had

moved south to the Churchill River, those from rAthabascat

Lake and those from rthe barren landsr. The migration ancl

settlement patterns of these two groups are traced more

ful1y below as separate movements by different Indian bands"

The j-nland fur trade expand.ed throughout the latter

part of the eighteenth century and competition for furs in-

creased both between Indian groups and between trading

companies " The North !'iest Company establ-ished a trading

post on Great Slave Lake in L786, and on Lake Athabasca in

i-788" By l-790 they had trading posts on the Churchill_

River " The Canadians from l{ontreal had thereby acquired

the trade that had previously gone to lJudson Bay, forcing

the Hudsonrs Bay Company to also move inl_and. Between l-780
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and 1800 the Hudsonts Bay Company had built trading posts

at f1e-a-1a-Crosse, Green Lake, la Ronge, Frog Portage,

Stanley }Iouse (Stanley Mission), Buffalo Lakes House

(Buffal-o ÌJarrovrs) , Pine liouse, Pelican Narrows, Bedford

I]ouse, and South Reindeer Lake (tlcConnell and Turner 1969:

17) " Figure f ifteen (tlelnr, Rogers, and Smith 1981:I47) in-

dicates fur trading posts held for four or more years by

the Hudsonts Bay Company and the lriorth West Company prior

to their amalgamation in L821"

The proliferation of inland trad.ing posts after 1780,

and. the epidemic of smallpox that accompanied their spread,

opened up the cöuntry for Chipewyan immigration. The bands

of Chipewyan that moved south into the region between Great

Slave Lake and Lake Athabasca came to be knov¡n as Athapaskan

or 'dwe1lers among the quaking aspent (Iikpestraylekke

ottine). This includes the people found. along the sl-ave

River who were distinguished by Petitot (1891:363) as !they

(who) dwell on the wide river' (Des-nedhe-kke-nade) (smith

19BI z27I) "

Those Chipewyan who came south from Lake Athabasca to

the Upper Churchill River calne to be known as fthose who

dwel-l at the head of the Lakesr, or f dwellers at the top of

the head (of 'the ice giant) I (see Petj-tot 189I:363) and

vrere collectively referred to as Thi-lan-ottine. Petitot

(L876:xx) refers to the Thi-lan-ottine as the Chipewyan

'?proprement dit" or Chipewyan proper, believì-ng they had,
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according to local legend, originated in the Peace River

district and that other northern and eastern groups were

recent migrants from that area. However, Smith (1975¡

I976a) notes that there is no archeological evidence to

support this interpretation" Today, people at Buffalo

River are not familiar with the term Thi-Ian-ottine. Rath-

er they call themsel-ves Echetri-d.esi-che (Buffalo River

People) "

At the tj:ne that western Chipewyan bands were moving

south from Great Slave Lake into the Lake Athabasca and

Upper Churchill River districts, other more easterly bands

of Chipewyan Indians near Hudson Bay were moving south and

west into former Cree territory in and around Wollaston and

Reindeer Lakes in northeastern Saskatchewan" David Thompson

(1962¿L26) describes how this movement took place, first as

initial hunting intrusions on former Cree lands by Chipewyan

bands from the northeast:

. ".their l-ands, which they claim as their
o\.vn counLry ¡ and to which no other people
have a right, are those eastward of the
Rein Deer's and Manito (Wollaston) Lakes
to Churchill Factory and northward al-ong
the interj-or of the coast; al-l other lands
they hunt on belonged to the Nahathaways
(Cree), who have returned to the South-
ward (Wright 1981 a92) "

The eastern Chipewyan who moved into former Cree

territory around Wollaston and Reindeer takes came to be

known as 'the people of the southr (Nunarna-dene) (Smith

I9752 434) 
"
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Other Chipewyan band.s took over territory along the

Fond-du-Lac River northwest of Wollaston Lake. This

immigration likely took place after the Cree had abandoned

that part of the country following the smallpox epidemic

of l-780-1781" David Thompson (I962;115) refers to these

movements in the following:

...the Cree "made offerings to" the country
around l'4anitou Fal-Is on the Fond d.u Lac
River between Lake Athabasca and Wol-laston
T,ake at approximately 59o north latitude
and 1O4o2B' west longitude, while they
"possessed." it, but "they have retired to
milder climates; and the Chepawyans have
taken their place" (Wright 1981 292) 

"

The Chipelryan who came to occupy that country along

the Fond-du-Lac River as far west as Stony Rapids came to

be known as rpeople of the westo (Yodai-dene), and those

who traded at the North West Company and Hudsonts Bay

Company posts at Pj-ne Channel at the east end of Lake

Athabasca after 17BB are known as 'people of the pine house'

(Ganikwe-dene) (Smith 1975 ¿434-435) "

Those Chipewyan who remained in the east near Hudson

Bay are known as 'people of the rising sunt (Sayise-dene)

or 'dwellers at Stone Fortr (Fort Churchil-l) (The-ye-OtLine)

(Smith 1981:27I) "

A11 of these Chipewyan bands are collectively known

as Caribou-Eater Chipewyan (Sthen-eldeli). The term
¡Caribou-Eatersr, according to John Cooper and J" i4" Penard

(1929) was used by other Athabaskan groups for Dene people

v¡ho originally occupied. the terrj-tory west of Hudson Bay
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to 
o " o to the north of Lake Athabasl:a and Cree Lake arounci

Lac Caribou (Reincleer Lake) and. Lac La Hache as far as the

territories of the Yellowknives of the Coppermine,' (Cooper

and Penard L97Bz76), James Smit.h (1975:391) notes that

George Simpson (1938:370-371) used the term "caribou-eater"

as early as 1821 for those Chipewyan who rerûained in the

forest-tundra margin, and v¡ho were peripheral to the fur

trade "

During Lhe late eighteenth century some of the Caribou-

Eater bands moved south of Reindeer Lake (Jarvenpa 1980).

Smith (L975) links the southward movement of eastern bands

of caribou-Eater chipewyan to the seasonal raigratory habits

of barren-ground caribou, basing his concfusions on recent

information on the Kaminuriak herd gatherecl by the canadian

i'7ild.1ife servj-ce, and on ethnohistorical research. These

people remained seasonally nomadic untj-l the late nineteenth

century, exploiting a territory from cree Lake i-n the north

t.o Dore Lake in the south, and centering their trading act-

ivities at Ile-a-la-Crosse (Jarvenpa 1980; Jarvenpa and.

Brumbach 1984). These people came to be known as the
rAspen House' or 'Poplar House people' (Kesye-hottinne) due

to their growing d.ependence on and i-ncreasing association

with the trading posts at Ile-a-la-Crosse. Jarvenpa (1980;

44) explains that:

The prefix kesye, which translates astpoplar houEãr6i thead.quarterst , is



The Kesye-hot'inne are recognizecl by Penard (L929 ) and

by Jarvenpa (1980) as being descencied from Caribou-Eater

Chipewyan who occupied the taiga north of the Seal Ri-ver in

earlier times.

also the Chipev/yan designation tor the
settlement of I1e a la Crosse which tire
people explain was thej-r primary trading
store or 'heaclquarters' until the early
1900's.

The Kesye-hot'inne contj-nue to interact with other

Caribou-Eaier Chipewyan further north who they call rliotel-

adi' (literally 'northerners'), mai-ntaining close ties with

them through marriage" Sharp (1975:73) recognizes the con-

tinued close relationship between these bands " , " o in recent

intermarriage, in close kinship ties between communities

such as Patuanak and Black Lake, and in the relative ease

with which inclividual Chipewyan shift regional identities" "

In contrasL, the people livi-ng west of Ile-a-la-Crosse, in-

cluding the Echetri-desi-che of Buffalo River, have only

recentiy become acquaj-nted with the more northerly Caribou-

Eater bands and acknowledge no kinshì-p affiliation v;ith

them "

l-24

The Kesye^hot'inne, having moveä south and west of the

I¡Iollaston and Reindeer Lakes in the late eighteenth century,

remained seasonally mob;Ie for a hundred years/ gradualllz

integrating trapping with the caribou hunt, and centering

their trad.e at IIe-a-la-Crosse (Jarvenpa and Brumbach L984) "

By bhe IB90's they were occupying a number of seasonal hunt-
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ing camps along the churchilr River north and east of rIe*
a-l-a-Crosse. The Hudson's Bay Company responded by

establishing a network of winter outposts throughout the
district, and many of these became permanent settlements

including Patuanak, Dipper Lake, primeau Lake, Knee Lake,

and Cree Lake.

The western bands of chipewyan, who had movecl south of
Great slave Lake and Lake Athabasca during the late eight-
eenth century (Petitot 1891; Turnor l-934) depended initially
on the wood bison that were to be found within the upper

churchill- River Basin in great numbers at the time (pike

LB92; Soper 1941) . The western bands of Chipewyan \Mere less
mobile than those of the east, likely having adaptecl to the

behavioral- characteristics of the wood bison which are such

that they promote territorial stability for resource users.
lvood bison are browsers, forming smaller herds than the
grazing plains bi-son (Bison bison bison) (soper l94l) .

Being browsers, the wood bison do not overgraze their habit-
ât, and therefore have little need to migrate, park (1969:

60-61) observes that whil_e some herds may move over

distances of from twenty to one hundred miles, others may

not move at alÌ.

The Thi-fan-cttine of the upper churchirl River were

abl-e to exploit wood bison in the region for the first

hundred years of their occupation, and were abr-e to inte-
grate trapping into their relatively sedentary lifestyle.
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Furthermoref the Thi¡lanr.ottine, unlike the nore easterly
Kesyenhotrinne, had been active j-n the fur trade prior to
their arrival on churchilr River, having functioned as

middl-emen and trappers since the early eighteenth century,
After 1790 the western bands of chipewyan regularry tradea
at rl-e-a-1a-crosse, and by 1890 they v¡ere frequenting out-
posts at Portage la Loche and Buffalo Narrows (Jarvenpa and

Brumbach 1984:159) . lrlinter outposts had al-so been supplied
from r1e-a-1a-crosse as far west as colcl LaJ<e by 186,i, and

the l{udson's Bay company set up its first winter outpost at
Buffalo River during the first decad.e of the twentieth cen-

tury althouEh traders had been 'trippingr or 'camp trading'
by visiting trappers at their winter trapping camps for
some years prevj-ous (personal communication, Dillon 1gB7) .

The peopre at Buffalo River had. direct access to trade
since 1890 at two locations on Bi-g Buffalo Lake, ât Fort
Point and Bull's House which \,vere transshipment poirrts f or
goods being transported by boat from Buffalo Narrows to
Portage Ia Loche (personal communicaiion, Dil1on 1987) "

I¡lestern chipewyan eventually settled along the upper

churchil-l Rj-ver system at portage l-a Loche, Turnor T-ake,

Buffal-o River, Cold Lake, and. Lac la Biche.

The ethnohistorical and ethnoe cologicar- dist.inctions
between the eastern and western bands of chj-pewyan of the
upper churchj-l1 River are supported by 1i_nguistic differen-
ces as noted by carter (1975) who has cletermined a dialect
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dj-vis j-on betr,qeen eastern and western groups r The people at

Buffalo River, who are coming into increasing contact wiih

Caribou-Eater Chipewyan of the Athabasca Basin, also note a

dialect difference in that! "we can uncierstand them, but

they speal< differently than we do" (personal communication,

Dillon 1987) "

Conclusion

The ethnohistorical account of the Chipewyan ind.icates

an early awareness by Tndian people of ethno-d.i-stinctions

and ethno-affiliations within Indian society. Frorn the

earliest recorded history Northern Athabaskans expressed

their collectj-ve identity as hunters in a western Canadian

subarctic environment and distínguished themselves frorn all-

others as 'Dene'. Ethno'd.istinctions between regional and

local- groups were also based on linguistj-c and territorial

divisions and different adaptive patterns and ecological

relationships" The folk heroine of the western Chipewyan,

Thanadelthur, indicates this awareness by identi-fying sev-

eral Indian nations that are cl-ose to and distant from her

people, stating that some are cfosely affiliated as friends

sharing corTrmon identity features and intermarrying, while

others are separated by distance, language, and custom.

The name of each nation is a further indication of distinct

identity as each name reflects a particular ecologi-cal re-

lationship or territorj-al- integrity" }'Jithin nations of

Indians are regi-onal and. local populations who defined
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their ethni-c boundaries in accordance with the soci-al and

ecological boundaries of the regional population t,o which

they are attached" Prehj-storic and hj-storic Indian people

thereby recognized. their identity structure withj-n larger
Indian collectives, and sub-groups were known by a set of

identity features that set groups off one from another,

Ethno-distincti-ons between Indian populations v¡ere also

made by Europeans during the earliest time of contact, and

relat.ionships between Europeans and Indians often went to

strengthen identity divisions between Indian groups"

European traders were aware of d.ifferences between Chipewyan

populations fiom the outset, and. distinguished between east-

ern and western branches of Chipewyan according to their
territory, proximity to other Northern Athabaskans, and

their rel-ative access to fur-bearing animals of value to the

trade "

Eastern bands of Chipewyan !ï/ere found within the forest
and tund.ra transj-tion zone near Hudson Bay while western

bands lived in the taiga in the vicinity of Great Slave Lake.

While eastern bands were seasonally nomadic, exploitj-ng the

mi-grating herd.s of barren-ground. caribou and fish runs, the

western bands were likely more sedentary, hunting both the

caribou and wood bison found within their home territory"
Eastern bands of Chipevüyan were also distinguished by

thej-r relative isolation" They were physically isolated

from other groups by a vast expanse of tundra that extended
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from Hudson Bay to the ]vlackenzj-e Valley" They were êco-

logically isolated by their great dependence on barrenr

ground caribou. They were also socially i-solated blz rnuit
to the north and hostile cree to the south which kept them

hemmed in along the forest-tundra margin.

tr{estern bands of Chipe\ryanr oo the other hand, lived
in close proximity to other ÌTorthern Athabaskan groups and

\Àrere closely all-ied with many of their neighbors, especially
the Yell-owknives who ThanadeLthur described as rvery close

friendsr" The western bands enjoyed a freedom of movement,

not onry between forest and tundra ecozones, but aLso across

ethnic boundaries to hunt, trap, and. engage in trade within
neighboring territories " They \4/ere readily drawn into the

fur trade with the Europeans, functj-oning as mid.dremen, and,

extending the trade in furs to distant inland giroups"

The historic spread of inl-and trading posts along with
the spread of epidemic disease created a regionar shift in
rndian populations which are traced ethnohistoricall-y as

migrations of identifiable regional groups and rocal bands.

western chipewyan migrated south to the upper churchj-l-l

River, eventually setttri-ng west of rle-a-1a-crosse. Eastern

bands of chipewyan moved into the forests of the Athabasca

Basin, with some eastern bands eventua]ly migrating further
south to the churchill- Ri-ver to finarly settle the country

east of r1e-a-1a-crosse" Ethnic distinctions have been
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retained for western and eastern bands of chiper,üyan to the

present as evidenced by territoriality, dialect divisions,
regional and local group narnes, and adaptive strategies to

oifferent ecological zones " These distinctions fade only

where the Lwo populations merge along the Churchill River

below and above Tl-e-a-1a-Crosse.

Ethnic awareness, those objective criteria of id.entity,
underwent change as regional populations incorporated new

aspects of identity into traditional identity structures,
Ethnic consciousness between eastern and western chipe\dyarl

populations also changed as different groups respond.ed in
different ways to historic experj-ences as êthno-adaptations.

In the following chapters differences in ethno-expres-

sions for Caribou-Eater and Buffalo River people will be

exarnined with reference to soci-aI, economic, and spiritual
identity change in order to determine the relationships
between ethnicity and adaptation, between social identity
and change.



Introduction

The social- identity of Chipewyan Indians of northern

saskatche\¡/an has undergone change as individual- populations

of Indian people responded to new conditions throughout

their prot,ohistoric and historic experiences. social ident-
ity change has taken place through organi-zational- changes in
the social structure of Chipewyan society"

The structures of a societyr âs noted by Raymond Firth
(1963), are formed by the j-deal patterns of behavior through

an established tradition of social roles and interpersonal

relationships. Firth recognizes that social- continuity is
expressed in the social structure as: "the sets of relations
which make for firmness of expectations, for validation of
past experiences in terms of simj-lar experiences in the

future" (Kaplan and Manners L972:103). Included in the

structural patterns that guide social roles and interperson-

al relations are patterns of kinship, residence, and activi-
ty-group formation"

Social structure is, however, a static concept that by

itself fails to account for social chang:e" The structure of
a society is subject to a multitude of d.ynamic infl-uences

which affect social roles and interpersonal relationships,
Firth (1963) accounts for change in the social structure
through what he terms social organization: "the systernatic

CHAPTER FIVE
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ordering of socr'al relations by acts of choice anci cecisiont'

(naplan and l4anners I972¡103) +-hat produce what Rushforth

(1986 ¿ 244) call-s "patterns f or behaviour" ,

The structural features of a society express continuity
of identity for a group of people while the orEanizational
features of a soci-ety account for changing circumstance in
individual social roles and inter¡;ersonal relat.ions as deter-
mined by individual- decision anc action. The structural
features of a society provj-de for a past orientation to eth-
ni-city by which a people are seen to d.efine themselves ancl

thej-r group, while the organizatj-onal features of a society

support a present orientatj_on by which a people mold and

direct their ethnic consciousness" The social structurar
and social organizational- features of a society may thereby

refLect individual and group patterns of social identity and

changes in interpersonal relations may be interpreted as

changes in ethnicity"
The social structure of Chipewyan fndians of northern

saskatchewan, including patterns of kinship, residence, and

work-group formation,indicate features of continuity with
past structures and of change in their conclitions of life.
Athabaskan Social- Organization

Past studies into the social identity of Athabaskan

Indians of the Canadian subarctic have stressed. normative

patterns of kinship and kin-based organizational- adjustments

to specific ecological zones in which marriage, residence



patterns, and activity-group formation are considered a

function of resource exploitation strategy (ilel-m 1965; Sharp

1977; Rushforth 1986) " For some (Chang L962) tfie social

structural features for prehistoric and historic populations

of Northern Athabasilans, including Chipewyan, Slavey, Dogrib,

and YellowknifeT are thought to have lacked clans or any

clearly defined descent group. Rather kinship was thought

to be reckoned bilaterally in which the individual traces

his or her descent equally through the mother's and father's

line (Helm 1965) " Bilateral descent was seen to permi-t in-

dividual nuclear familj-es the organizational choice of ass-

ociating with a broad range of localized kinship g'roups or

to function as independent units during times when resource

avaiLability favored the si-ngle hunter"

Patterns of social organization for Dogrib Indians have

been described by tielm (1968) as consisting of socio-territ-

orial groups whose membership was based on bilaterally relai-

ed conjugal pairs and thej-r dependents" Hearne (1934) refers

to this basic organizational unit as 'the tentr consisting of

two hunters and their dependents (Smith L975:431) " Socio-

territorial groups expanded and contracteci in order to accom-

modate people to the seasonality and. unpredictability of the

hunt" Seasonally coalesced large territorial grouping have

been termed 'macrocosmic units' (Honigmann 1946264) or treg-

ional- bancls' (Helm 1968:11-8) that: "banded together as a

compact residence group" to function as 'tasll groups'

.13 3
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which are short-ternr affiliations of people coming together

for the purpose of carrying out specific economic activities.

Regional bands \,vere made up of smaller groupings of related

nucl-ear families tirat together comprised a resident group.

These ki-n-related resj-dent groups have been termed rmicro-

cosrLric units r (Iionigmann 1946:64) or 'loca1 bands I (lielm

l-968:1IB) . Local band resj-dent patterns were such that in-

dividuals were free to change band affil-iation according to

inclination or as conditions warranted. June llel-m (1981:297)

notes for the Dogrib that: "residenLial movement frorn one

group to another f oll-owed ties by blood or marriage. "

Band-affiliated grouping with bilateral and bilocal

patterns exist in modern times as the basis for community

organization for Dogrib (Helm 198l 2297 ) and for Caribou-

Eater Chipewyan (Sharp I977 237) " For the Caribou-Eater

bands (nthen-eldel-i) of the Athabasca Basin the bilateral

kindred, consisting of rbl-oodt relatives or consanquineal

kin, constitute what Smith (19752442) refers to as the 'min-
imal- groupi "upon which the individual has absolute rights of

cooperation and sharing." Affinal relationships, those kin-

smen related by marriâ9e, extend across both local settl-e-

ntents and regional populations to sustain what Smith (f975)

cal1s the 'maximal groupt . The terms rrnj-nimalt and 'maximal- I

group correspond to }ielm's 'l-ocal ' and 'regional ' bands and

Honi-gmann t s 'mi cro ' and tmacro ' units . Smith (I9l5 z tt42-443)

clescribes the function of the bil-ateral-bilocal patterns as
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they existed in the past arnong Caribou-Eater Chipewyan in

the following manner:

In the context of a largely nomadic l-ife
dictated by the uncertainties of the caribou
population, the k-indreds provided the basis
of snall hunting, and 1ater, trapping groups
that necessarily wandered over vast areas,
ancl through the wide-spread netv¡ork of kin
relations could almost invariably rely upon
encountering others with whom they could
depend for cooperation or assistance, and
with whom they could affiliate either
temporarily or permanently.

Smith (1975:438-439) indicates that band fluidity

continued into the twentieth century as a characteristic of

the regJ-on and can be attributeci to the l-ack of governnent-

inposed territoriality. Today, the practice of band inter-

rnarriage and shifting residence continues for the people in

the Athabasca Basin, integrating members of the Lac 1a Hache

Band at Woll-aston Lake with rnernbers of the Stony Rapids Band

at Black Lake and people resid.ing at Lac Brochet irr nor'"h-

western l{anitoba. These inter-band ties ensure economic

reciprocity, especially in the distribution of caribou meat,

and provide mutual support for people from different

communities who work together at regional uranium mines.

The possibl-e existence of bilateral and biloca.l- patterns

of kinship for aboriginal subarctic Indians has recently

been challenged " Research into desce;rt and residence

patterns for high latitude foragi-ng societies suggests

that matrilineal- descent and matril-ocal residence occurred

riìost frequently in those societies where males carried out
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most of the hunting and fishing activities. According to

Martin (L974) matrilineal-matril-ocal- patterns of social

organization for subarctic foragers rnay have functioned to

distribute related males among several regional groups there-

by expanding all-iances lvithin resource districts " This

strategy woul-d have maximized inter-group cooperation and

could have produced a high 1evel of regional economic

stability through regional distribution of resources between

kin-related bands. I{oreover, male exogany within a socio-

territorial- grouping r,vould have enhanced socio-political

stability in that male-held. power and authority positions

would have been distributed non-localIy" Economj-c and

political stability would have allowed for optimal success

in seasonal resource exploitation in terms of fish runs and

barren-ground caribou migrations, and may have provid.ed a

structure for inter-group socialization, ritua1, and rvorli"

Charles Bishop and Shepard Krech (1980) apply the term

'natriorganization' to describe possible social patterns for

I'Iorthern Athabaskans of earlier times " Matriorganization is

characterized by occasional matrilineal- descent in which

descent is traced through the female line, and matrilocal-

residence whereby post-rearital residence is with the ivif ers

mother's residence group (Krech L97B; Bishop and Krech 1980) '

Jenness (L956:24) suggests possible existence of early roatri-

orgranization for Caribou-Eater Chipervyan from early ol¡serva-
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tions of matrilocal or uxori-1ocal post-marital residence in

which the newly married couple stayed in the wife's mother's

household or with the resident group of the wife's female

relatives until a child was born (see also Helm 1965 z37L) "

Prehistoric and early historic exi-stence of matrilineal

patterns of social organizati-on with matrilocal residence

for Caribou-Eater Chipewyan may presume an abundant and pre-

dictable resource base. However, as noted by Krech (1978:

725) matrilineal-matrilocal features may have adaptive value

und.er conditions of cyc1.ì-cal resource failure sj-nce male

linkages between local bands could have functioned âs rê-

distributive networks to overcome any faJ-lure in anirnal or

fish migrati-ons in any one area" Today, male outmarriage

continues to provide those necessary linkages between region-

al bands of Caribou-Eater Chipev4¿an i-n northern Saskatchewane

$,latriorganization may also have been the basis for

social patterning for prehistoric and protohistoric Chipewyan

living further to the west as there is evj-dence that the

western band.s of Thi-1an-otti-ne continued to fol-l-ow matri-

linea1 ancl matrilocal patterns of social organization even

after they had moved south and settled along the Upper

Churchill River" Kinship terms derived from Chipewyan near

Cold Lake in Al-berta indicate a preference for patrilateral

cross-cousin marriage as recent as the late nineteenth and

early twenti-eth centuries (Smith L975244I) (see petitot

IB76b; Legoff 18B9; Curtj-s L92B; Penard 1938)"



cousin marriage \,,/as in general decline among the Chipewyan.

This may have been due to the influence of Christian mi-ssion-

aries who discouraged the practice. More likely it was a

consequence of reduced mobiJ-ity by the Chipewyan for whom

ecological fl-exibility was no longer a strong infl-uence in

organ j-zational choices. Today marriage at Buf f al-o River is

bilateral. Yet, unrestricted cousin marriag,e is recent as

it is considered improper conduct by some of the ol-der

people. One woman at Dillon expressed her awareness of

socj-aI proscripti-ons on parallel cousin marriage, Thís may

indicate that cross-cousin marriage was preferred in earlier

times. She said:

By the early twentj-eth century patrilateral cross-

I¡lhen I was young we coul-d not marry those
(para1le1) cousins because they were l-ike
brothers. Now the young people are not told
who they cannot go with.

Kinship terms used today at Buffalo River seem to
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demonstrate bil-ateral- descent as there is no terminological

distinction made between cross and paralleI cousins (see

figure sixteen) Also no terminol-ogical distinction is made

between patrilateral and matril-ateral uncles and aunts.

There is, however, a difference in term of address for step-

mother and stepfather. One's stepmother is given the same

term as is one's mother's sister indicating bifurcate

merging. Hal-l-owel-1 (1937 :109) and Eggan (1955 2532) note a

similar practice by t{orthern Algonquians, and recognize that

this may denote previous matrilineality,
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Buffalo River
198B

Figr-l1:-e 16 " Chipewyan Kinship Terms 
"

Figure sj-xteen provides a comparison in kinship terms

between Chipewyan Indians at Cold Lake (Curtis :-.92B) and

Fort Chipewyan (T,egoff 1BB9; 1916) (MacNeish 1960:280-2Bl)

used in the early part of the twentieth century with the

Chipewyan terms used today by people at Buffal-o River

(personal communications, Di11on 1988) . These comparisons

indicate a shift during the past century away from a lineal-

system of descent reckoning towards a bilateral- system of

descent as evidenced by a change from distinctive cousin

terms in the earlier period between cross and parallel
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cousins to a uniformity in cousin terms of address today

among the Thi-lan-ottine" Previous proscri-ptions on pararl-

el cousin marriage is indicated by the use of sibling terms

for parallel cousj-ns. Todayr no such restrictions on cousin

marriage are expressed in the terminological system, and no

such restrictions are applied in practj_ce.

Tt is apparent that the shift frorn a unilineal- to a

bilateral system of social organj-zation is recent for both

the Ethen-el-deli of the Athabasca Basin and the Thi-lan-
ottine of the upper churchill River, and is likery a reflec-

tion of ongoing change rather than a sudden response to the

introduction of trade, the consequence of disease, depopula-

tion, dislocation, resettlement ¡ eE other influences of early
contact and long-term association with !'lhite people"

Chipewyan Marriage andl.esidence PatLerns

Vlhile marriage practices and residence patterns for the

Ethen-eldeli .of the Athabasca Basin contj-nue to integrate

regional band.s through a network of male relatives living

uxorilocally, these patterns among the Thi-lan-ottine at

Buffalo River tend towards female exogamy and patril-ocal or

virilocal- residence whereby men, upon marriage, take up res-

idence in the vicinity of their f atherts or other mal-e rel-

ativers dwelling " The pattern of patrilocal- and virilocal

resi-dence cl-usters at Buffalo River is a recent occurrence

that has emerged over the past quarter century with the dev-

elopment of a central-ly planned community, Previously,
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housing at Buffalo River was, for the most part, dispersed

and residence patterns \^/ere often neolocal in which a man,

upon marriage, took up residence in an independent situation

apart frorn both his own and his wifets relatives, or was

uxorilocal, especially when male hunting partnerships were

formed out of brother-in-l-aw relationshJ-ps. At that tine

work-group formation for hunting and trapping was a major

consideration in establishing residence clusters " While

work-group or brother-in-law relationships remain a motive

for some residence location, virilocal residence clusters

are a common feature today at Buffalo River. Virilocal
patterns of residence provide security for women and. child-

ren, and for the elderly while husbands and fathers are away

from home hunting and trapping or engaged in off-reserve

wage employment" The shift from neolocal and uxorilocal

residence towards virilocal clusters reflects a change in

economic activity and work-group formati-on during a period

of decline in family oriented bush-life, increasing off-

reserve wage employment, and reduced individual security due

to the abuse of alcohol and drugs ancl increased vandalism

within the communj-ty which demands greater mutual protection.

Marriage practice at Buffalo River tend towards female

exogiamy as males solidify their resj-dence priorities and

females broad.en thej-r opportunities through education and

other off-reserve activities " Off-reserve exposure for

people at Buffalo Ríver has increased over the past decade
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with the extention of radio and television services into the
area and the opening of a highway into the community.

rncreased communication and mobility have encouraged inter-
band and cross-ethnic marriage with chipewyan and cree
women marrying into the community and increasing numbers of
loca1 

'vomen 
marrying off the reserve, frequently to non-

chipewyan and non-rndian men. chipewyan at Buffalo River
have marrj_ed Cree in the past and trtr1]son (1986:239) recogniz_
es the long associ-ation between chipewyan and cree as an

exception among Northern Athabaskan groups.

while there is increasi-ng mobility for chipewyan at
Buffalo River, especiarly for femal-es, figure seventeen

indicates much less mobility for caribou-Eater chipewyan of
the Athabasca Basin. Figure seventeen provides on and off
reserve population statistics for male and female members of
the Buffalo River, Fond-du-Lac, stony Rapids, and Lac la
F]ache Bands. The population figures compare two years, LgTg

and 1986, and include alr adul-ts of the rnclian bands between

the ages of 15 and 64 years. For Buffalo River there is a

clear indication of high female outmigration with 21.5

percent of adult femal-e band members living off the reserve
as compared to eight percent of mares riving off the reserve
in 1986 " The trenc to off reserve residence for femal_es at
Buffalo River has increased from 23.8 percent in Lglg to
27 "5 percent in 1986. A high rate of off reserve residence
for females suggests a high rate of femal-e exogamy for the
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band. The increase in female outmigration has coj-ncided

with the development of a road into the community in 7982

whj-ch is likely one contributing factor in greater female

mobilityr opportunity, and outmarriage"

In contrast, the popul-ation figures for the Fond-du-Lac,

Stony Rapids, and Lac Ia Hache Indian Bands indicate a great-

er balance in male to female outmigration" Off res€rvê r€-

sidence for Stony Rapids and Lac Ia Hache Band.s is low, with

a slightly greater female than mal-e off-reserve residence.

There is a much higher rate of outmigration for members of

the Fond-du-Lac Band, with just under one half of the adult

population, and approximately one third of the total popula-

tion of the band living off the reserve" This unusually high

rate of outmigration from Fond-du-Lac may be attributei. to

mining operations at nearby Uranium City during the years

1953 to 1982, which provided long-term and regular employment

and specialty skill-s for mernbers of the band" The closJ-ng

of the mine and mj-ll at Uranium City resulted in a d.ramatic

population decline in that community from 2 | 47 9 people in

1981 to 237 peopie by 1986 (Province of Saskatchewan). This

exodus included many members of the nearby Fond-du-Lac Indian

Band who migrated south to seek new employment opportunj-ties"

However, whil-e the outmigration of adults from Fond-du-Lac

al-most doubled from L979 to 1986, the balance betv¡een male

and female outmigration was retained (see figure seven-Leen) .



Conclusion

Changing patterns of social organization for Chipe\,vyan

rndians of northern saskatche\^/an, including those based on

work-group formation, residence, and marriage, are adaptive
responses to changing condj-tions of 1ife" ltrew patterns of
socj-al organization are based on decisions and choices by

individuals and by groups of rndian peopre that go towards

defining their social identity and the identity change pro-
cess" Different adaptive responses between local bands and

regional populatj-ons are reflected as different expressions

of ethnicity"

Changes in the patterns of residence and. work-group

formation can be traced to a shift in economic strategy as

Chipewyan Indj-ans integrate r^/age employment and. other sourc-

es of income into a hunting and trapping way of life. These

and other changres in social organization, including marriage

practices, can also be attributed to new opportunj-ties gain-
ed through enhanced com¡nunication and mobility with the out-
side world. Different social-organizational responses be-

tween local and regional groups refl-ect different ethno-

historical experiences and ethno-ecological condj-tions as

well as limitations imposed on people li-vi-ng in more remote

circumstances "

while caribou-Eater chipewyan are maintaining a pattern
of ba]anced bilocal- resj-dence, people at Buffalo River are

favoring maLe residence clustering and increasing their
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rates of female outmigration and exogamy" These tendencies

at Buffalo River reflect the increased communi_cation and

mobility opportunity for female band mernbers along with a

greater need for male solidarity in the community during

times of soci-a1 disruptì-on and economic change"

ïn more northerl-y communities of the Athabasca Basin,

traditional patterns of socj-al- organization based on male

exogamy are retained as a means of sustaining useful re-

ciprocal relationships through integration of regional com-

munities" These inter-community tj-es have socio-ecological

functions related to caribou hunting and the d.istribution of

caribou"meat, for work-group and soci-al group formati-on for

seasonal and family-oriented bush acti-vitíes, anC for inter-

personal support for men and women working in regional- mines"

It may be expected that social patterns of organi_zation

along with social- identity wil-I continue to undergo change

as Chipe\¡¡yan Indians respond to new conditions and face new

challenges in the future. Vlhile the patterns of change that

have taken place at Buffalo River may provide some insights

into future directions for change among Caribou-Eater bands,

these wil-l be of limited value si-nce innovations in social

organization take place within ethnohistoric and ecological

context of local and regional groups" As such, cross-ethnic

comparisons must be treated with cauti-on due to disparate

historic and contemporary cor:ditions even within ethnj_c col-

lectives where many common features of identity exist.



f ntrod.uction

The economic strategy employed by a people is a reflec-

tion of their perception of self, their condition of living,

and their way of life. The economy of Northern Athabaskan

Indians has been described in historical terms as a series

of adaptive stages (Helm and Damas 1963; Bj-shop and Ray L976;

Helm 1981; Yerbury 1986) during which the Indian economy j-s

seen to change from a subsistence hunting and gathering

economy to an increasing involvement in and dependence upon

the trade in fur throughout the protohistoric and historic

period" The modern era, beginnì-ng with the end of Wor1d lrlar

Two, has been referred to as the "gtovernment-industrial" or

"modern g'overnment commercial" stage (Helm, Alliband, et aI.

L975) when hunting and trapping give way to what James Smith

(1975:395) calls "the micro-urban vi1lage" or "government-

com¡nercial" phase characterized by some as a "modern welfare

society" (see Krech 1984:xi; Ray 1984:16) "

In this chapter the Northern Athabaskan economy is

described, not as a series of evolutionary stages changing

from hunting and gathering toward.s a modern comrnercial or

industrial conditi-on, but rather in terms of continuity in

economic strategy i-ntegrating new features i-n an adaptive

manner so that people are able to retain a degree of stabil-

ity in the face of change. The Northern Athabaskan economic

CHAPTER SÏX

ECONOMÏC ÏDENTITY

L47
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strategy is founded orr the principle of occupational plural-

sim in which individuar rnd.ians and rndian bancls clraw on

more than one sector of a mixed economy in order to make a

living and meet their needs. Tn the case of conternporary

populations of Chipewyan Indians, the present day economy

integrates both traditional- and modern features. rn this

chapter it is demonstrated that a subarctic economy that

integrates the traditional with the modern is not simply a

transitional economy, but rather is a long-term adaptation

to a northern boreal condition with ethno-ecological

implications for northern residents"

Finally, in this chapter, it wil-l be argued that modern-

day dependencies that are part of rndian economies are not

recent phenomena, but rather developed out of the historical

relationshj-ps between Indians and Whites.

Structure of the Chipewyan Economy

The economy of Northern Athabaskans may be defined as a

mixed economy characterized by a high degree of seasonal

mobility and occupationar pluralism in which people rely on

a number of income sources and are able to rapidly shift

from one economic activity to another as conditions change

throughout the year" Thomas Berger, in his Report of the

l'lackenzie Va1ley Pipeline (198 6 :18 2 ) , identif ies f our

sectors for the Indian economy of the lJorthwest Territories;

subsistence, trading of renewabl-e resource produce, 1ocal

\^/agie employment, and industrial wag'e employment.
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Bergerrs economic sectors, while insightful, do not provide

a complete picture for Indian economies of the western

Canadian subarctic where government transfer payments rep-

resent a part of total incomes for many people" Transfer

payments are the transfer of monies from federal and provin-

cial governments to individuals and to Indian communities in
the form of social assistance, family allowance, social
securJ-ty, and disability benefits" Transfer payments are

often the only form of regular cash income for those people

who are not part of 'bhe permanent \,vage labor force, or who

are engaged primarily in subsistence activities and. commerc-

ial resource harvesting' on a seasonal basis" It should be

noted that the concept of transfer payments has been used by

others to describe government subsj-dies to Indian people

(see Usher L97I:101-102) "

In this study the Chipewyan economy is analysed in
terms of four income sectors; subsistence hunting and gath-

ering, commercial harvesting of renewable resources, wage

employment, and incomes from transfer palzments. Each sector

is ad.d.ressed within its historical context and then is
employed as a format for describing contemporary economic

conditions in each of the study communj-ties through a series

of economic profiles," In this manner similarj-ties and dif-
ferences in economic activity as identity expressi-on may be

determined for Chipewyan Tndians of northern Saskatchewan

over space and time.



Continuities in Economic Strateqy

The prehistoric Athabaskan economy vras characterized by

regi-onal hunting and gathering bands engaged in subsistence

resource harvesting. Indian bands consisted of several in-

terrelated. families who were mutually supportive, coming

together seasonally Lo fish or to hunt barren-ground caribou

(Spencer, Jennings, et a1 " 1977) " Cooperatj-on optimized

resource harvesting, and reciprocity functj-oned for the dis-

tribution of goods. These economic strategies combined to

overcome seasonal uncertainties under conditions of periodic

resource failure"
Inter*regional exchange of goods was also part of the

Northern Athabaskan economic strategy. The archeological

evj-dence shows that native copper as well as other material,

including European goods, were traded between regional bands

prior to direct European contact (Clark 1981;118; Asch 1986:

278) "

Subsistence activitj-es for Chipehryan Indians of the

western Canadian subarctic \dere based on the seasonal ex-

ploitation of mJ-grating herds of barren-ground caribou and

fish runs, and these actj-vities helped to define Chipewyan

patterns of social- organízation, social interactj-on, and

ecological relati-onships, Subsistence was not only a basis

for the Chipewyan economy, but was al-so the foundation for

Chipewyan culture, identity, and way of life"

The economy of Chipewyan Indians living in the modern

tsg



era has been described in

activities and commercial

attributes this d.ecli-ne to

Second !,iorld War:

Aboriginal patterns of subsistence were
rapidly lost, and even post-contact
trapplng patterns are of rapidly dim-
inishing importance. The d.ininished
nomadism of the late developed fur
trade period culminates in the in-
creasing endogamous village.

terms of change as subsistence

In t.his statement is reflected the attitude that hunting and

gathering as a way of life is overr or at least on its way

out, and that subsistence activities have no place in a mod-

ern Indian economy. fn a l-966 international symposium on

I4an the Hunter, held at the Center f or Continuing Ed.ucation

at the University of Chicago, the opinion was that hunting

as a way of life was in decline" Richard B. Lee stated that

"Finally, hunting and gathering, as a way of life, is rapid-
ly disappearing" (Lee and DeVore 1968:vii) .

Today it is increasingly being recognj-zed that the sub-

sistence features of a traditional hunting and gathering

society are often retained as an integral part of a mixed

economy, and that subsistence actj-vities and a knowledge of

resource acquisj-tj-on helps to define identity and way of

life" Richard Lee resurrected the hunting and gathering way

of life at the Hunter-Gatherer Conference in Paris in I97B

by stating:
Hunting is real" Hunting exists and hunting
and gathering economies exist and this is

trapping decline. Smith (L975:395)

increasing sedentism since the
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to me a new fact in the modern world because
twel-ve years ago at the Man the Hunter con-
ference \,ve were writJ-ng an obituary on the
hunters (Asch LgB2:347) 

"

Thomas Berger (198 5 : 5 5 ) , in his Alaska Native Rev j-ew

Commission Report, succinctly states the case for the con-

tinued role of subsistence for people of tire western sub-

arctic: ""n.dependence on renewable resources continues to

define village life." Berger (1985:51) outlines the nature

of subarctic subsi-stence economies and their relation to

culture, identity, and way of lifet

The traditional economy is based on sub-
sistence activities that require special
skills and a complex understanding of the
l-ocal environment that enabl-es the people
to live directly from the land. It also
involves cultural values and attitudes:
mutual respect, sharing, resourcefulness,
and an und.erstanding that is both conscious
and mystical of the intricate j-nterrelation-
ships that link humans, anì-mals, and the
environment" To this array of activities
and deeply embedded values, we attach the
word 'subsistence' , recognizing that no
one word can adequately encompass all
these related concepts"

Subsistence for subarctic Indians integrates a\^/areness with

belng with world view to affirm Indian identity, even wi-thin

the modern village context"

Subsistence activities continue to contribute to the

economy of Chipewyan Indians of northern Saskatchev/an, and

are increasingly being employed in the instruction and re-

inforcement of Indian cultural awareness and ethnic expres-

sion through both formal and informal education.
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Throughout the protohistoric and historic period, the

Chipewyan incorporated comrnercial- resource harvesting and

wage employment into their economic strategy, and they were

introd.uced to transfer payments through gift.s, incentives,

and gratuities by the traders from the earliest time of con-

tact" However, these early forms of income were often based

on a need for mutual support between Tndians and traders in

which there were expectations for return.
In the following section the development of the mixed

economy by Chipewyan Indians is outlined, indicating that
each sector of the modern Chipewyan economy has evolved out

of earlier adaptive processes, and. each sector has been in-
tegrated to sustain an overall strategy of seasonality, mob-

ility, and economic pluralism within a subarctic enúironment"

Economic Independence and Interdependence

During the protohistoric and early historic period the

Chipewyan remained, for the most part, independent from the

fur trade" This was likely due to the general lack of fur-
bearing animals within their territory and the abundance of.

barren*ground caribou which supplied most of their needs"

The Chipewyan may be described as belongi-ng to the "original
affluent society" of hunter-gatherers (Sahl-ins 1968;B5-89)

in whj-ch subsistence activities, even in rnarginal environ-

ments, provided what Richard Lee (1968:39) calls a "security
of life" " Early observations indj-cate that the Chipewyan

were self suffi-cient. Samuel Hearne (1958:51-52), in
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his travels among the Chipewyan between the years :--769 and

1772, observes that: " " . "the real wants of these people are

few and easily supplied. ".to procure a comfortable 1iveli-

hood " " Eastern bands of Chipewyan living at Rej-nd.eer Lake

in the years 1819 to 1821 were described in a similar manner

by the Hudson's Bay Company trader l{ugh Leslie when he wrote:

" " " . they are somewhat careless about furs being then well

clothed. in Deer skins so that they consider themselves some-

what independentt' (Smit,h 1975:430), and as l-ate as 1825, the

Lrader Robert McVicar describes the western Chipewyan bands

found near Great Sl-ave Lake as living a life of relative ab-

undance and ease requiring from the Europeans only axes,

knives, and files (Smith I975:430) "

The condition of relative independence continued for

t.he Chipewyan even after they moved south to the Churchil-I

River" For those Caribou-Eater bands that moved. south of

Reindeer and Cree Lakes, barren-ground caribou remained the

basis of their subsistence economy until the latter part of

the nineteenth century, a hundred years after their movement

south. For those western bands of Chipewyan that moved south

of Lake Athabasca beyond the normal range of barren-ground

caribou, woocl bison remained a major resource for almost a

hundred years until the late nineteenth century. For both

regional populations other animals lrere introduced into the

subsistence economies as they adapted to the southern forest

ecozone, the rnost important being the moose which continues
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to be a rnajor source of meat and hide for Chipewyan Indians

of the Upper Churchill River and a secondary economic re-

source for Chi-pewyan of the Athabasca Basin"

The western bands of Chipewyan gradually increased

their involvernent j-n the fur trade throughout the early

historic period, first as middlemen, trading with neighbor-

ing Athabaskan groups for furs and. transporting those furs

across the barren lands to European traders at Hudson Bay,

and later as trappers, trading their furs and hj-des for sup-

plies at inland trad.ing posts 
"

The degree of early involvement in the fur trade by

d.ifferent Chipewyan populations depended on their contact

experience with trade and on their relative proximity to

trad.ing posts" Bishop and Ray (L976) employ a spacial-

temporal model to indicate the variation in dependence and

independence of various Indian populations to the fur trade"

The temporal dimension follows the prehistoric, protohistoric

and historic framework, while the spaci-al dimension is put in

terms of direct, indirect, and induced trad.e activity" The

level of dependence on Europeans or independence from them

is determined by the proximity of fndians to trading posts"

"Shortly after each post was est'ablished, it was encircled

by Localo Middlemen, and rndirect Trad.e Areas" (Yerbury 1986:

11) " For the Chipewyan of the protohistoric period, in-
direct and ind.uced trade was accomplished by use of middle-

men and trade Captains for promolgating the trade among



fndians distant from the trading posts on Hudson Bay.

Subsistence continued to be the primary economic strategy,
and trade in fur was a secondary activity" As Chipewyan

became more active in the fur trade subsistence remained

as a major source of food with subsistence being supported

by trapping acti-vitj-es" Joan Townsend (1970, L97Oa, Ig73)

for the Tanaina and shepard Krech (L976, rg79, 1984a) for
the Kutchin, indicate that a knowledge and expertise in bush

living is supported by trappirg, and that trapping activit-
ies are carried on in conjunction with hunting and. gathering.

As Indj-ans became more directly involved in the fur
trade, or as individual bands became attached to one of a

growing number of inland. trading posts, the degree of cle-

pendency upon Europeans increased, especially in times of
shortage, disease, or warfare" However, in the history of
Indian-White relationships, dependency was often mutual,

with rndians relying on traders for supplies anc provisi-ons,

and the traders being often dependent upon the rndian people

for food, labor, and servj-ces" The earliest indication of a

need for mutual interdependence occurred in L7r6 when the

trade ship from Europe failed to arrive at york Fort ancl one-

third of the rndians that had come to the coast to trade

died from starvation on their return home (yerbury l986 223) 
"

Mutual needs between Tndians anc Europeans were satisfied by

a growing interdependence, and from that time on shortages

experienced by rndians v/ere often overcome by distribution
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of trade goods, and traders \,rere time and again able to

stave off starvation and prevent disaster by procuring meat

from Indian hunters" The dependence by traders on Indian

provisioners lasted throughout the historic period after

trading posts were established inl-and" For example,

Hudson's Bay Company Records indicate that:

" " "throughout June and July l-836, the
caribou hunters in the vicinity of Martin
Lake produced a consj-derable quantity of
meat for Fort Simpson" On 9 July 1836,
Jose with twenty-one followers and Little
Chief, alias Tecounnebeth, brought in 544
tongues, 650 lbs" of dried meat, and
thirty-five lbs. of bear meat. They had
returned mainly for ammunition to enable
them to continue hunting (HBC B 200/a/LB,
f o. 6d) . Fort Liard provisioners d.elivered
2,480 Ibs. of dried moose meat on 21 July
(Yerbury 1986:121) .

The practice of hiring provisioners continued into recent

times (personal observations) witn Hudson's Bay Company posts

being supplied with fire wood, water, fish, and. fresh game

by local Indians on a reg'ular basis.

From the start traders relied on Indi-ans to function as

guides, peace emissaries, interpreters, and informants, as

well as provi-ding any number of required services in and

around the posts" Dependencies vrere also developed from

earliest times of contact as features of the Indian economy

through the practice of gift giving. Traders established

contact and trading relationships with Indian people as a

general policy by giving individuals preferential treatment,

or by giving gif ts " I¡Ihen Witl-iam Stewart was dispatched
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from York Fort in r7r5 to make contact with western bands of
Chipewyan, gift items incl_uded:

" " "sixty hawk belIs, seventy-two knives,twenty-eight hatchets, eighteen ivory
combs, twenty-seven yards of cloth, iifteenblankets, twenty-four fire steels, twentyscrapers, and several- other items inquantity (yerbury 1986;23) 

"

similarly, the practice of appointi-ng trading captains was

through initiar gift giving followed by continued preferent-
ial treatment in trade as long as those individ.uals were

active in bringi-ng in fur and in controlling the trad.e among

their people" Through incentives, trade was expanded inland
to regions beyond the direct infruence of the Europeans"

Gift. giving and other inducements for the rndian trad.e est-
ablished a'reciprocal relationship that was based on mutual
expectations for returns, Gratuities given by trad.ers would

have been distributed to others in the form of general re-
ciprocity within and between Tndian bands as this was the
dominant mode of internal exchanger âs noted by Ray (1984:3)

in which:"rndividuals \,vere expected to share whatever surpl-
uses they had wit.h thej-r families, close relatives, and

members of thei-r band." rn this manner, early forms of
European gratuitous assistance were effectively incorporated
into the traditional chipe\^/yan economic structure, and. were

directed towards further resource procurement activities.
The system of gratuity assj-stance became a means for direct-
ing and controlling rndian invol-vement in the fur trade, ancl
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evolved into the credit system by which the giving of goods

no ronger implied, but rather demanded a return. Extended

credit was al-so incorporated into traditional practices of
sharing j-n that individuals receiving credit in the form of
a grub stake often distributed those supplies to other
members of their family or band who had l-imited access to
credit due to their age or unrel-iability in repayment

(personal observations) .

From the earl-iest days of contact, traders provided
assistance to rndian people during hard times and in times
of shortage (see Ray I9B4). This practice may have been for
humanitarian reasons, but it al-so furthered the rndian's
obligation to keep to the trade. The Hud.sonrs Bay company

District Manager of the Richmond Gulf area stated the reason
f or giving rndians assistance in the following;, " . . . it i_s

true that the nati-ves are our assets, that we must keep them

alive for future profits even though we carry them at a l_oss

tiIl such time shall come" (Ray I9B4:16).

By the earJ-y twentieth century the canadian Government

began to take over the role of providing assistance to
rndians by reimbursing the Hudson's Bay company for their
gratuity expenses (nay I9B4:l-4) . By the end of !r'orl_d trÍar

Two government social assistance programs for native people

were well established, not onry as a means for alreviating
hardship, but also for directing and controlling the Tndian

social and economic condition, Government assistance, un-
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like assistance from traders, was given without any apparent

expectation for return beyond the expectation by government

for Tndian compliance with government policy programs. How-

ever, government assistance, like trader assistance, was

i-ncorporated into the general pattern of the Indian pIural
economy, often going to support more traditional subsistence-

based economic activities.

The Chipewyan economy integrates economic strategies of

seasonality, mobility, and occupational pluralism to provide

individuals with opportunities to exploit a variety of in-
come sources and rapidly shift from one actj-vity to another

as conditions change throughout the year. The economic

strategy incorporates traditional subsistence hunting, fish-
i*9, and gatherJ-ng with commercial resource harvesting, wage

employment, and transfer payments that together have sustain-

ed Indian people throughout their historic experience. The

Chipewyan economy makes use of traditional forms of work-

group and kin-group formations as well as a set of social
real-tionslìips that stress cooperation and sharing. The

Chipewyan continue to employ famj-l-j-ar economic strategies

to integrate ne\¡i economic activities into established pat-

terns that help to defj-ne their identity in a subarctic

environment" Iiowever, distinctirlns in economic condition
exist between Caribou-Eater and Buffalo River people that
go towards defining sub-ethnic identities for Chipevvyan in
northern Saskatchewan.



Economic Profiles

In the following section the regional economies of the

Caribou-Eater Chipewyan (nthen-eldel-i) and of the Buffalo

River Chlpewyan (Echetri-desi-che) are presented with

reference to the four econonric sectors of subsistence/

commercial resource harvesting, wage ernplolzment, and trans-

fer payments" The economic profiles provide comparative

information between the two regional populations in the

history of economic change and contemporary economic coo-

ditions" The íntent is to determine what differences exist

in economic expression and how these differences contribute

to sub-ethnic identity for regional ðrrip.ryrn popurations 
"

Economic Profile: Calibou-Eater. Chipewyan

The Athabasca Basin is a transition zone between boreal

forest and northern tundra. The regiion is inhabited

primarily by Chipewyan Indians and second.arily by Cree ancl

non-native people" The combined regional population is

about 3,000 people" The majority of the Chipewyan live in

the communitíes of Fond-du-Lac, Black Lake, and i¡lol-l_aston.

Cree ïndians are found living on the north shore of Lake

Athabasca (Athabasca Cree) at Camsell portage and Uranium

city. uranium city and stony Rapids are mixed. comrnunities

of native and non-nat j-ve people 
"

The Chipewyan Indians of the region are both status and

non-status lndians. Status Indians live at Fond-du-Lac
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(Fond-du-Lac Indian Band), Blacl< Lake (Stony Rapids Indian

Band), and Wollaston Lake (Lac Ia Hache Indian Eand) " DTon-

status Indians are also found at Wollaston living in the

settl-ement of Wollaston Post adjacent to the Indian reserve"

In this study the people of the Lac la Flache Band and. the

Indian residents of Wollaston Post are treatecl as rnembers of

one cornmunity, lfollaston"

The Chipewyan Indian population for the three study

communities totals abouL 2,I41 people representing over two

third.s of the regional population. There are 612 Chipewyan

Indians at Fond-du-Lac, 858 Chipewyan Indians at B1ack Lake,

and 67I Indian people living at lVollaston (Province of

Saskatchewan 1985; Canada 1986). The non-Indian resid.ents

of the three study communi-ties make up a small percentage of

the populations and the majority of these are short-term

resid.ents engaged in trade, mission work, education, trans-

portation, health care, and police work.

The Caribou-Eater Chipewyan traditionally followed a

subsistence economy based on hunting, gatheritg, and fishing.

Features of the aboriginal economy included seasonal

mobility, inter-group cooperation, sharing, and occupational

pluralism" The mainstay of their economy was the barren-

ground caribou whichr âs noted by Samuel Iiearne (1958:135-

136) provided almost all of their needs"

The Chipewyan were gradually drawn into the fur trade
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Figure 18. Seasonal Encanìpments, Caribou-Eater Chipewyan.
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after 1780 when they moved south and west into the Athabasca

Basin, ¡aking over hunting territory vacated by the Cree.

The Caribou-Eater Chipewyan remained seasonally nomadic well

into the twentieth century, and continue to include caribou

hunting and trapping in their present day economy"

Some of the Caribou-Eater bands centered their trading

activities on Lake Athabasca after 1787 when Alexander

Mackenzie established a trading post aL Fort Chipewyan spe-

cifically for the Chipewyan trade. fn February L7B9 he

reported:

I sent Roderick Mackenzie with goods & men
to the Lake of the Hills (athabasca) where
he got a House built and we call it Fort
Chipewean as it is j-ntended for that nation.
(Gillespie L975:382)

Hov¡ever, everì after the establishment of inland trading posts

the Chipevryan continued to follow the caribou, as Mackenzie

notes (L927 296) , returning Lo the barren grounds during the

suntmer: "with their relations and friends in the enjoyment of

that plenty which is derived from numerou.s herds of d.eer"

(Gillespie L975:382-383) "

By the middle of the nineteenth century some of the

Caril:ou-Eater bands were taking up seasonal- residence at

the east end of Lake Athabasca at Fond-du-Lac where a

Hudson's Bay Company post and Catholj-c mission had heen

established. These people continued exploiting the Beverly

herd of barren-ground caribou, integrating trapping into

their hunti-ng and gathering subsistence economy" By the
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rniddl-e of the twentieth century some of these people came to

settle on the Fond-du-Lac River at Stony Rapids, and became

members of the Stony Rapids Indian Band. The majority of

the Stony Rapi-ds Band relocated j-n 1952 to nearby Black Lake

where they remain today"

Further to the east Caribou-Eater Chipewyan took up

seasonal resj-dence by the middle of t,he twentieth century at

the mouth of the Cochrane River on Ï¡lollaston Lake following'

the establishment of a government trading post and fish plant

on nearby liungry (Moose) Island in 1949" These people are

members of the Lac la Hache Indian Band who centered their

activities in earlier days in the vicinity of nearby Hatchet

Lake" In 1956 they settled at Vüelcome Bay on Vlollaston Lake

along with other Caribou-Eater Chipewyan from Lac Brochet,

Manitoba" The people at Wollaston Lake continue to exploit

both the Beverly and Kaminuriak herds of barren-ground

caribou as their winter rangies overlap in the Vüollaston Lake

region (see figure seven) " They have integrated commercial

fishing and trapping into their subsi-stence economy"

The regional economy of the Athabasca Basin diversified

in the 1930's when mineral exploration began on the north

shore of Lake Athabasca. Early mineral exploratJ-on focused

on goldr ¿nd a gold mine wls opened at Goldfields on

Beaverlodge Lake near the present day community of Uranium

City" The focus for mining changed. in the late L940 rs to

uranium and. in 1953 a uranium mine and mill began operations
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at Beaverlodge, initiating rapid expansion of Uranium City,
Today uranium mines are located. at collins Bay on wollaston

Lake, ât Cluff Lake, south of Lake Athabasca, and at Key

Lake, southwest of Wollaston Lake. A new mine is under

development at nearby Cigar Lake and mining exploration j-s

ongoing throughout much of the study region" The mining

industry is today the primary source of full-tj-me employment

for the Indian people of the Athabasca Basin.

Commercial fishing is active on Wollaston Lake, and is
supported by a fish packing plant located at Hidden Bay"

However, commercial fishing for the people of Fond-du-Lac

and Black Lake has been severely curtailed since l-980 when

the Freshwater Fish plant closed in Uranium City. Today

fishermen from those communities must air freight thej-r fish
to Hidden Bay on Vüollaston Lake at prohibitive cost"

There are nine fly-in fishing lodges in the region for
tourist recreational fishing. Two are located northwest of
urani-um city on Tazin Lake, two are southeast of Fond-clu-Lac,

three are in the vicinity of Black Lake, and two are located

near wollaston Lake on Hatchet and vtraterbury Lakes. Tourist
fishing lodges provide seasonal employment for many Indian
people from the regi-on"

Trapping is carried on by people from the three stud.y

communi-ties, with many trappers relocating with their
families to interior camps in the faIl to trap and hunt

barren-ground caribou (see figure eighteen).
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Emplolanent opportunities in regional communi_ties have

increased since the initiation of community clevelopment

prograrns in the 1960's, and with growing initiatives in
rndian sel-f-government more jobs are availabl_e for local
people in band administration and servicing.

The following section is an outl-ine of the economic

conditj-on for the three study communitj-es in the Athabasca

Basin using the four sector model of subsistence, commercial

resource harvesting, wage employment, and transfer payments.

Each sector of the economy is dealt with separately" Most

individuals are invol-ved in more than one sector of the
economy, thereby continuing the tradi-tional economic strategy
of seasonality and occupational pluralism in making a living.
Subsistence

The subsistence sector of the chipewyan economy is
supported by a wÍde range of hunting, gatherirg, ancl fishing
activities. Hov¿ever, the subsistence sector remains center-
ed on the harvest of barren-ground. caribou. caribou have

been an important resource for the chipewyan since earliest
times. Hearnets narrative (1958:r27-r2B) inclicates the

importance of cari-bou, not onry in provicling food for inan

and dogs, but al-so hides for making clothing, roclges, bags,

babiche line for snow shoes, nets, and snares, ancl antler
and bone for maunfacturing a variety of implements incruding
spear poi-nts and fish hooks: "and many other things which it
is impossible to remember, and unnecessary to enumerate."
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caribou were hunted. on the open trundra during the sunmer

and within the northern f orest j_n the winter. They \.,rere

hunted while herding during spring and fall- migrations, and

while scattered in small groups. The hunting methods were

therefore dictated by seasonal- movements and concentrations

of animals, and at times involved only a few men spearing

caribou from canoes or hunting with bow and arro\^/" At other

times, when the caribou were on the move, communal hunts

were organized using the pound or surround whereby caribou

were driven i-nto a great corral constructed out of trees and

brush where the animals could be easily killed in large numb-

ers. Hêarne (1958:50-51-) noted tlrat the caribou pound v¡as so

successful that: "many families subsist by it without having

occasion to move their tents above once or twice during the

course of a wlrote rvinter" " smith (r975:409) notes thatr âc-

cording to his informants, the cariLrou pound was used b1z the

Flatchet Lake (l,ac la Hache) and Barren Lands Bands i-nto the

twentieth century"

Today the hunt begins with the first sighting of caribou
moving south, usually by mid August, and is vigorousry pursu-

ed by use of aircraft, snow mobiles, and dog sleds through-

out the fall and winter" Many people relocate from their
home communities into winter camps to hunt caribou and trap
fur-bearing anj-nals" As recent as 1985 it was reported that
fifty to seventy five percent of the people at trVollaston,

Black Lake, and Fond-du-Lac moved north into hunting camps
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each October, returning to their home communities by mid

December (personal communications) " Figure eighteen is

a map of trails and hunting cabins used by people frora

Black Lake and Fond.-du-Lac who annually hunt caribou and

trap in northern Saskatchewan and the Northwest Territories"

The seasonar movement of famil-ies into the interior is being

discouraged by school authorities, and today many parents

leave their school*aged chj-ldren with relati-ves while they

relocate to interior huntj-ng camps (see plate one) ,

From tlme to time barren-ground caribou migrate south

of the Fond-d.u-Lac River, and are f ound. in close range to

highways and communities (see figure eight) " At such tj-mes

fndian hunters from more southerly regions, j-ncluding people

from Buffal-o River, travel north to take part in the hunt.

The last through migration occurred in L979-I980 and it was

reported at Stony Rapids thaü "r,r¡hen the caribou came near

town everyone who could carry a gun was out shooting. "

The number of barren-giround caribou taken each year is

difficult to d.etermine, and depends on such mitigating fact-

ors as climate, time of freeze-up and break-up, and migration

patterns of the caribou" Smith (19752406) suggests that in

earl-ier times the great abundance of caribou resul-ted in a

lack of a positive conservation attitude, and th¡.t when the

caribou were plentiful: "they were killed in large numbers

and perhaps only the choice morsels, such as the tonque, h'ere

consumed and the major part of the carcass left to rot."
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Plate l-" Wolf Pelts: At Winter Camp, Damant Lake 1985.
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Today reports of overkilling are contradictory with some

rndian peopre from the regi-on stating that hunters are

wastefur when animals are plentíful_, shooting until_ all
their bul]ets are gone, and taking only Lhe fattest animals,
removing the heads or onry the tongues from those carcasses

that are left behind. others, including aircraft pirots who

often observe the hunt, and who transport hunters and caribou
carcasses, indicate that there is l-ittle waste and that
while initial ki]ls may exceed the capicity of their air-
craft, hunters or others informed of the kill may return to
the ki]l site to retrÍeve dead animal_s. Negatj_ve reports of
waste in the hunt are most often given by uninformed indiv-
iduals and by non-status rndians whose own hunt j-s limited
by government regulation. These reports may be given
through ignorance or envy by those who are jealous of the
unrestricted hunt enjoyed by status Indians,

Resentment is shown by the local populace towards non-

resiclent status rndians who come into the region to hunt

cari-bou when there is a through migration, especiarly to non-

Chipewyan who are said to be "not of the caribou" (personal

communication) . This sentiment may express the recognition
that the chipe\,\iyan have a special rel-ationship with the
caribou that is part of their spiritual_ belief and oral tra-
dition (Snrith Ig75:392¡ t9B1 :272) in which: ,,the Chipewyan

are identified with the wolf, ,whose pattern of predation and

rel-iance on caribou is remarkabJ-y similar to the traditional
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caribou hunt, especially by younger men who tend to be less
judicious than their elders, the value that caribou represe-

nts, both for sustenance and cultural continuity, is likely
clirected towards the preservation of the herds rather than

to their annihilation. However, caribou are taken in quant-

ity, and the meat is preserved both by drying and by freez-
ing" Each of the study communities have community freezers

for the storage of fish and meat, and most houses that are

electrified have one or more freezers as priority appliances"

Though accurate harvest figures are not available for
barren-çfround caribou, estimates derived from field. surveys

and aircraft haul records j-ndicate that about 3 r 000 animals

are taken each year in the unregulated hunt by status Indian

hunters in the region. Table one gives harvest figures by

study communi-ty for barren-ground caribou from LgB2 to I9B6

as derived from these sources. However, the actual- number

of caribou taken J-n any one year may be considerably dj-ffer-
ent from the estimated number as the hunt, according to one

game management officer on the scene, "is completely out of

control . t'

Whil-e there may be some incidents of waste in the
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While not all- adul-ts hunt caribou, except on those

infrequent occasions when cari-bou migrate through communities,

all Indian people in the region include caribou meat in their

diet. The value of barren-ground carj-bou to the regional



Barren*ground Caribou Harvest

Community 1982-1983 1983-198 4 L9B4-1985 1985.1986

Fond-du-Lac I t7 6I L t297 L,041 861

Black Lake 903 780 817 7L7

I'üol-l-aston 10341- 702 833 l-,058

Totals 4,005 2 t779 2,69L 2 t636

Source: lüildlif e Branch, Saskatche\^/an Parks anci Renewable
Resources, 1986.

and household economy may be estj-rnated by placing a figure

of ten dollars per kilogram (2"2 lbs,) on caribou meat,

which cornpares to the average price for beef in the region,

and al-lovring for an average dressed weight of 42 kilograms

(100 Ibs.) per animal" In the 1985-1986 season it. is estj-=

mated that 2,636 caribou were taken in the unregulated hunt

for a total of LJ-},9L2 kilograrns (244ì006 lbs") of meat for

a d.erived val-ue of $1r109rL20, The per capi-ta value of

caribou meat for the It972 status Indians living in the

tåree study conrmunities is at least $662 "

Vlhile these harvest figures for barren-grounC caribou

are conservatj-ve estimates, they do indicate a reduction in

the clepenCence on the caribou herds by the natj-ve populatJ-on

over the years. Samuel Hearne (1958 tL27-I2B) reported that

during the early historic period when he first visited the

Chipewyan, upwards of 20 caribou skins were needed each year

for the domestic neecls of one person" Mooney (L92Bz4) esti-

mates that the tJorthern Indian population at the time, like-

TABLE ONE
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ly derived f rom Hearne t s journal,. were about 4 î000 (430

Yell-owknife and 31500 Chipewyan) " If a mini¡rrum of twenty

caribou were required annually to meet the per capita need,

then the Nort.hern Indians would have harvested at least

80r000 animals per year. However, the supply of caribou rnay

not have been assured each season as migration routes are

subject to change ano overall population of caribou may have

varied considerably from time to time due to natural cycles

of climate, predation, and disease.

By the mid twentj-eth century June llelm (L972262) found

that Dogrib Indians north of Grea-t Slave Lake took an aver-

age of 36 "7 carj-bou per hunter over a l-0 year period from o

L942 to 1953. Assuming that each hunter supported a five

member famj-Iy, the average consumption per capita would have

been about five caribou each year"

At this time the rate of consurnption for caribou is at

least one caribou per person per year for Chipewyan Indians

of the Athabasca Basin"

Moose are also part of the big-game hunting economy for

the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan" During earlier times moose were

available to some of the Ì.lorthern Indiansr but were generally

outside of the Chipewyan territory and not a regular part of

their diet" Samuel- Hearne (:.958:167-168) indicates that the

Chipewyan did not consider moose as "substantial foodr', and

that they were not skj-lled in dressing moose hides. He re-

ports in L770 that while moose were "never found in the
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Northern Indian territories" they \^/ere !'p1entiful" around

Lake Athabasca and that the Chipev¡yan he was with "intended

to rnake an excursion into the country of the Athapuscov,/

Indians in ord.er to kiI1 moose and beaver" (Hearne 1958:I35).

Once the Chipewyan came to occupy the country south and east

of Lake Athabasca, moose were readily available and would

have naturally become integrated into their subsistence

economy" Moose, and moose hide, along with other animal

products, vrere likely traded as coiltmercial products on a

regular basis to support the provisioning of inland trading

posts.

Today, moose remain secondary in importance to barren-

ground caribou in the subsistence economy of the Carj-bou-

Eater people. However, people at Viollaston report a greater

relience on moose than do others in the region, likely due

to the higher incid.ence of moose in that part of the country.

Fish and fowl contribute to the diet throughout, and

many f amil-ies spend the summer and f all- j-n bush camps, drying

fish, hunting waterfowJ-, and gathering berries (personal

communications ) .

The gaLhering of wood for fuel also contributes to the

Indian household economyr âs wood is used for both heating

and cooking in most Indian homes" The use of wood for heat=

ing and cooking is likely to continue as the cost of imported

fuel is prohibitj-ve.

The subsistence sector of the rndian economy remains an
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important and vital component of the total economy. It is
observed that aboriginal patterns of subsistence persist
both for the economic value and to support and confirm

cultural- a\^/areness and chipewyan identity. subsistence tech-

niques, especially those related to caribou, are taught in
regional schools and are informally absorbed through daily
life as enculturative experience.

Commercial Resource Harvesting

The extraction and sale of renewable resources is a

recognizable feature of the Chipewyan economy, and was a

major impetus for the establishment of intand trading posts

and the movement of Caribou-Eater Indian bands into the

Athabasca Basin during the late eighteenth century" Before

that time the eastern bands of Chipewyan had little opportun-

ity or inclination to become involved in the fur trade

being too isolated from other Athabaskan groups to develop a

middl-eman role, and living in territory where trapping for
fur was neither practical nor economic" Once trading posts

moved inland after the mid L770's, and the Athabasca Basin

had been vacated by the Cree, Caribou-Eater bands gained.

access both to fur-bearing ani-mals and to traders. Yet , for
the most part, they remained marginal to the fu:i trade

continuing to rely on caribou to supply most of their need.s.

As late as 1825, fifty years after the establishment of i-n-

&anl1 trade, Robert McVicar, the Chief Factor at Great Slave
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Mcvicar complains that it is difficult to persuad.e them: "to
resort to the beaver country and encounter the additional
labour, hardships and privations they so often experj-ence in
the pursuit of furs" (Gillespie I975:368) , Iïowever, trap-
ping incomes dj-d support subsistence activities in that man-

uf actured European goods made tradi-ti-onal activities easier 
"

smith (L975:397) notes that among the most important early
trade item was the ice chisel as it made winter fishing much

easier in a region where lakes and rivers freeze to a dept,h

of four to five feet" fn the main, however, the caribou.
Eater chipewyan did not become dependent on the fur trade,
but rather incorporated. trapping into their seasonal round

of subsistence activities. sj¡nilarlyr. commerciar fishing
developed out of subsistence fishing, and never came to dom=

inate the chipewyan economy" Todayf corlrmercial resource

harvesting based on trapping and fishing is part of an in-
tegrated economy for Chipe!{yan Indians of the Athabasca Basin.

rn 1985-1986 there !,¡ere L42 licensed trappers fror¿ the

three study communities of Fond-du-Lac, Bl-ack Lake, and.

!{ollaston representing 27 percent of the work force. The

species that are consistentry trapped for their fur are

beaver, muskrat, squirrel, marten, nrink, weasel, fox, and

The most serious and lasting obstacle to
the profitable emplolzment of the re-
sources of Lhis District is the vicinity
of the Rein Deer/or Chipewyan Lands
(Gillespie 1975:367) .
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lynx. The dollar value for furs harvested are indicated in
table two which provides numbers of trappers and trapping

incomes for the years 1981 through 198 6 for regional Tndian

bands,

TABLE TTTTO

Indian Band

Fond-du-Lac 1981-1982 2I $17,980 $ 856
1982*1983 19 9,098 478
1983-1984 32 10,545 329
1984-1985 32 46 t939 1 ,466
1985-1986 62 56,569 9L2

Stony Rapids 1981-1982 44 32,406 736
1982-1983 50 26 t87I 537
1983-198 4 42 26,75l' 637
1984-1985 40 47 ,5l-8 1,187
1985-1986 42 76,485 L t82L

Lac La Hache 1981-1982 48 37f035 777
1982-1983 41 27 t227 664
1983-198 4 33 2r,220 643
1984-1985 37 57,284 r,548
1985-1986 38 62,557 It646

Source: Wildlife Branch, Saskatchevúan Parks and Renewable
Resources,

Figure nineteen shows Fur Conservation Areas in north-

ern Saskatche\^/an" The Fond-du-Lac Indian Band trap for fur

in conservation areas 1tr50 and N57, the Stony Rapicls Eand.

trap in areas N24 and NBO, and the Lac Ia Hache Band trap in

areas 1126 and N93, However, many people also trap in their

winter hunting grounds in the Northwest Territories 
"

The average income for each licensed trapper is low,

Licensed Trapper Incomes by
Indian Bancl 1981 to 1986

Year Number of Trapping
Trappers ïncome

Average
Earnings
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Figure J9. Fur Conservation Areas in lJorthern Saskatchevían

Source: Vüildlife Branch, Saskatchewan parks ancl
Renewable Resources.
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even during profitable years when prices are high and fur-
bearers are plentiful-" tn 1985-1986 the average income for
licensed trappers j-n Lhe three Indian communities was çI,377.
Incomes vary according to effort, skill, luck, animal numb-

ers, and the fluctuations in a volatile and uncertain inter-
nationa] market.

Trapping is supported by trapper assistance programs

operated by individual Indian bands. irapper assistance in
1985-1986 for the Fond-du-Lac Band was $10,000, for the

Stony Rapids Band was $101000, and for the Lac la Hache Band

amounted to ç3,795 for a total trapper assistance of ç23,795

for the I42 trappers licensed in the three st.udy communities

that season" The average assistance to each trapper was $168.

l{hile the amounL of cash income from trapping is low it,
contributes as one sector of an interdependent. and mixed

economy, Trapping incomes provide for many people a tgrub

stake' for other than trapping activities, including hunting

of caribou and moose which contribute significantly to the

overall- Chipewyan economy. Trapping itself adds to the

household larder as many fur-bearing animals, incluCing

beaver, bear, and muskrat, are important sources of protein.

Finally, trappJ-ng is a bush activity that helps support

social, cultural, and spiritual features of Chipewyan ident-
ity, and is being taught in most regional schools as part of

an j-ndustrial arts training prog'ram"

Commercial fishing is al-so part of the commercial re-
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source sector of the Indian economy, and was likely develop-

ed out of aboriginal practices. Birket-Smith (1930:27-28)

notes that eastern bands of Chipewyan maoe fishing nets out

of babiche (strips of raw hide) knotted by hand, for unlike

Athabaskan Tndians further to the west, they did not make

use of the needle or shuttle in net construction or repair

(Smitfr Ig75:396 -3g7) . By use of nets the Chipevúyan were

abLe to catch large quantities of fish, supplementing their

diet and overcorilingi any f ailure in the caribou hunt " The

ability to catch great quantities of fish was necessary for

the maintenance of large populations of dogs that were kept

in the recent past"

Fish are unevenly distributed throughout the lakes in

the Athabasca Basin" Fish are found in great quantity in

Lake Athabasca, Black Lake and Wollaston Lake. The estab-

lishment of a fish plant on Vloll-aston Lake j-n L949 encourag-

ed members of the Lac Ia Hache Band. into commercial fishing"

Also members of the Stony Rapids Band relocated from Stony

Rapids to Black Lake in the mid 1950's to take advantage of

a rich local fish resource " Black Lake has been long re-

cognized as a body of water rich in fish. Peter Pond, in

his map of 1785 (figure five) , designated B1ack Lake as Fish

Lake likely as an a:knowledgement of that rich resource.

A commercial fishery was developed on Lake Athabasca and

thrived until 1980 when the fish plant at Uranium City

ceased operations as part of a rationafization program in



the fishing industry in northern Saskatchewan following a

general market decl-j-ne. Annual commercial fish harvests on

Lake Athabasca in the mid 1970's averaged about 250,000 kilo-

grams (550/000 lbs.) " In J-979 the catch on Lake Athabasca

dropped to about 70,A00 kilograms (154,000 lbs") and by 1984

commercial catches were down to 3r990 kilograms (8r788 l-bs,).

The number of commercially licensed fishermen on Lake

Athabasca declined from 37 j-n J.979 to five in 1984" By 1985

commercial- fishing on Lake Athabasca experienced a revival,

with L06,074 kilograms (233f363 lbs") being caught by 29

licensed fishermen (Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation) .

In that year commercial fishing at Fond-du-Lac was reactivat-

ed with six men fishing Lake Athabasca, transporting their

catches by air to the fish packing facility on Woll_aston

Lake (personal communication) .

The commercial fishery on Wollaston Lake has also ex-

perienced some change over the past ten years, although i_t

has been more stable than the fishery on Lake Athabasca. In

the mid 1970's fish catches on Wol-laston Lake were over 2O0l

000 kilograms (440,000 lbs.) each year. However, by I97g

catches drasticalJ-y declined to about 65r000 kilograms, (143,

000 Ibs.), and in 1984 they dropped to 2t025 kilograms (4,455

lbs.) of fish, The number of commercially licensed fishermen

fel-l from 42 to two between 1978 and 1984 " fn 1985 the com-

mercial fish catch increased on Woll-aston Lake to about 106,

000 kilograms (233r300 Ibs.) sold under 30 commercial
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licenses (Freshwater Fish l{arketing Corporation) .

Other lakes in the region are commercially fished

sporadically, opening and closing as fish pri-ces rise and

fall or as fish populations fluctuate, People from lfollaston

fish from time to time on nearby Unknown, Murphy, Henday,

Lampin, and Waterbury Lakes with each lake supporting from

one to three licensed fishermen from the Wollaston community"

People of the Stony Rapids Indian Band fished a number

of lakes during the 1970's including Black Lake, gvapata Lake,

Richard Lake, and Riou Lake. In 1977 there were approximate-

ly 35 commercially licensed fishermen operating on these

Iakes, with the majority fishing Black and Riou Lakes" by

1980 there were only three men fro¡n Black Lake active in the

commercial fishery. fn 1985 people from Black Lake reactiv-

ated their commercial fishery with six families spending the

sunrmer fishing on nearby Riou Lake and transporLing their

catch by air to the fish packing plant on Wollaston Lake

(personal communications) "

In I9B5 the commercial fishery produced about 454,L33

kilograms (999,092 Ibs") of fish which sold under 62 licenses

for a total of $365,208 (Freshwater Fish Marketing Corpora-

tion) for an average income of $5,890 per licensed fisherman"

The above account of the commercial- fishery in the

Athabasca Basin over the past decade indicates that fishing

is unstabl-e, and not a d.ependable source of income. Yet,

for many Chipewyan Indians commercial fishing is the main

183
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summer employment opportunity and. the major source of earned

cash income" Fish also provides food for people in the area.

Despite generally low returns and fluctuating prices in

both fish and fur, people persist in these commercial act-

ivities as part of a seasonal round. Seasonality and. occupa-

tional pluralism are the key components of both subsistence

and comrnercial resource harvesting for the Caribou-Eater

Chipewyan "

Wage Emplolzment

The third sector of the Chipewyan economy is in full-

time and seasonal employment. V'Iage employment was first
j-ntroduced to the Chipewyan d.uring their early days of trade

with Europeans on Hudson Bay. Early forms of employment

included post provisioning, guiding, and individuals funct-

ioning as interpreters and middlemen for explorers and

traders. For these servj-ces people were paid off in prefer-

ential treatment and trade goods.

Indians continued to work for traders throughout the

historic period, providing necessary services and provj-sj-ons

for trading posts. In recent yearsr âs the Chipewyan came

to settle more permanently in and around trading posts, they

became a source of labor not only for traders, but also for

missionaries and government agents " Wage emplolzment opport-

unities for Chipe\^/yan Indians in the Athabasca Basin expand-

ed in the 1930's when mj-neral exploration began j-n the region.

In more recent years an important area of private sector
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emplolzment has been jobs in regional tourist fishing lodges

in which Indian people are employed in housekeeping and as

guides" Pub1ic sector employment has also increased with

the extension of local- administration to Indian bands since

the l-970's"

Itage employment in today's Chipe$;yan economy may be

divided into permanent and seasonal categories, Permanent

jobs are mainly in the mining industry, in band administra-

tion, and in small business. Seasonal work is found in
tourj-sm, forest-fire fighting, and construction. Table

three gives a breakdown of permanently employed ano seasonal

workers by community for the Ind.ian work force for 1985-1986.

TABLE THREE

Community

Fond-du-Lac

Black Lake

WoIlaston

Totals

Permanently Employed and Seasonal
Workers by Community, I9B5-1986

Adult Vüork Permanently % of Seasonal eo of
Population Force Employed \f/F Workers \l/F

The work force for each community is derived by applying the

northern Saskatchewan employment participation rate for 1986

of 55.1 percent of the adult population which includes those

people between the ages of 16 and 65 years (Employment and

Immigration Canada, I'larch 1986) . It is noted, however, by

Employnent anct fmmigration officials at La Ronge that the

296
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169
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66

113
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234

402
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672

562
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employment participation rate for Tndian reserves j-n northern

Saskatchewan is lower than 55.1 percent due to the limited

job opportunities for females in reserve communities"

Of the 234 permanent jobs held by residents of the three

study communj-ties II2 jobsr or 48 percent, are in the mining

industry" Most of the other permanent positions are in band

administration and service v¿ork" This narrow base for

permanent employrnent leaves the work force vulnerable to

sudden decline j-n the urani-um industry or to changes in

federal policy governing administration of Indian reserves

that would act agai-nst band administration employment.

The weakness in the permanent employment base is mitigat-

eci to some degree by seasonal work opportunities primarily

in tourism, forest-fj-re fighting, and house construction,

It should be noted. that the high rate of seasonal jobs for

Black Lake is due to the greater demand for workers in

tourist fishing lodges in that area d.uring the surirmer months.

There is also a higher rate of permanent employment at

Bl-ack Lake since many people find jobs in the nearby

administrative center of Stony Rapids.

l4ost seasonal- jobs are available in the summer, and.

seasonal- unemployment is highest in the winter " It is

during the winter months that many of the seasonal work

force are engaged in trapping and hunting, t4ost seasonal

jobs are uncertain and of short duration. For example, Lhe

demand for forest-fire fighters varies greatly from year to
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year and from day to day during the fire season; In years

when seasonal- jobs are scarce people must rely to a greater

degree on other sectors of the economy and other sources of

income" The great dependence on seasonal work results in a

high rate of seasonal- unemployment with people continually

shifting on and off unemplolzment insurance roles" Table

four gives the seasonal unemployment rate i-n 1985-1986 
"

TABLE FOUR

Community Adult

Seasonal Unemployment by Community, 1985-1986

Fond-du-Lac

Black Lake

Vtrollaston

Total-s

Population Force Unemployed Vlork Force

Seasonal unemployment is offset to some degree by un-

employment insurance which is available to wage earners v¡ho

have sufficient numbers of weeks of earned income to qualify

for insurance benefits. For most of the seasonally employed

the total duration of employment is usually insufficient to

qualify them for unemployment benefits. For example, during'

1986 the average number of recipients of unemployment in-

surance during any one month for the three study communities

v¡as 63 people (see table five) which represents 12 percent

of the total work force, while the seasonal unemployment rate

\^/as 56 percent (see table four) "

Table five is a surnmary of monthly recipients
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967

Work Seasonally Percent of
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ó¿
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insurance j-n 1986 for the three study com-

Athabasca Basin.

TABLE FIVE

Unemployment Insurance Claims 1986
Fond-du-Lac, Black Lake, Wollaston

Jan Feb Mar Ap1 May Jun Ju1 Aug Sep Oct }tov Dec

62 72 72 49 71 73 59 5l_ 56 5 71 59Claims

Percent
of Ï{ork
Force

Source:

Vlhile seasona1 unemployment is extremely high, few people

are able to benefit from unemployment insurance, and those

who do receive low payments due to thej-r low rate of con-

tributions to the unemplolzment insurance program,

Unemployment insurance may be seen as part of the econ-

omy, contributing to the mul-tip1e income sources for fndian

people" The high rate of unemployment and the great depend-

ence on seasonal and occasional- jobs makes a plural economic

strategy a necessity in a region where economic pluralism is
a traditional way of life"
Transfer Par¡ments

12 14 14 9 13 14 11 10 l_0 11 13 t-l

Employment and Immigration Canada, l-988,

The fourth sector of the Chipewyan economy is the

transfer of monies by the federal- and provincial governments

to Indian bands and to fndian people in the form of family

allowance, soci-a1 security, clisability benefits, and social

assistance" Each of these are sources of income that are
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fitted into the overall pattern of the economic structure,
with each functioning to offset the uncertainties character-
istic of the chipewyan economy, and each going to support
other economic activities.

Transfer payments not only provide a regular source of
cash income for many people, but for some they are the only
significant cash income. Transfer palanents act as a supple-
ment to low income earnings from commercial resource harvest-
ing and subsistence activities. Transfer payments also
provi-de operating funds for individual rndian bands.

The greatest source of income from transfer payments

comes from social assistance funds made available to rnd.ian

bands to be distributed to individual band members according
to need" socj-al assistance paid by the three rnd.ian bands

in the Athabasca Basin is given below for 1986.

TABLE STX

Tndian Band

Fond-du-Lac

Stony Rapids

Lac-la-Hache

Social- Assistance payouts

Annual payout

$59s,000

755, 000

539,000

Source: Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, I986.

Although the per capita worth of social assistance is low,

and not sufficient in itserf as a means of livelihood, it is
an important source of cash inconre within the total rnclian

êCOIIOITÌIr

for 1986

Per Capita lforth

$ gtz

879

It073



f iscal arrangiements for the operation and acl¡ninistration of
Ïndian bands - Transfer of funds fro¡n federal- and provincial
governments al-lovrs rndian adräinistrations not onry to re-
distribute funds in the form of sociar assistance pa1,,ments,

but al-so to allccate their annual- budgets for the develop-
ment and maintenance of comnunity infrastructure, including
water and S€rv-er facilities, streets and street lighting,
docks, conununity freezers, and other capital works. Funcls

are also put into housing constructíon and the operation of
schools. Grants are made to local- initiatives in economic

developrnent projects that are capabl-e of expanding the
employment base. Salaries are paid anC programs, such as

the trapper assistance program, are funded. Al_1 this localry
administered activity adds to the chipewyan economy, provid-
ing ful]-time and temporary emptoyment and support for the
resource and subsistence sectors of the chipevryan economy.

The total economic picture for the caribou-Eater
Chipewyan is one of a mixed economy with traditional- features
of f lexibility, seasonarity, and occupational plurali_sm. tio

one sector of the economy dominates, rather each sector cori-
tributes to overall incomes. The flexible nature of the
economy allows people to shi-ft their efforts easily from one

raRge of activities to another with minimal disruption to the
system. seasonality insures that activities can be spread
over time to tal:e advantage of a broad range of resources ancl

Ifithin the franeworl: of transfer palnnents are al-so
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sources of income. occupational pluralism gives an advant-

age to individuals who are capable of performing a wide

range of tasks under various condj-tions thereby maximizing

opportunities.

While the economy appears fragile and without form,

with people drifting frorn one range of activities to another

in a haphazarcl manner, it is in actuarity highly structured
with multiple sectors meshing at regular intervals to pro-

duce a coherent whole" The structure of the economy is slls-

tained by a dual strategy of seasonality and pluralisrn, ancl

is supported by tradiLional patterns of social organization

characterízed. by cooperation, reciprocity, ancl flexibilit.y
in activity group formatj-on" Flexj-ble social patterns allow
people to shift from individualized tasks, such as seasonal

employment in tourist lodges, 1¿o group-oriented subsistence

activities, including hunting and. fishing from interior bush

camps" Under these conditions soci-al structures based on

traditional patterns of marriâ9ê, residence, and group af-
filiation continue to be relevênt in the Caribou-Eater

economy and way of life"
Economic Prof ile: Buf f al-o River Chipewyan

The Buffal-o River Chipewyan occupy territory within the

full boreal forest of the Upper Churchill River in north-
western saskatchewan" The chipewyan at Buffalo River are

both status and non-status rndians" status rndians live on

the Buffalo River rndian reserve at Dillon, and non-status



fnd-ìans are settled in the nearby communities of St"

Georgiers Hill and Michel Village. The combined resident

population of the three communities is about 67L people,

The people at Buf f al-o River took trea-ty on August 28,

1906, si-gning Indian Treaty number 10 at Ile-a-la-Crosse,

thereby becoming members of the Clear Lake Indian Band, In

1927 the Cl-ear Lake Band, with a population of 2l-0 people,

received three parcels of land under the terms of their

treaty consisting of 10r708 hectares (26,450 acres) at peter

Pond (Big Buffal-o) Lake, 159 hectares (395 acres) at nearby

churchill Lake, and 93 hectares (23r acres) at rurnor Lake.

On }trovember L6, 1972 the Clear Lake Band split into the

Peter Pond Band and the Turnor Lake Band, thereby reducì_ng

the lands held by t.he people at Buffalo River to 8,260 hec-

tares (20,406 acres) " On September 15, Ig76 the peter poncl

Band officially changed its name to the Buffalo River rnd.ian

Band with a band membership of 396 people (rndian and North-

ern Affairs Canada) " As of December, 1986 the Buffalo Rj_ver

Band had a total membership of 526 people with 439 peopÌe

living on the reserve at Dillon (rndian and Northern Affairs

Canada, 1986). Plate two is a photograph of Dillon in l-988"

The non-status Indian communj-ty of St. Georgers Hil1,
(p1ate three) is situa-ted across the Ri-ver from Dillon ancl

developed during the t.970 's out of a settlerirent site known

locally as '44' where the two pre-existing houses overlook-

ing the river mouth and marshy plain appear to resembl-e
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Pl-ate .2., Di1lon, Buffalo River Indian Reserye, 1988.

Plate 3 " St" George's }iill, Buffalo River, 198B-



Plate 4 " DiJ.lon/ 1960,

l-94

Plate 5. itliska Channel, Upper Churchill River System"
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those numerals when viewed from Dillon (personal cornmunicat-

ions) " People from Di1lon first located at St. Georget,s Hill-

to raise cattle on the broad meadow that lies between the

Buffalo River and Buffal-o Hill-s to the west of Dillon, Today

there are about 25 houses located along the west bank of the

Buffalo River at St. Georgers Hill- and the community is home

to about II2 people. The cattle industry has expanded. at

St" Georgers Hill since the days of 144'and people are also

engaged in logging and fishing as commercial enterprises,

The non-status Indian community of l{iche1 Village is

located across the west end of Big Buffalo Lake from Dil-lon"
Miche1 Village begran as one of many mink ranching sites in

the regi-on during the 1940rs, and developed into a rron-

status Indian community during the I970rs with a present day

populatJ-on of about 120 people. Fishing is the major com-

mercial acti-vity for people at Michel "

The people of the three communities at Buffalo River

are linked by ties of kinship and a common history, and in

many respects consider themselves as one people, the Echetri-

desi-che or Euffa1o River people" The people at Buffalo

River are likely descendents of the Thi-lan-ottine who are

distinguished from other regional Chipewyan populations by

Petitot (1883:651) as those who dwell- at the head of the

lakes, having migrated south and east from Great Sl-ave Lake

and Lake Athabasca to the Upper Churchill River in the late

eighteenth century"
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The Thi-1an-ottj-ne of the prehístoric and protohistoric
periods occupied the transitional northern forests between

Great slave Lake and Lake Athabasca, extending their range

south and west into the fu1l boreal forest as far as peace

River" Petitot (1876:xx) indicates that t.he Chipewyan had

occupied the Peace River district in earlier times and may

have originated from that country"

The economy of the western chipeh/yan was founded. upon

subsistence hunting and gathering which incorporated sêâ.soo-

ality and economic pluralism with social patterns that pro-
moted flexibility in organization, cooperation, ancl sharing.
The mainstay of the economy v/ere barren-ground caribou and

wood bison. However, access to the furl boreal forest woul-d

have provid.ed a rich and varied. resource base.

During the early histori-c períod the western band.s be-

came estabrished as middlemen in the fur trade, acquiring
furs from neighboring Yellov¡knife and Dogrib rndians, and.

transporting these to the trading posts. They also were

engaged. as post provisj-oners, and by the 1730's the Huc]son's

Bay Company journals indicate that Chipewyan groups coming

in to trade usually brought with them musk-ox or caribou
meat for Lhe forts (Gillespie L975:365) " Chj-pewyan who

arrived at the coast in the spring were often engaged to
hunt geese, and some were kept on as post hunters (yerbury

1986).
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The economy of the western bands of Chipewyan underwent

a rapid change from a subsistence to a mixed. economy that
included commercial trade and casual- employment. They be-

came involved with trapping after being instructed in " ",.yê
ways of hunting & trapping according ye Southern (lndian)

Ifethod" by the Hudsonfs Bay Company traders who encouraged

them to go "backrdard.s" into the woods beyond their own

country to trap (Cillespie 1975:365, 369) " By the l-770!s

Chj-pewyan from Great Slave Lake had penetrated into the

forests as far south as Lake Athabasca, at least duri-ng the

winter months, to trap for fur. Samuel Hearne (1958:115-116)

reports these intrusions by the Chipewyan into Cree territ-
oty, apparently without incurring hostile reactions¿

...the poor Northern fnd.ians reap innumerable
benefits from a fine ancl plentiful country,
with the produce of which they annually load
themselves for trade, without giving the least
offence to the proper inhabitants,

In L776 Alexander l{enry (1969) reports trading with ChJ-pewyan

from Lake Athabasca at I1e-a-la-Crosse, and by 1790 the west-

ern band.s Ìvere fully involved in the fur trade economy, trad-
ing at interior posts on Lake Athabasca and along the

Churchi-l-l River "

The Chipewyan who came to the Upper Churchill River

continued to integrate subsistence activities with trapping,

followi-ng seasonal- round.s that centered on regional trading
posts" Some of these people took up seasonal residence at
Buffal-o River where they túere able to exploit the local pop-
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ulation of wood bison and a rich hunting and trapping ter-
ritory to the west" After L790 these people regularly trad-
ed at Ile-a-l-a-Crosse, and by 1890 they were frequenting

outposts at Portage l-a Loche and Euf f alo Narro\4/s.

The Buffalo River people continued the seasonal round

for a hundred years, from the L790rs when they first hunted

on the Upper Churchil-l River, to the 1890's when they began

to congregate during the summer months in and around region-
a1 trading posts. By the late 1840rs a catholic mj-ssion had

been establ-ished at Ïle-a-1a-Crosse, and from that time on

the seasonal- round of economic activities was increasingly
directed by the religious calendar with chipewyan congregat-

ing at rle-a-1a-crosse more frequently for religious celebra-

tions, especially at Chrj-stmas and Easter (Jarvenpa and

Brumbach 1984). By the first decade of the twentieth cent-
ury the Hudsonrs Bay Company operated a winter outpost at
Buffalo River, and. by 1920 they had established a permanent

trading post at Dillon. This post remainecl the focus for
trade for the Buffalo River people until- L9B2 when the open-

ing of an all-weather road to Dillon gave local people easy

access to the outside " In I9B7 the Flud.son's Bay Company

ceased operations at Buffalo River, unable or unwil_ling to
compete with other suppliers and trad.ers in the regJ_on.

seasonal nomadisrn declined. for the Buffalo iìiver people

cluring the first half of the twentieth century as people
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moved into settlement at Dillon. Neverthel-ess, many people

continued to relocate to winter camps as family units,
returning to spend the summers at Dillon. The family hunt-

ing and trapping unit was abandonded in favor of male

partnerships after a day school- was established at Dillon j-n

l-958 " By the mid 1960rs there was a decline in international
fur prices followed by a collapse of the trapping industry"

During the first half of the twentieth century the

economy at Buffalo Rj-ver had diversified. Commercial fishing
began on Big Buffalo Lake in 191-8 and continued to produce

high fish catches into the 1960rs. Mink ranching was intro-
duced to the Upper Churchill River d.istrict in the 1920's

and 1oca11y caught fish of non-coÍtmercial value lrere used

for ranch mink food" During the 1960's the Chipewyan

economy suffered. a general collapse as trapping, fishing, and

mink ranching all but disappeared as economic activities in
the regi-on" At the same time the wage sector was poorly

developed and there was an increase in v¡elfare dependency"

People at Buffalo River continued to be relatively isolated

as road access was not developed until the early 1980's.

During the intervening twenty years, between 1960 and 1980,

Buffalo River people experienced a period of decentraliza-

tion as non-status people were moved from Dillon into the

settlements of Michel Village and St " George n s Flill "
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The local population suffered under generalized underemploy-

rnent, rampant alcohol abuse, and social and cultural decay.

During the l-9B0rs the people at Buffalo River have produced

a social, cultural, and. economic revival, the features of
which include traditional cultural components along wj-th

innovations that are together molding a ne\,ü sense of purpose

and a renewed sense of j-dentity. Employment opportunities
are increasing, primarily in com¡nunity development and band

administration, and there is some return to subsistence

activities and to the commercial sectors of the economy, in-
cluding fishing and trapping"

The following sectj-on is an outline of the economy at
Buffalo River following the four sector model of subsistence,

commercial resource harvesting, wage employment, and trans-
fer palzments " Although each sector is addressed seperately,

most people are involved in a multi-sector economic strategy

and make use of traditional pattern of occupational plural-
ism in making a living,
Subsistence

The subsistence sector of the economy at Buffalo River

is centered on hunting and fishing. Accurate harvest figures
for subsistence resources are not easily determined, and sur-
veys often result in contradictory information. In the case

of the moose harvest, which is the most important subsistence

resource hunting activity, contrad.ictions and misinformation

may be due to a desire by Indian hunters to maintain a low
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profile in what at times may be unusually high kiII rates

for ind.ividual hunters. For example, in 1986 one hunter

from Dillon took three moose, whi-le in 1987 the same hunter

kil1ed seven moose (personar communi-cations).. Floweverr âs

with the barren-ground caribou hunt for caribou-Eater people,

the moose hunt is most often pursued by the best hunters,

and these individuals distribute meat and hides to kinsmen

and friends who are unable to engage in hunting or are un-

successful in the hunt. A low profile is also a means for
limiting criticism and resentment by non-native hunters and

game management officers who are conditioned to rigi¿ forms

of regulation as a means for game management. In ðontrast,

Caribou-Eater Chipewyan living in greater isolation, are

more open about discussing kil1 rates and show Iittle concern

for externally imposed. game management regimes. yet, the

people at Buffalo Rj-ver demonstrate a great intimacy of d.e-

tail for hunting, and several were able to recall with ac-

curacy an occasion a quarter of a century earlier when the

youngest son of the loca1 Hudson's Bay Company manager had

shot a moose, and how the meat had been distributed.
In this study estimates of moose harvest are mad.e for

Buffalo River based on general observations for determining

who is doing what and when in the <,ommunity" The accuracy

of using the local- 'Eossip' network depends on the number of
interactions and sources of information" At Buffalo River
it was possi-ble over several years of observations to determ-
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ine who had gone moose hunting., when they had gone, how long

the trips lasted, what ineans of transportation were used,

who accompanied a hunter, and how many animals were taken

cluring any one hunt" fn this manner an estirnate of the

moose harvest from 1984 to t9BB indicates th.rt an averagie of

10 moose \i/ere taken by people from St" George's IIilI , L2

moose r¡rere killed by people from l'{i-chel Village, anC about

25 moose \^rere harvested by people from Dillon for a total

annual- averagie moose harvest of about 47 animals.

The averaEe dressed weight for moose is from 360 kilo-

grams (800 lbs") for a cow to about 455 kilograms (1000 lbs.)

for a bull" The harvest of 47 moose per year at about 410

kilograms (900 lbs") average dressed weight per animal re-

sults in a total acquisition of about L9,223 kilograms (42,

300 lbs,) of moose meat a year. If a price of ten dollars

per kilogram is placed. on moose rneat, the cash value of the

annual moose harvest at Buffalo River is $192,23O. The per

capita value of moose meat for the 671 people at Buffalo

River is ç286 a year or about half the per capita estimated

val-ue of barren-g,round caribou for Caribou-Eater Chipewyan"

While moose are by far the r¿ost commonly hunted big'

game anj-mal, bear, d.eerr ênd woodland caribou are occasion-

ally taken. From time to tine barren-ground caribou also

enter into the subslstence hunt during t.hose years when the

migration patterns bri-ng barren-ground caribou into the

Upper Churchill River district"
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Barren-ground caribou are increasingfy being acquired

from caribou-Eater chipewyan further north through rapidly
expanding friendship networks, and in future years may be-

come an important source of meat for people at Buffalo River.
rt is also likely that wood bison will again become part of
the subsistence economy at Buffalo River as animals released

into the wild successfully breed and multiply"

The hunting grounds for the people at Buffal_o Rj_ver

provide a varied and rich resource territory covering about

2,500 square kilometers (965 sguare miles) extending to the

Alberta border in the west and the Primrose Lake Air Vüeapons

Range to the souLh (see figure two). The air weapons range

provides an animal sanctuary that greatly favors the long-
term preservation and growth of animal populations in the

region, and thereby supports the hunting and trapping act-
ivities of the Buffalo River people. rt is reported that:

"there is lots of game in the bombing range, and we hunt

near that place" ipersonal com¡nunication) .

Fish is an important feature of the subsistence economy

at Buffalo Ri-ver, and for most people fish is a regular part

of the daily diet " This is very different from Caribou-

Eater chipewyan for whom fish is secondary to caribou as a

source of protein, making L1p only about fifteen percent of
protein needs (Ilurray and Clouthier l_986:187).

People at Buffalo River procure fish for food from

l-ocal commercial fishermen, or from individuals who make a
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habit. of setting a net or two in order to catch fish for
household. consumption. Peopre dry fish, and most homes have

a fish smoking rack in the back yard. rn recent years fish
stocks have decrined on Big Buffalo Lake, and some fanilies
now spend the summer months at nearby verrnette Lake catching

and drying fish for the winter, Three cabi-ns have been

built at vermette Lake, and some people who work full*time
in the communi-ty spend their surìmer holidays at these camps

fishing, hunting, and picking berries for the household.

larder "

Cutting firewood also contributes to the subsistence

activities at Buffal-o Rj-ver as most homes are heated by wood

or wood is used for cooking and to supplenent heating neeos.

subsistence remains an important feature of the economy

at Buffalo River, and subsistence activities are pursued by

many of the older and midd.le generations who \^/ere , for the

most part, raised with knowledge of bush living, However,

few of the younger generation are familiar with bush life
and it is often stated that most of the young people could.

not survive in the bush. rn recent years there is an effort
by some parents to pass on traditional skj_lls to the youth,

both in an informal manner and through culturar educaLion

programs within the formal education system. part of that
effort involves a summer camp for schoo] age children at
Vermette Lake where they experience bush living and learn
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subsistence techni-ques" Other young people learn hunting,

trapping, and fishing skills by engaging in these acti_vitj-es

with adults. Hovrever, for the most part, the younger gener-

ation is not far.riliar with bush living, nor are they compet-

ent in resource procurement activities.
Commercial Resource liarvesting

Commercíal resources are harvested. by the people of
Buffalo River through trapping, commercial fishing, and log-
ging. Tn the past mink ranching was a major commercial

enterprise, first established in the 1920's and e<panding

steadily until by 1956 there were 31 mink ranches with about

20,000 mink in the Buffalo Narrows region (Rawson Ig57;52) "

During the 1950rs two mink ranches \,.rere located at tli-chel

village and four others \¡¡ere scattered. at various locations
on neighboring Little Buffalo Lake" Mink ranching was sup-

ported by a rich fishery which provided a source of mink

food" Mink ranching ended in the 1960's with a drop in fur
prices. Today one commercial fisherman at Michel Village
expresses a desire to start a mink ranch operation"

There is an ongoing effort by three men from Buffalo
River to establish wild rice (Zízania aquatica) in the

region, however they have not had success to date.

A recent commercial enterprise is the development of a

berry picking ind.ustry whi-ch was initiated by a producer

from La Ronge in 19BB " Berry picking is expected to provide

seasonal employment for several weeks of the year.
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Trapping for fur has been a long time occupation for
the Buffalo River people, ancl \^/as a major factor in the mi-
gration of chipewyan rndians into the upper churchill River
during the latter part of the eighteenth century, For al-
most two hundred years trapping and the trad.e in fur was the
major source of income for the rndian popuration, providing
support for related subsistence activities. Toclay, trapping
remains part of the mixed economy and continues for some to
support other bush related subsistence pursuits.

fn 1986-1987 there were 36 licensed Lrappers from

Buffalo River representing 14 percent of the aclult work force
in the three communities" The people from Buffalo River trap
in fur conservatj-on area N-21 (see figure nineteen) located
sout.h and west of Dillon to the Albert.a boarder " The species

that are most often trapped for their fur are muskrat, mink,

squirrel, beaver, fisher, lynx, fox, weasel, and. otter. The

d.orlar value for furs harvested anc number of lj-censed trap-
pers from 1982 to 1986 at Buffaro River is provicled in table
seven 

"

TABLE SEVEN

Licensed Trapper Incomes, Buffalo River
Year

1982-1983 76 $67,5271983-1984 63 54,549
L984-1985 55 39, 353
1985-1986 43 50,669

Source: V,/ildlife Branch, -saskatchewan parks
Resources.

Number of
Trappers

Trapper
ïncome

L9B2 to 1986

.A.verage
Earnings

$ eee
866
7l-5

I,L7B

and Renewable
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The average per capita earnings for ind_ividual- trappers

exceeds the figures indicated in table seven because not all
Ii-censed trappers actually trap, and for those who clo trap,
incomes vary considerably dependi-ng on effort and trapping

success. The Buffalo River Indian Band provide financial
assistance for trappers to encourage trapping as an economic

and cultural endeavor" rn the 1985-1986 trapping season the

Band provided $9,003 in assistance to trappers (Financial

Report, Buffalo River Band, 1986) . The combined trapper in-
come was thereby increased that year from $50r669 to 959,672

for an average income per licensed. trapper of $11387"

ïn recent years trapping has changed from a family
oriented activity ¡ ox an extended family enterprise, to one

that is based on male partnerships, often from inlaw rela-
tionships" Trapping has also changed from a fulI-time and

seasonal occupation in which families relocated. to trap
lines for several months at a time, to a part-time casual

activity with trappers returning to their home communities

after two or three weeks on the trap line in order to visit
their wives and children who, for the most part, remain at

home to comply wiLh school and work schedules in the cofilflüfl-

ity" As a result, trapping is no longer carried out in con-

junction with other hunting activities, and the animal-s that
are trapped are not always used to nourish a trapperrs fam-

Iy" The consequence j-s a greater relience on store bought

food, and cash incomes necessary for family rnaintenance.
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rn years past trappì-ng, along with related bush activit-
ies, sustained the trapper and his family for several months

of the year. Today, J-ncomes from trapping often do not
cover expenses¡ yet people persist in trappirg, incorporat-
ing trapping in a seasonal round of economic activities.

rnterest in trapping varies from year to year as fur
prices change¡ other employment opportunities or incl-inations
change, and as the popul-ations of fur-bearing animal-s rise
and fal-l. rn recent years there has been a renewed. interest
in trapping by people at Buffalo River, and. many youngi men

are establishing trap lines and builcling trapping cabins.
Tn'the falI of 1987 the Buffalo River Band provided assist-
ance to trappers in the form of a chartered, fl-oat-equì_ped

otter aircraft to ferry men and supplies to the trap lines
(see plate six) " Tn one day the aircraft di-d eight trips
out of Dillon, and on each flight lumber and other building
materials were loaded for cabin construction and repair.

Trappingr âs an economic activity, is very different at
Buffalo River than it is for the caribou-Eater chipewyan of
the Athabasca Basin. The caribou-Eater chipewyan retain
more traditional features of social organization based on

fami-ly hunting bandsr and many peopre relocate as families
and bands of families to interior hunting and trapping camps

for severa] months of the year. During these periods in the

bush the subsistence features of hunting ancr trapping are

combj-ned to help offset low returns from fur. However, even



Plate 6 
" Going Trapping, Dillon L987.
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Plate 7" Building a Fishing Skiff, Dillon 1986"
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among the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan, the growing restrictions

of school and work schedules are undermining bush life as

more people are obliged to remain in their home community

during the winter months"

At Buffalo River the incorne from trapping appears to be

stabilizing at a relatively 1ow rate of return. Yet, there

is a renewed interest in trappi.g, suggesting that trapping

along with related. subsistence activities may be retained as

part of a mixed. economy, and that bush living rnay continue

to contribute to the identity of the Buffalo River people"

Commercial fishing began at Buffalo River in 19IB when

the Mclnnes and Alberta Fish Companies entered'the region to

buy fish, transport.ing fish by horse drawn sleigh to Alberta.

Commercial fish catches on Bì-g Buffalo Lake \,rere high and re-

mained so into the 1950's with annual catches of whitefish

runni-ng between 600r 000 and 1,000,000 pounds -(Rawscn 1957) "

Of the five major fishing lakes in the Upper Churchill River

drainage, Bi9 Buffalo Lake has consj-stently produced twice

the numbers and weight of fish caught in'a11 thê other four.

While northern pike are represented about equally in all the

lakes, whitefish, pickerel, and ciscoes are most abundant in

Big Buffalo Lake (Rawson L957:35) " The fishery supported

mink ranching, and by the 1950's, whe,n mink ranching was at

its height, f:-fLy percent of the total catch was being used

for mink food" During the 1960's and 1970rs fish stocks de-

cl-ined throughout the Upper Churchill River drainage and
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have never recovered to previous Ievels" Today, cofitmercial

fishing contj-nues at a reduced level. The fishery on Big

Buffalo Lake j-s primarJ-ly a sunìmer fishery, and during the

winter months several of the local- fishermen transfer their
fishing operations to nearby Dil1on Lake"

Table eight provides numbers of commercial fishermen by

community, annual fish catches, and incomes earned.,

TABLE EÏGHT

Community

Di1lon

Commercial Fish Catches and Fishing Incomes
by Community, 1984 to I9B7

1985-198 6
1986-1987

St" George's 1984-1985
Hill 1985-1986

Year Licensed Total Annual
Fishermen Catch/kg

Michel
Vi-1lage

L984-1985

Source: Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation,

Commercial fishing varies from year to year, including

fishing income and the number of men employed in fishing "

In l-986-1987 six of the 19 active licensed commercial fish-

ermen at Buffalo River made over $10,000 each, while income

for the other 13 licensed fishermen ranged from $10r000 to

less than $500 from fishing that year" In the 1986-1987

fishing season the total catch for Buffalo River fishermen

was I53,927 kilograms (338,639 lbs") for a total cash va1ue

1986-1987

1984-1985
198 5-r 98 6
198 6-1987

5
5
7

3
5
6

3
2
6

40 | 002
58 , 034
8L,47 4

2,799
31,865
36,27L

3 ,485
11,350
36,I82

Total
Incorne

$48,331
53,433
86,091

3 ,454
30 ,527
35 ,662

9,385
lr,4B0
35, 001

La Ronge.
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of $156,754- The average g.ross income was 98,250. out of
the income earned fishermen ¡nust pay expenses in terms of
equipment, repairs, fuel, and wages for crew, rn l9B6-LgB7

six men were hired as crew for the outfits at Buffalo Ri-ver.

Conr¡nerci-aI fishing thereby provided employment for 25 people

which represents about 10 percent of the adul_t work force of
the three communities. commercial fishing is for most

fishermen short-term and seasonal, rn l9B6-1987 there were

eleven licensed fishermen who fished less than ten weeks of
the year, while one fi-sherman managed to cleliver fish for 32

weeks during that year. For those who fish part-time,

trapping, logging, forest-fire fighting, construction t or

other occasional emplolzment may be incl_uded as sources of
income at other times of the year.

Fishing is an important feature of the commerci-al

economy at Buffalo River adding to overarl_ incomes. The

flexible nature of the fishing industry enhances seasonality
by allowing i-ndividuals to take advantage of other sources

of incorne as they occur, and reverting back to fishing when

other sources of income fail or dry up.

Fishing is generally a family enterprise v¡ith several

of the fishermen emptoying thei-r sons as crew. rn this way

some of the younger generatj-on are being clrawn into fi-shing,
learning valuable ski11s. one commercial fisherman from

Dillon has e::pressed a desire to establish a summer training
program for young peopre to encourage greater empl0yment
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opportuniLies in the fishing industry, and to help alleviate
youth unemployment. He noted that: ,'fj-shing is still number

one here in employment, and can provide a good income,' (per-

sonal communication) "

Forestry is the third area of commercial resource income

for the people at Buffalo River. A sav.nnj-rl was first set up

at Dilron in 1960 (personal observation) by the Department

of rndian Affairs to provide building material for housj-ng

construction and to generate local employment. However,

with the sawmj-lI und.er control by the Department of rnclian

Affairs the market for lumber was limited to fndian reserves

in the irnmediate area " rn order to take aclvantage of a

broad.er market the peter pond Lake rnd.ian Band took over

milling operations in L973¡ and at its peak period. of opera-

tion the milI employed from six to 12 men for three to four
weeks a year, producing about 1001000 board feet of plai-ned

lumber" The milI sustained a logging industry with six to
eight men working in the bush cutting ancl hauling timber
during Lhe winter months.

The sawmill has not been i-n operati-on for the past ten
years at Dil]on, and forestry work has been l-imited during
that tj-me to fence post cutting which employs up to ten men

internlttently in the winter. rn L9B7 a sawmill !{ias purchas-

ed by the Buffalo River Band and existing milling equlpment

was put baek into service" Logging and milling operations

are again in production under Band administration as the
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Wage Employment

vlage employment at Buffalo River exists as permanent

work and seasonal jobs. pernanent \^/age employment is, for
the most part, in band administration and service worl: and

secondarily in smal-l- business. seasonal wage employment is
in forest-fire fighting, loggi-ng, and construction. Tabl_e

nine gives a breakdown of permanent employment and seasonal

workers for the fndian work force by community for 1986 -rgï7
TABLE NIi{E

Community

Di11on

Permanently
Workers by

Adult
Population

26L

St. George's
Hill 70 38 B 2Is" 30 7gZ

llichel VilJ-age 60 33 2 6Z 3t g4Z

Totals 3 91 2I4 54 252 160 7 5Z

of the 54 permanent sal-arÍed jobs, 36 are in bancl and

conrmunity administration and other positions include school_

teachers, health*care workers, ancl support personner. The

remainoer of the permanent employment is in the private

sector and includes peopre r,ianaging and working in the
grocery store, garage, pool hafl_, La>:i/ambulance service,
and in the cattle industry.

rncomes in al-l areas of permanent employemnt are row,

214

EmpJ-oyed and Seasonal_
Community, 1986-I9B7

Work Permanently eoof.

Force Employed tt{/F

143 44 31A

Sea sona 1 e¿ of
Vüorker s W/S

gg 6ge"
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Of the 36 people employed. in the public sector, 19 earn less

than $10,000 a year (Financial R,eport, Buffal-o River Indian

Band, 1987) . Salaries are generally lower in the private

sector than in the public sector and small businesses are

only able to survive as family-run enterprises, fn most of

the households incomes from permanenL employment are sup-

plemented by other part-time and seasonal occupations by

various members of the family.

Seasonal unemployment for the work force at Buffalo River

runs at about 75 percent. llany of the seasonally unemployed

find short-term work in forest-fire fighting, logging, and

constructj-on" Seasonal wage emplolzment is expecLed to in-
crease with the introduction of a berry picking industry and

the re-establishment of a saw mill- at Dillon. Table ten

gives the seasonal unemployment rate for the three communit-

ies at Buffalo River in 1986-1987,

TABLE TEN

Seasonal Unemployment by Communj-ty, 1986^1987

Community Adult Work- Seasonally Percent of
Population Force Unemployed Work Force

Dillon

St" George's
Hill

Michel- Village

Totals

26L

70

60

391

L43

3B

33

2I4

99

30

31

160

692

792

9 Aea

752
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Seasonal wage employment varies greatly from year to

year depending upon the number of jobs generated in con-

struction and the extent and duration of forest fires in the

area. fn Lg87 there was an increase in seasonal job opport-

unities at Buffalo River as 26 people were employed in

carpentry and. masonary work as an on-the-job training initia-

ti-ve in the construction of a new school- and band office at

Dillon" Also a high rate of forest fires in the spring of

19BB resul-ted in an increased short-term d.emand for fire

fighters" At times every avaj-lable man and woman in the

three communities was on the fire li-ne"

People who are seasonally employed are vulnerable to

rapidly changing conditions in the labor market, and many

have to rely on other sources of i-ncome in order to make a

living" Most seasonal lvage labor jobs are low salaried, and

total duration of employment for many is not suffj-cient to

qualify workers for unemployment benefits, For example,

during 1986 the average number of-recípients of unemployment

insurance during any one month at Buffalo River was 33 whj-ch

represents only 15 percent of the work force, while 75 per-

cent of the work force in the three communities were season-

ally unemployed" Furthermore, the average bi-weekly payout

of unemployment insurance for northern Saskatche\^/an is about

$200 (Employment and Immigration Canada, La Ronge) which re-

flects the 1ow wage rate for the northern part of the provin-

ce" The people of Buffalo River, and indeed the people of
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the north are disadvantaged in terms of employment opportun-

ity, h/ages, and social program benefits, VJhile seasonal un-

employment is extremely high, few people are able to benefit

from unemployment insurance, and those who do, receive lov¡

payments as a reflection of thei-r 1ow earning-contributions

to the Unemployment Tnsurance Program. Table eleven is a

sunmary of monthly claimants of unemployment insurance at

Buffalo River during 1986 and. L9B7 "

TABLE ELEVEN

I986 Jan

C1aims 3B

?of
Work L7
Force

198 7

Claims 45

Zof
blork 2L
Force

Unemployment Insurance Claims
Buffalo River, 1986-1987

Feb Mar Apl l.fay Jun JUI Aug Sep Oct

26 31 35 31 30 31 31 34 3I

L4

Source: Employment and Immigration Canada, La Ronge 1988"

Like other forms of income, seasonal employment and un-

employment insurance pa)¡ments make up only part of individ-

ual annual lncome, and. are part of the mixed economy and the

plural economic strategy for people at Buffalo River.

16

45

L4

39

2L

I4

25

1B

14

23

72

L4

32

11

Nov Dec

4L 4L

16

2B

15

L4

29

t3

l_9

32

L4

t9

22

15

a')
LJ

l0

23

11 I1



Transfer Par/ments

The fourth sector of the economy at Buffalo River is

the transfer of monies by the federal and provincial govern-

ments to communities and to individuals in the form of

family allowance, social security, di-sability benefits, and

social assistance" Of al-l transfer monies, social assist-

ance comprises the greatest amount, and has the greatest

impact on individual incomes.

Funding for social assistance is made avail-abLe to the

Buffalo River Indian Band by the federal giovernment, and

these funds are in turn d.istributed by Lhe band to band

members according to their criteria. Tn 1987 the Buffalo

River Indj-an Band paid out a total of $481,64L in social

assistance to band members for a per capita income of $1rC97

from social assistance for people living on the reserve.

However, many farnilies and individuals do not collect socj-al

assj-stance as their financial needs are met through other in-

come sources. Therefore the average payout in social assist-

ance exceed.s the per capita worth"

Non-status Indians living at Michel Village and St.

George's Hill receive soci-al- assistance payments directly

from the provincial government. Table twelve gi-ves provinc-

ial social assistance payouts for January and July of 1986

and I9B7 for people living at Michel Village and St" George¡s

Hill "
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Month-Year

Provincial Soci-al Assistance payouts,
January and July 1966*l-987

St" George's iij-11 and t{ichel Vi_11aEe

January 1986 29 II,572 399
July 1986 24 6,209 258

January I9B7 12 3,212 267
July L987 19 5, Bl-1 305

Source: Province of Saskatchewan, Departrnent of Social
Services, 19BB "

TABLE T!.üELVE

I.lumber of Number of Average payout in
Cases

The number of people receiving social assistance from

the provincial giovernment varies greatly from month to month

and from year to year d.epending on need " ThE variation in

social assistance is a reflection of the general nature of

the economy in which seasonal emplolzment is prevalent and

full-time jobs are rare. There are only ten people in the

two communities that are permanently employed representing

L4 percent of tlie derived work force and eight percent of

the adult populatj-on. Yet, in January 1986, there v/ere 29

people receiving social assistance which represents 22 per-

cent of the adult population and 4L percent of the derj_ved

work force. It would appear that while permanent employment

is very 1ow many of those without permanent jobs must meet

their need.s through seasonal employment, commercial resource

harvesting, and subsistence activities since social assi-st-

ance payrrents are not sufficient to meet even basic needs"

While many people draw social assistance in the two non-

status communities, most cannot rely on government welfare

Dollars

2L9

Dollars
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for their total livelihood" The bulk of social assistance

payments go to the support of single mothers who have fev¿

employment opportunities

Social assistance, like other forms of income, does not

dominate the Indian economy, but is rather one more source

of income for people following a northern econor,ric strategy.

Concl-usion

The Chipewyan Indians of northern Saskatchewan have an

integrated economy in which no one sector is capable of

meeting most peopléb needsr 1zet each sector contributes to

overall- incomes" The economy effectively combines subsist-
ence activities that are founded in prehistoric traditions

and lifestyles with techniques and strategies that, for the

most part, have their roots in the fur trade. Commercial

resource harvesting of fish, meat, and furs has developed

out of the long contact experience with traders and for a

time these resources were the mainstay of a trade or barter-

cash economy" Wage labor, with its history of Indian con-

trj-bution to the support of traders and rnissionaries, nov/

is directed to those jobs that help support and further

Indian identity, especially those jobs in education and in

band administration. Tndustrial wage labor is l-imited and

is foundecl primarily on a few extractive industries like

mining which are subject to external influences of supply

and demand or policy directions that are beyond the control
of local people 

"
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Transfer palzments developed out of relationships with

traders and missionaries in which gifts and gratuities were

a means for directing and controlling Indian people, ancl

which became a \,,/ay for g:overnrnents to direct settlerlent,

education, and the Indian political process. yet, a1l- of

these features of the chipewyan economy, both the traditional

and the adopted, the innovative and the imposed are employed

by individuals to make a living and to retain traditional

features of identity in the face of change.

The Chipewyan economy, despite interventions and change

over the past three hundred years, retains the basic char-

acteristics of aboriginal economic strategies including a

great deal of flexibility in decision making, seasonality,

pluralism in occupätion, territorial mobility, a systematic

exploitation of a wide range of opportunities, and a mixed

resource base. The Chipewyan economy also incorporates

traditional features of social interdepenciencies that are

founded on and supported by kinship ties. These include

cooperation in production .and. distribution of country food,

especially amongi kinsmen and between friends. Cooperation

and sharing promote traditional values of generosity and of

mutual support that are important not only for general well-

being, but also for furthering Indian identity. The recip-

rocåty that is associated with hunting, gathering, and fish-

ing reinforces family, community, ano friendship ties that

are often eroded through the increased individual-ism that
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is associated wj-th \,vage employment. Reciprocity in country

food is extending beyond the community to include regional

Chipewyan populations in that people from Buffalo River are

increasj-ngly visiting more northerly caribou-Eater chipewyan

to procure caribou meat, and in exchange are promoting soc-

ial and economic stability through the spread of ideological
features of Chipe\,\iyan id.entity in the form of spiritual be-

liefs and practices, including the Sweat Lodge complex and

Alcoholics Anonymous.

Cooperat,ion and sharing also promotes socj-al and

cultural autonomy for Chipewyan Tndians and strengthens

their sense of independence from the greater canadian society

while encouraging interdependence among themsel-ves, Harvey

Feit (1982:384) recogni-zes simÍlar inf luences of subsistence

activities on James Bay Cree in that: "production and sharing

of (country) food, and. economic i-nterdependence among, Cree

themselves, remain central to the Cree economic and social
life." Cooperation and sharing also strengthens group sol-
id.arity and group identity by drawing people together, some

of whom may no longer participate directly in bush life, yet

continue to share in bush prod.uce"

Economic interdependence is a key feature in the contin-
uity of Chipewyan society in northern Saskatchewan. Tndivid-

uals make use of cash derived from any source to fund bush-

related subsj-stence or commercj-al resource harvesting activ-
ities. Cash incomes from wage employment or from transfer
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payments are used by many Lo pursue the hunt which in turn

goes to support traditional- values and attitudes, beliefs

and perceptions, behaviors and practices that togetirer make

up an identity structure and a way of life.

The rnodern Indian society is often described as a welfare

society in which Indian people are seen as dependent on

government for their continued existence (¡'rideres 1983; Ray

1984)" Helm, Rogers, and Smith (19812J-49) date the beginn-

ings of the modern era to the end of the fur trade when:

the Canadian government began to assume direct
responsibility for native health, education,
and welfare needs long neglected..

Others, includi-ng Krech (1983), Jarvenpa and Brumbach

(1984), and Ray (L984) recognize Indian dependencies as

growing out of their long history in the fur trade and some

believe that these dependencies have spawned the modern

wel-fare society of the north in which:

various forms of government assj-stance provide
the principal sources of income for nany
northern Canadian native settlements, thereby
supporting a welfare society (nay 1984:1) "

The use of the term 'welfare society' in relation to

Indian people implies that Indians are completely dependent

on external assistance and are not actively supporting them-

selves" James Frideres (1983:185) sums up these perceptions

of modern Indian conditions in Canada when he writes:

Native Canadians do share one common feature:
across Canada, they lead marginal 1ives,
characterized by poverty and dependence"
fndeecl, many people argue that lJatives are
members of a culture of poverty"



In this manner some brand Canadi-an Indians as not onlv

impoverished economically but also as i-mpoverished in every

sphere of social and cultura1 life. Yet, Chipewyan Indians

of northern Saskatchewan have a vibrant economy that in-

corporates both traditional and modern features to support

and maintain social patterns and cultural el-ements that go

towards proclaiming Chipewyan identity in a modern world.

Government transfer payments, like trader gratuities in the

past, are an integral part of that economi-c structure. At

the same timer âs noted by Honigmann (1981:713) both wage

income and social assistance have provided Indian people

with increased opportunity for socioeconomic integration

into metropolitan society so that many can move freely from

bush living to urban living, integrating both environments

into the modern life style" Both economic and social rrobili-

t.y is, after all, part of the flexible nature of Chipewyan

society providing an adaptive advantage under rapidly chang-

ing conditions and shifting opportunities in Chipewyan life.

The economic profiles indicate that both Caribou-Eater

and Buffalo River people continue to practice a traditional

economic strategy of seasonality and occupational pluralism,

integrating social patterns and social-cuItural val-ues with-

in their economic system " ÞIage labor and transf er payr.lents

are not new to their economy, and continue to be used to

224
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support subsistence and resource procurement. The procluc_

tion of country food from subsistence and commercial- resource
actj-vities continues to fill clornestic needs as a major source
of i-ncome. At Buffalo River country food is experiencing a

recent resurgence in popularity. Folrowing five deaths from
vari-ous forrns of cancer in LgB7, people are giving up store
bought foods r.rith their chemical aclditives in favor of what
is perceived as more healthful bush food. The general concen_
sus is that: "food from the store is full of cancer and is
making us sick" (personal communication), and. people are
very attentive to documentary television progran-ìs on chemical
use that support these perceptions. rt can be expectecl that
dependence on country food will increase as part of a genera]_

move towards rndian traditionalism which is taking place
throughout the region. Today, country food and other renew-
abl-e resources make up a significant percentage of communi_ty

income, and for many people these resources are the primary
means for meeting basic need.s. A high rate of dependence on

renewable resources is typical for subarctic rndians, Ken

Bodden (1981:116) notes for slavey rndians of Fort Resolution
that income from country food, including fur production that
contributes to dornestic nutritional neecs: "accounted for
35-6 percent cf totai- income in Lg75-76 and about 27,5 per-
cent in Ig77-.78. " Derek Smith (IglS:iii) notes for natj_ves

of the t''tackenzie delta trrat: "over 75 percent of protein cle-

mand of native people was met by l-and resources",, similarly,
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rene\,rabl-e resource procurement accounts for a large
proportion of income for chipewyan rndians in northern
saskatchewan, and for some is the onÌy source of meat and

fuel. Furthermore, activities surrounding resource pro-
curement go towards supporting many of the traditional
features of Tndian culture which in turn strengthen

chipewyan identity. These features are found primarily in
the relationships that resource procurement encourages

between people, animals, the land, and the spirj-ts,
The following chapter deal-s with chipewyan spiritualism

and how spiritual be]iefs and practices are being used to
integrate chipewyan identity with their way of life in a

modern worl-d.



CHAPTER SEVEN

ETFiNO-SPIRTTUAL]SM: BELIEFS AT{D PRACTICES

Introduction

The spiritual beliefs and practices of the Chipewyan

fndians of northern Saskatchewan are part of their identity
structure and help define Chipewyan relationships to one

another and to the world in which they live. Spiritual
expression takes many forrns and is expressed for both the

Buffalo River people and the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan through

Christianity, Nativism, and Alcoholics Anonymous. These

three institutions are for many integrated within the in^
dividual¡s spiritual identity" Nativism is here defined as

a belief in spirit power by which Indian people explain

phenomena, manipulate and control events, and direct their
destiny. The Athabaskan concepts of spirit po\,ver are deriv-
ed from the spiritual relationship that is believeci to exj-st

between people and animals (Spencer, Jennings, et al " L977 ¡

Honigmann l98Ia; HeIm 19B1) .

The Athabaskan concept of spirit power suggests that
their aboriginal system of beliefs v/ere animistic in nature

in which the idea of a personal supernatural force rvas ex-

pressed as a belief in an indwelling soul, not only in
humans, but also in plants and animals. According to E. ii"

Tylor (f958 ;L96, original 1871) :
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" " "the conception of human soul- once
attained to by man, served as a type
or model on which he framed not only
his idea of other souls of lower grade,
but also his ideas of spiritual beings
in general, from the tiniest elf that
sports in the long grass up to the
heavenly Creator and Ruler of the world,
the Great Spirit.

A belief in animal- spirit power engendered for liorthern

Athabaskans a sense of respect by men toward animals, espec-

iallyr ês noted by Spencer, Jennings, et al. (L977:1ll),

those animals of great economic importance including the

moose and caribou. Spirit po\^ier was acquired by the indivi-

dual through visions or dreams in which a spirit of an

animal-¡ âs a medi-cine animal, became that"persorìs personal

guardian spirit (Ridington 1971).

Spirit power for Northern Athabaskan Indians is a

personal polver that can be used to maintaj_n relationships

with the past, to predict the future, and. to ensure or deny

an individual's or a people's general well-being. June l{elm

(1981:302) describes the function of spirit pov/er for Dogrib

Indians as a means for divining and for contro1ling activit-

ies of animals and of natural phenomena, including the

weather. Spirit power is also used by Northern Athabaskans

to curse and to cure, and as such is the basis for shamanism

and for sorcery. Chipewyan Indians most often express the

concept of spirit power in terms of medicine, either as good

or as bad med.icine" Good medicine is acknowledged in those

spiritual practices that benefit the individual and may take

228
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the form of religious ceremony or folk medicine and which

are administered by good spiritual practitioners. Bad.

med.icj-ne is recognized in the form of curses or the man-

ipulation of individual well-being by bad spirituaÌ
practitioners 

"

In the aboriginal condition shamanism was practiced

throughout the subarctic region as a demonstration of spirit
power in healing (Honigmann 198l-a;7L9) " Curing power was

gaíned. through access to animal spirit po\,rer or animal

medicine from the bear spirit (Spencer, Jennj-ngs, eL al"
i977 zLL2). The shaman diagnosed by determining any breaking

of taboos in the form of improper conduct towards animals

or animal- remains that may bring offense to animal spirits.
The shaman could also discover and overcome the effects of

sorcery" Among ldorthern Athabaskans sorcery was practiced

traditionally through foreign object i-ntrusion or the

projection of malevolent spirit power towards an ind.ividual

to bring about misfortune or to cause illness or even death.

Intrusion could be countered by the shaman removíng the

foreign object by sucking"

Today spiritualism and beliefs in anirnal spirits and

medi-cine are al1 part of l{ati-vism among Chipewyan Indians
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of northern Saska-tche\^/an. Native spirj_tualism fcr the

Chipewyan includes a belief in animal spirits as good and

bad omens, and mysticar spirits that are harbingers of evil.
Nativism is practiced in divj-nation and in folk medicine,

and is also used in sorcery or witchcraft. l{any forms of
l{ativism are integrated with christian beliefs and practices

by the Chipewyan Indians, and Christian institutions are

attempting to accommodate certain features of lJativism with-
in their religi-ous practice, For many chipewyan rndians of
northern saskatchewan Nativism is centered around the sweat

Lodge, a recent innovation in Northern Athabaskan spi-ritual
practice 

"

This chapter describes and analyzes Chipewyan spiritual
beliefs and practices as observed among' people living at
Buffalo River and in the upper churchill River district, and

recognizes Lhe growing spiritual relationship that is dev-

eloping between the Buffalo River people and Caribou-Eater

Chipewyan of the Athabasca Basin"

Spirit Power and t4edicine

Northern Athabaskan Indians in the aboriginal condition

had no concept of a personalj-zed god or Great Spirit
(Honi-gmann l-98Ia:718) . Rather their belief system was cent-

ered on the rel-ationship between people and animals in terms

of spirit po\¡/er or medicinee "In the ol-d. days, there were

no gods, only medicine, the Slavey Ind.i_ans told J" A. Mason

(1946:37) " (Honigmann 198la:718) " Through medicine the
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individual could draw on universal po\,ver to influence events

and thereby gain assistance in life. personal misfortunes

indj-cated a loss of spirit power due to some improper con-

duct or failure in the man-animal relationship, Spirit
power or medicine was gained through a personal and mystical
experience and was maintained and nurtured by a duty-obliga-
tion relationship between men and animals in which animals

had a duty to give themselves up to man in the hunt and. man

had an obligation to show respect and consideration towards

animals and animal spirits. rn general, respect was shown

to bear, beaver, moose, and caribou through proscriptions on

unnecessary killing and d.efiling of the animal remains, and

prescriptions on butchering and disposal of bones, especial-
1y the skull (Honigmann 1946276-79¡ Helnr 1961:1r9), other

animals that were not used for food. \^/ere treated with great

circumspection as they vrere feared for their spiritual power.

These included the wolf, otter, mink, and tynx which when

killed \^/ere treated with "special magical precautions"
(Honigmann 1981a :724) 

"

Today the specíal relationships between animals, ani-mal

spirit power, and men is recognized and animal rernains are

handled with care so as not to offend anima] spirits or to
jeopardize the relationship between animars and hunters.
The wolf is most feared, and when kilred the remains are

treated with special care (see plate eight). l4en compete

with wolves for caribou, and wol-f carcasses are layed out on
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Pl-ate I " WoJ-f Carcasses, Damant Lake, Northwest
Territories, 1985 

"
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high ground with their legs in the air so that the spirit
of the wolf can no longer take part in Lhe chase (personal

communication) .

Bear is also treated in a circumspect manner in the

recognition of the relationship between bear spirits and

curing power" Bear ceremonialism and the special attachment

of subarctj-c rndians to the bear is noted for both Algonquian

(Ha]lowe11 1929) and Athabaskan (Honigmann L946) Indians.

The close bond between Indians and animal- spirits does

not appear to extend to the ceremonial dismemberment and dis-
tribution of game among Northern Athabaskans. As observed

by Honigmann (198la 2725) :

Sharing game, although often obligatory,
was done so informally that it scarcely
resembled what Euro-Americans are apt to
regard as ceremonial"

However, the apparent lack of ceremony may be mi-sleading due

to the emotional restraint that is practiced by Northern

Athabaskans in whj-ch public display i-s considered inapprop-

riate behavior. Among Chipewyan fndians, generosity in the

sharing of game is common, especially among related k-insmen"

That generosity initiates and sustains reciprocal economic

and social relationships whj-ch can extend beyond the family
and the community to include non-Indian friends and fictive
kin. One woman at Dil-l-on, having adopted this ethnographer's

wife as a sister, takes every opportunity to strengthen and

reaffirm that fictive tie through giving of dried moose meat

or other gifts 
"
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Social ceremony may not be readily apparent i_n the

dismemberment and distribution of game animal_s, yet, it is
noted for people at Buffalo River that the handling of game

has social significance" One man at Dillon remarked:

In the olden days a man could not marry
until he could cut off a moose's head.
cleanIy" It is not easy to cut off a
moose's head. I only learned to d.o it
the rlght way a few years ago myself.

Also marriage preparation for women vüas, in the past, related
to proper treatment of game in that:

A woman was ready for marriage if she knew
how to prepare dried moose meat and could
ser^/ up any tears she made so the holes d.id
not show" Then she could. get married"

This reference reflects Lhe fact that moose meat is prepared

for drying in thin and broad slices, and these are easi-ly

torn, reducing its esthetic appeal"

Barren-ground caribou are treated with great care, and

there are proscriptions that apply to the handling of caribou

and caribou carcasses to ensure continued proliferation of
the species and future success in the hunt" One man from

Black Lake, in describing the carj-bou hunt, stated. a specific
taboo related to handling of the carcasså

Vüe always take great care in how we treat
the cari-bou that we kill. A caribou should
never be dragged by the neck because that
will choke the spirit" Vüe must be careful
so the caribou will come back"

The consequences of violating caribou spirits are noted

by Smith (1978 272) " Caribou-Eater Chipewyan are said to
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beli-eve that caribou onJ-y die by hunting, ancl if trapped or
abused, the caribou spirit wirr tel1 others of i+_s kind of
the mistreatment, and they wirl- no longer frequent that
place ( see Bone I97 3: B 6-B 7; Mu]ler-!,iil_le l-97 4:7 ) .

rt is 1ikely that for aboriginaJ_ Northern Athabaskans,
tradition, fork l-ore, and. mythical belief s of man-animal re-
lationships all went to support the spiritual beliefs and

practices which together functioned to integrate man, animals
and spirits in a common reality. Traditional beliefs and

practices that integrate man with animal spirits continue to
define Chipewyan identity and world view.

Nativism based on animal spirituarism and animal
medj-cine supported shamanism and witchcraft among aboriginal
Northern Athabaskan people. spiritual power or medicj_ne was

gained by an individual, usually through dreams. Although
most men and some \^/omen acquired spirit power, that power

was only recognized as it was manifested in success in hunt-
i.g, divining, curing, or some other manipulation of the
corporeal- world " spirit power was a transi_ent phenomenon

and one's reputation was based on the ability to succeecl

through the aid of oners spirit helpers t or one r s relation-
ship with the spirit world.

The most powerful spiritual forces were those recognized
in curing which \,rere controlled by a spiritual heal_er or
shaman. The power of the shaman was often symbolized by

special objects used in communication with spirits,
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Honigmann (198la z719) describes the spiritual paraphernal-ia

of a S1avey shaman collected at Fort Nelson in 1943. It con-

sisted of a medicine bag which contaj-ned packets of red

ocher, seeds, pieces of root, and tobacco among other objects

which were all used to aid the shaman in his or her spirit-
ual practice.

Today spiritual curing and religious ceremony are

pract,iced by Chipe\^ryan Indians as part of traditional

Nativism and are integrated into new forms of spiritual ex-

pression, some of which have been recently adopted as part

of an effort in the revival of Indian identity.

Spiri-tual healing is practiced by Chipewyan Tndians of

northern Saskatche\{an both through personal intervention for

the sick and through group ceremonies that are intended Lo

promote general spiritual well-being. At Buffalo River there

are individual-s who are recognized for their spiritual power

in healing, in divining, and in conducting religious ceremon-

ies " There are tv:o classes of spiritual healers or modern

day shamans that are identifiable; those who practice trad-

itional medicine employing d.irect methods to prevent or to

overcome illness and misfortune by use of herbal- med.icine

and purification ceremonies, and. those more modern spiritual-

ists who center their practice within the Sweat Lodge.

The traditional healers at Buffalo River are medical

practitioners who di-agnose ill-ness and prescribe cures for

a broad range of complaints. A combination of herbal medica-
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tion and purification are used. to prevent or alreviate such

g'eneral ailments as stomach, liver, or heart disorders or to
relieve emotional- stress. However, in chipevùyan medicine

there is no apparent d.istinction made between physical¡ €rTr-

otionalr or soci-al ailments in t]:at al-l are belj-eved to be

the result of a spi-rituar disorder brought on by improper

relationships between spirits and. peopl-e which are often ex-
pressed in terms of bad luck or the effect of some external
j-nf luence. rll-ness is of ten seen as the result of ecological
disharmony, and major debilitating d.iseases such as tubercu-
losis, ulcers, and cancer are believed to be White man's

d.iseases " There has been a high j-ncidence of cancer over

the past several years at Buffalo River, and this is attrib-
uted by many people in the region to vühite manos interferen-
ce with the envj-ronment in terms of replenished fish stocks

in the lakes "that taste different", lrlhite manrs food whj-ch

is "fulI of chemicals", and. uranium mining which is "poison-
ing the air and the water causing many people to die" (per-

sonal communications). rn 1987-1gBB there were five deaths

at Buffal-o River from cancer, and this has brought about a

general fear and a dramatic resurgience of nati-ve spiritual-
ism in an attempt to counter the effects of disease.

Sorcery and Medicine

Tradi-tional healers make medicine

believed to be brought on by sorcery"

among: Chipewyan for retribution and out

to overcome mi-sfortune

Sorcery is practiced

of vindictive desire
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by some to destroy the health or well-being of others. Any

dj-sruption, misfortune, or bad luck may be seen as the re-
sult of sorcery or bad medicine being directed toward.s an

individual by someone who wishes them il-l" people are said

to engiage in sorcery or hj-re a sorcerer if there is some

personal or family feud ¡ ot out of jealousy and people say

they have been cursed if there is a suspicion of sorcery. A

recent suspicion of sorcery at Dillon $/as countered by the

hiring of a medicine woman to remove a curse and provid.e

medicines to nullify the effects of sorcery. The woman,

whose family was affected, believed. that their marital prob-

lems and the decline in their family-run business \^/as the
result of sorcery and expressed. her concern in the following:

I know someone i_s doing bad medicine to us
to destroy our life and our business. I got
someone to come here and take the curse off
the buildings and the house and everything.
She went all- around the place and purified
everything" She gave me this medicine to
keep avüay any more trouble "

The same medicine woman al-so regularly prescribed and pro-

vj-ded med.j-cines to prevent i11 .hea]th which also could be

attributed to sorcery" fn this manner sickness, misfortune,

and even death may be attributed to bad medicine, while pro-

tection, prevention, and cures are affected by good medicine

practice.

Sentiments about sorcery extend beyond the community at
Buffalo Ri-ver, and it became conmon knowledge when a \.voman

from Alberta entered the region to hold sweat Lodge ceremon-
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ies for the curing of alcoholisn" However, it was also the
general ôpinion that this v/oman \,vas practicing bacl medicine

by controlling the will of her clients and by extracting ex-
orbitant fees for her services. Many bel-ieve this woman to
be a sorcerer, whi-le others believe she is simply a charl_at-

an.

spiritual healers with a good reputation for curingr are

known throughout the region and people will travel great dis-
tances to take part in ceremonies conducted by a reputable
and powerful healer. rn the summer of 19gB such a hearer

held a medicine ceremony at cold Lake, Arberta and several
families from Buffalo River attended seeking spiritual re-
newal or a cure (personal communications). such interven-
tions are often sought by alcoholics in their constanÈ strug-
gle for sobriety" spirituar renewal- and personal strength
is also sought by alcoholics through christian intervention
within the cathoric church and through Alcoholj-cs Anonymous.

These sources of spiritual healing are addressed further
below

Spirit Possession

The belief in spirit power among chipewyan rndians al-so

extends to a belj-ef in spirit possession. Among irjorthern

Algonquian and canadian Athabaskan rndians there is a belief
in giant person-eating animal-s who hunt, capture, and d.evour

men (Ridington I976:109) " For Algonquian Indians this
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monster is the windigo or wetigo, and among Athabaskan speak-

ing Beaver rndians of the peace River region it is known as

Wechuge (Ridington I976). Robert Lowie (L925) reports a

myth of a chipewyan windigo for the Barren Lands Band which

they term Wildigai (Smith I97B z7 4) " Ilowever, Smith (197 6d:

32) indicates that the concept of tr{ittiko may have been

learned from creer âS there are no reports of wittiko poss-

essi-on among Chipewyan.

spirit possession by a cannibalistic spirit monster is
thought to instilt a psychotic state in the vi-ctim (see

cooper l-933; Hallowe11 1955; parker 1960; Hay r97r) which is
manifest as a desire to eat human flesh. This aberration
may be attributed to a general fear among subarctic hunters

of resource failure and subsequent starvation that may l_ead

to cannibilism. The rel-ationship between ecoJ_ogical stress
and Windigo spirit possession is noted by Smith (I978:74)

and. by Bishop (1984:40) who report incidents of cannibalism
for cree in the James Bay region during the early historic
period.

While the fear of being possessed by a spirit monster

may have a strong psychological component, affecting the in-
dividual who is possessed, the report of a spirit monster

can instill- general fear and hysteria in the group. rn 1960

it v/as observed among saulteaux rndians at Red sucker Lake,

Manitoba that the report of a wetigo resul-ted in grcup

hysteria" People of the community congiregated in one house
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under protection of an armed guard of men who occasionally

fired their guns to scare off the spirit (personal observa-

tion). Similar fears are reported for Beaver Indians by

Ridington (I976:108) who states that: "lrlechuge is as feared

as the Algonkian windigo but because he has become too power-

fuI, not because he is in some sense psychotic."

Caribou-Eater Chipewyan also recognize a spirit monster

or 'bush spirit' which they call- rAboogee' (personal commun-

ications), The Aboogee is reported to take the form of a

tal-l bearcled man who steals \^romen and children" The Aboogee

j-s often reported by people and its sighting can create a

general panic to the point of women and children being fear-
ful- of entering a house where the Aboogee has been seen"

Men have been known to give up the hunt after encountering an

Aboogee j-n the bush" Spirit fences are constructed in vill_-
ages to ward off or confuse the bush spirit" Spirit fences

are long wooden fences adorned. with strips of white cloth
that extend across open spaces for some distance enclosing

nothing" There are spirit fences at Fond-du-Lac and Black

Lake where the Aboogee is often sighted and is greatly fear-
ed"

The belief 1n cannibalistic monster spi-rits is deeply

rooted in both Algonqui-an and Northern Athabaskan mythology

in which giant person-eating animals appear in human form.

However, the Aboogee spirit of the Caribou-Eater Chipewyan

is possibly based on historic experiences with Cree who
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often raj-ded and killed chipewyan men and. carried away the
women and children. This interpretation may be a recent in-
novation of the more general cannibal- monster theme,

People at Buffalo River are not famiriar with the
Aboogee spirit and do not readily acknowredge spirit posses-

sion. Yet, individuars do seek spiritual healing for con-
ditions that may be interpreted as spirit possession. rn
one case, a young man who was inflicted with wanderlust and

could not settle into married life, was taken to a spiritual
healer by his parents, The mother reported that this heal_er:

"removed two bugs from his head. He took the bugs out, one

from each side and showed them to us. He said. that these bugs

caused all the trouble. After that he was alright and now he

stays home more. "

spirit possession and sorcery are both overcome for
people at Buffalo River by the use of spiritual healing and

purification rites that are recognized as valid forms of
traditional- medicine .

Sweat Lodge

A more recent expression of spiritua]ism among chipewyan

fndians of northern saskatchewan is found in the sweat Lodge

ceremony- The sweat Lodge was introduced to people at
Buffalo River in the earÌy l-980's by a local_ man who l_earned

the practice and spiritual phi-losophy of the sweat from

Plains cree. rn turn, the knowledge of the sweat has been

passed on to caribou-Eater chipewyan in the Athabasca Basin



by people from Buffalo River "

The Sweat Lodge is used by rnany Tndian people of the

western canadian boreal and. sub-boreal region and is being

used as part of spiritual expression by bot.h Chipewyan and

cree rndians living in northern saskatchewan" sweat Lodge

ceremonies are also conducted in urban centers for native

populations in prisons and psychiatric institutj_ons, and

has been incorporated into the university of saskatchewan

lrative studies program as a means of increasing a\^/areness

for both native and non-native students of rndian spiritual

belief s and practj-ces.

The Sweat Lodge j-s only one of several forms of Indian

spiritualism that are being expressed by ïnd.ians in western

Canada" Others include the use of the ceremonial pipe, the

Round Dance, and the Shaking House among the Cree. Sweat

Lodge and Round Dance have recently been introduced to the

people at Buffalo River (see plates nine, ten, and twelve).

There is no reference to the Chipewyan practicing either

Sweat Lodge or Round Dance ceremoni-es j-n the past. Never-

theless, people at Buffalo River believe that Sweat Lodge

may be a part of their cultural- heritage as they report

locatj-ons near Dillon where piles of heat-cracked. stones

indicate ancient sweat Lodge sites " rt is rnost likely that

these vrere left by Cree who occupied the Upper Churchj_ll

River district in earlier times,

A Sweat Lodge is establ-ished by indivi_duals often as
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Plate 9 
" Sweat Lodge, Dillon 1987 

"
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Plate 10" Sweat Lodge, Dillon 1987"



Plate 11 " Sweat. lodge¡ f1e=a.1a-Crosse 1987.

Plate 12. Round Dance, Dillon 1988"
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part of a personal- spirit quest in which the person is seek-
ing spiritual strength or a spiritual- renewal. sorne use the
sweat Lodge as a vehicl-e to spread spiritual- awareness and

to further a sense of rndian identity. others conduct sweats

for profit and receive payment from people who are seeking
spiritual renewal- or a spiritual cure. Each Sweat Lodge is,
therefore, a reflection of the intention, beliefs, and

philosophy of the Sweat Lodge leaders who draw to themselves

a core of adherents who share their spiritual philosophy and

who agree with the way the sweat is being conducted. rn-
dividuar sweats may be conservative, adhering to tradi_tion
and restricting membership to rndian peopler or they may be

more 1iberal, incorporating features of christian worship
and open to all.

sweat Lodge was first introduced at Buffalo River in a

liberal- fashion with a strong christian component. The

liberal approach was taken to rimit oppositi-on to native
spiritualism in a communi-ty where Roman catholicism has been

the only outward expression of spiritual belief for over a

hundred years and where there is a strong adherence to the
catholic faith. The Sweat Lodge l-eader consiclers himself a

good catholic and does not want to offend the catholic priest
or the catholic parishioners. At the same time he recogniz-
es a need for a spiritual revival and sees himself as a

charismatic l-eader preordained by God to help his people to
a better life. He stated his position in the following way:



I was raised in the Church and was an al_tar
boy.,..1 do not want to tel1 people what todo. Everyone should believe what they want.
f have been told what to do and Christ tel_ls
me what to say. He talks to the people through
me.

The sweat Lodge leaders often see their role as that of
intermediary between man and the Great spirit t oE between man

and the spirits of the ancestors. The function of inter-
mediary is a coÍrmon theme in subarctic rndian spi-ritualism,
and is found in the shaking Tent or conjurj_ng House ceremony

of the ojibwa (Hal1owe1t 1934, 1942¡ Rogers 1962; preston

1966), in which the practitioner acts as a medium, taking on

a trance in order to contact ancestral- spirits who speak

through him in response to questions posed by the assembled

people. A sÍmilar ceremony is conducted among cree in north-
ern saskatchewan and was described by people at rle-a-l_a-
crosse as the shaking House ceremony in which a shaman is
bound in bl-ankets or some other wrapping, and is placed on

the floor of a darkened house. The people assembl_e and the
shaman: "struggles with the spirits" trying to free himself
from his bonds. During the process "the spirì_ts come in and

the whore house shakes and even the dishes fal1 off the
shelves. Many people get scared and run outsid.e" (personal_

communicatj-ons) 
"

The sweat Lodge ceremony is fundamentally a means for
comi-ng into contact with the spirit world and is used by

individuals for spiritual renewar, for gaining access to
personal spiritual strength, and to cure" people diagnosed
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with d.ebilitaLing and terminal illnesses, including heart

disease and cancer, seek strength and a cure through the

Sweat, The belief in the healing power of the Sweat is
great and many testimonials of dramatj-c cures are given to
demonstrate its efficacy"

The Sweat is very good and no one has
ever been hurt in here. Even babies are
brought in. lhere was a baby who had
chest problems and couldn't breath.
The doctors said she would not live.
They brought that baby here to the
Sweat and she got better"

An o1d woman who couldn't walk came
to our Fweat. She came many times
and had to crawl in through the
openning. Finally she was able to
walk a bit better each time. The
Sweat helped her.

One Sweat Lodge leader stated:

The Sweat is also practiced at Buffalo River as a curing

ceremony for individuals in their own homes. A leader said:

One girl here had a bad cold and T made
a Sweat for her in the house, right in
her bedroom. The rocks were put into a
tub, the window was covered, to make it
dark, and, the drummers came and sat on
the floor" She got better"

When Albert got cancer they vrere going
to send him for treatment at Meadow
(Lake), but the doctor said they could
not stop the cancer " It would only make
him suffer longer" He said Íror and we
brought him home " Vüe got someone to
come in and he put up a Sweat T,odge
outside, there by the 1ake" Albert went
every night until- he couldn'1: get out
of bed anymore"

The Sweat Lodge is described as a place where people

sacrifice and share their suffering" One woman statecl:
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We suffer in the Sweat because it. is so
hot. Vrie suf f er together to help each other "

Many people who suffer from alcoholism atLend. the Sweat

to gain spiritual strength, and they find courage in mutual

support. Between rounds in the Sweat people share their
feelings, and often give testimony of personal_ sufferings
and triumphs" In this manner, the Sweat resembles Alcoholics
Anonymous meetings that are in themsel-ves a major source of

spiritual support for many of the people.

The Sweat T,odger âs a religious institution, integrates
man with the spiritual and physical world" The relationship
between man, spirits, and nature are expressed. in a number of

symbolic ways both in the structure of the Sweat Lodge and

in the sweat Lodge ceremony as described at rle-a-1a-crosse:
The Sweat is sacred. and should not be taken
Iightly. Everything here has meaning and we
have to act properly. The lodge is built
round. like the heavens and sits on Mother
Earth" The entrance is low so you have to
crawl in" ï don't even touch the sides
when I come in or go out. You move from
the left to the right inside the Lodge,
and sit in a circle. We take turns speak-
ing also from left to right just as the
sun moves across the sky.. " "Here we call
on our ancestors to help us" We hear them
and we speak Lo them"

The Sweat Lodge expresses Indian cosmology and world

view. The lodge is dome shaped, and at the center of the

lodge is a circular depression or pit for the heated stones.

This pit represents the center of the universe and the cent-

er of self. The dome of the lodge is half a sphere, and may

be seen as being of this world, while the unseen hal-f is a
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reflection of corporeal reatity beneath the surface,. and- may

be seen as representing the spiritual world. The two hal-ves

of the dome, the physical and the metaphysical, come together

at the surface of Mother Earth, the giver of life. In this
manner the sweat Lodge fuses the spiritual and the physical

into one reality and provides a focus for the integration of
man, spirits, and nature and a continuity between this world

and other than this world experi_ence.

The structure of the Sweat Lodge is, for some, highly
symbolic with different features representing mystical qual-

ities and human virtues. The framework of the lod.ge j-s con-

structed out of sixteen saplings making four quad.rants of
four saplings each" The four quadrants may be set off by

colored cloth on the inside of the dome, with the colors
representing the four Thunder Bj-rds" In this manner the

Sweat Lodge expresses Tndian cosmology, oriented to the four
cardina] directions. The red quadrant is oriented to the

east and represents birth and spiritual renewal. The yellow

is for the south indicating the land of the ancesters and

the source of all wj-sdom" The blue quadrant is to the west

as the source of spirit po\^/er and strength" The quadrant to
the north is white, the source of al-l evil. The four colors
of the Thunder Birds are often replicated external.ly to the

lodge as strips of cloth tied to trees or poles to mark the

four directions (see plate eleven) .

For some, the poles of the framework each represent
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some human virtue, however, this interpretation varies fronr
one sweat Lodge leader to another. The hurnan virtues are
acquired through spirituar strength in dirigencer p€rsêv€r-
ance, abstinence, and moderation. Symbolic meaning and rep_
resentation is not uniform nor universal, but rather is l_eft
open to a high degree of indivicruar interpretation.

At the entrance to the sweat Lodge is found a smalr_

fire pit which is used for offering tobacco ancl for prepar-
ing a smudge of sweet grass that is used to purify the rodge
and the leaders before they take part in the ceremony, At
the entrance is an eagle feather or an eagre head suspencled

from a short poÌe, and there may also be a medicine bag or
other ceremonial- object attached to the pole (see plates ten
and el-even) .

The stones for the sweat are heated in a large fire
external- to and some distance away from the loclge, ancl once

heated are carried in and deposited in the central pit. The

material for firing the stones is supposed to be natural,
with no artificiar aids used. to start the fire. However, it
was noted that at one sweat Lodge at r]e-a-la-crosse propane

vras used for starting the fire. lto paper or trash is to be

thrown into the fire as it is to be kept pure.

People attending a sweat strip off their clothing, and

wear only shorts and right tops, They remove arl foreign
objects including jewelry and eye glasses, once people are
seated in a circl-e within the lodge the hot stones are carr-
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ied in and smudged with sage or a mixture of tobacco and red

wiLlow bark termed in cree 'kinekineko, The stones are then

considered sacred and infused. with spirit po\^/er " This power

is such that its release causes the stones to crack and

break apart. Once the hot stones are smudged, the incense

rising from them is dispersed with an eagle wing to purify
the assembled people" The entrance flap is closed plunging

all inside into total darkness. Water is poured on the

stones i:nmediately producing a hot blast of steam so intense

that any movement j-s avoided " Drumming and chanting begJ-ns

as people 'prayt and 'taIk! to the spirits" The combination

of complete darkness, overpowering heat, and incoherent, all-
pervasive sound creats an atmosphere that is both awe inspir-
ing and fri-ghtening in its totality. The round is brought

to an abrupt end by any person who wishes to have a break

simply by shouting a pre-arranged signal" Except for the

smudging, the procedure is repeated usually four times, and.

each round is interspersed with a brief interlude when the

entrance flap is opened to allow in fresh air" During the

intermissions tea or water is passed around and some people

may go out for relief" ft is at this time that instructj_on

is given j-n spiritual a\^rareness and testimonials may be

heard "

After the ceremony is complete some people plunge j-nto

the lake t or in winter rol-e in the snow as a means of in-

vigorating and cleansing thernselves. A feast may fol-l-ow,
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The sweat Lodge ceremony usuatry takes place in the evening
and many are conducted several_ times a week.

sweat Lodge for chipewyan rndians is a rapidry expand-
ing institution in northern saskatchewan. sweat Lodge focus_
es on rndian spiritualism as Nativistic belief to provide a

new and acceptable means for rationalizing rndian identity.
Peath and Dyins

Death among the chipewyan affects the whol_e community

and is of great concern; especiarly when people die from
illness or suicide rather than from accident or old age. rn
the case of an iflness-related death there is a tendency to
p]-ace the blame on some external force, For example, deaths
from cancer are often attributed to !{hite man's food or to
uranium mining that is believed to be poisoning the ai_r and

water, and not to personal habits such as smoking. Honigmann

(19Bta:727) notes for subarctic fndians that death: "frequent-
Iy meant inimical- forces--evil spiri_ts, ghosts¡ oÍ the effects
of sorcery--had intruded in human affaj_rs,"

Among the chipewyan a death watch is maintained for the
terminally i11. Spencer, Jennings, et al-. (197j:III) note
for the slavey a similar attentiveness to the dying when:

...the whole camp remained awake both to
wait for the prophetic power said to be
associated with the approach of death
and for the sound of the .animal spirit
associated with the dying person.

Among the chipe\.^/yan there is a strong association of
death with animal spirits who maintain a vigil for the dying,
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who are heard to cry out at the time of death, and who are
seen to remain in the vicinity after a person has died.
These phenomena are especially noted for the death of a well
respected person who is renowned. for his concern and support
for others during his fifetime, and for his strength and per-
sonal spirit power as acquired from his spirit helper.

At Buffalo River the rer-ationship between deceased
people and animals is often expressed in that an animal_ wi]l
be noted as frequenting the dead person's home or camp for
some indefinite period, and an attachment is recognized be-
tween the deceased and the animal, One woman at Dill_on noted:

There are al-ways r-oons along the shore herewhere that old man lived. Every day those
l_oons come here.

After a recent funeral of a welr- respected and deeply ]oved
man at Dillon the widow rerated the foJ_lowing incident,

We put his bed in the livingroom so hecould look out over the 1ake. The l_astthing he saw was the sunrise. It wasa beautiful_ morni-ng and there were noclouds in the sky....When he was carrieclout of the house there was a loud boomin the sky like thunder, but the sky
was clear....Ever since he came from thehospital that l_oon has been sitting onthe lake and you can see it is stil_t there.

The spirits of the recentry dead are often seen as

apparitions, especially for those who were close to these
persons and these apparitions may be a source of fear or of
comfort to the living. comfort is also gained from an ack-
nowlegement of spi-rituar strength displayed by the deceased
during thei-r life" This often involves a recognition of
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spiritual strength in defeating al-coholism with statements

such as: "he died on the tenth anniversary of his sobriety."
Death frorn accident is an all- too comrnon occurrence at

Buffalo River and most accidental deaths result from auto-
mobile mishaps, often associated with drinking. Relatives
of the deceased mark these tragedies with either a simple

cross or a shrine erected at the side of the road where the
accident occurred (see plates thi-rteen and fourteen) ,

Death is generally feared by the chipewyan and in earl--
j-er times people fled from the place where a person had died.

(Smith 1975:427). They were afraid. of the ghost that was

believed Lo eling to the body it had recentry inhabited
(Honigmann 198la:727). Among Chipewyan people today death

from suicide is most feared and that fear is strengthened by

the catholic emphasis on suj-cide as a mortal sin. v/hen a

suicide takes place the living abandon the p]ace. rn 1960

a teenaged girl shot herself at Dillon and her family
immediateÌy abandoned the house where the tragedy happened

(personal observation) " That house remained. vacant there-
after (see plate sixteen) "

Sj-milar fears of the spirits of the recently dead exist
among saulteaux rndians of northwestern Manitoba (personal

observations). Among the saulteaux of Red sucker Lake, when

a person died, the door of the house was sea]ed off ancl a

new d.oor was cut in another wa1l to: "confuse the spirits so

they cannot get back in the house" (personal communication).



P1ate 13. Roadside Memorials, BuffaLo River.
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Plate 14 " Roadside Itfemorial, Buf f alo lìiver .



Plate 15. Pilgrimage Center, Dill_on 1987.

Plate 16 " Traditional FIousing, Dillon c1960.
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This fear of the recently d.ea-d. appears to be universal for
subarctic Indians. Fionigmann (198la2727) notes for the Kaska

that: "circuitous removar of a corpse frorn a dwell-ing v/as

intended to prevent the ghost from finding its way back. "

i'ühile death is feared by the Chipewyan, especially a

death from suicide, respect for the dead is evident in the

funeral arrang'ements and in the memories people che.rj-sh of

their dead relatives and loved ones, Funerals are a major

event in the life of Tndian people, and are characterized. by

long v¡akes in which the deceased is well laid out with great

care and expense, Funerals of well-known and respected in*
dividual-s draw people from great distances and. are one means

by which there is increasing contact being made between the

caribou-Eater chipewyan and people from Buffalo River" The

funeral process culminates with a funeral Mass and internment

which are generally attended by everyone in the con-Lmunity.

Throughout the ordeal of d.eath, from illness to burial,

all arrangiements are made by the family. Doctors, clergy,

and funeral directors are engaged in Lheir official capacit-

ies to provide services to which rndian people have become

accustomed " These services are integrated for many rndj-an

people with more traditionar spiritual practices to maintain

relationships between animal spirits and men, and between

the living and the dead. Both christianity and Nativism pro-

vide for chipewyan rndians spiritual fulfj-1lment and spirit-

ua1 renewal as part of a changing identity structure.



Christianity and pilqrimase

The influence of the christian religion upon subarctic
rndian people is usually dated. to the arrival of missionar-
ies and the establishment of missions in rndj_an territory.
However, in the western subarctic christian influence pre-
dated the arrivar of missionaries by 150 years as rndians
came j-nto initial- contact with christian European traders
and were introduced through exposure to their values, beliefs
and practices 

"

By the middle of the nineteenth century the French

Catholic order of Oblates of Mary Immaculate (OlfI) had est_
ablished missions at Fond-du-Lac and rle-a-l_a-crosse in ord-
er to minister to and convert the chipewyan. From that time
christianit.y became incorporated into the chipe\,,ryan belief
system (McCarthy 1981) 

"

The attraction of trade and of christian worship d.rew

the chipewyan into closer associatj-on with the trade and.

mj-ssion posts. By the end of the nineteenth century major

assemblages of rndian bands took place at rle-a-la-crosse in
June and septembrer for trade, and at christmas and Easter for
religious celebrati-on (Jarvenpa and Brumbach 1984:160). The

resurt was a shift in the seasonal migratory range of region-
al rndi-an bancs which became increasingly centered. on the
outpost settlements" Elders at Buffalo River recall major

assemblages at Ile-a-1a-Crosse:
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In the old days we had something like a
pilgrimage at Il-e-la-Crosse. We went by
canoe right. after the ice was out and
we camped on Big Island right across
from the mission. Many people \^/ere there.
". "Hundreds of canoes along the shore.
Vfe stayed two or three weeks, going to
church and visiting, Some people stayed.
at that place all summer drying fish.

Today ïndian people of the western subarctic continue
the age o1d. practì-ce of comi-ng together during the summer

for religious ceremony and socialization. The focus for
major assembrages is the pilgrimage, pilgrimage for Northern

Athabaskan rndians is a gathering of rndian people for spirit-
ual renewal under the auspices of the catholic church. The

central pilgrimage site j-s at Lac saint Anne, Alberta, and

it is there that the annual pilgrimage round begins" cree

and Northern Athabaskan Indians from all parts of the western

subarctic of canada congregat.e at Lac saint Anne in the early
part of the summer for a week of religj-ous celebration and

worship, each band occupyi-ng a designated area of the pirgr-
image grounds. rn this fashion individual bands are easj-ly

identified and peopre can readily locate friends among the

large encampment which number several thousand people and

severar hundred tents. During pilgrimage people attend re-
ligious services which are conducted several times each day,

take part in work-shops and Al-coholics Anonymous meetings,

visit, and pray" Prayer meetings are often spontaneous with
people coming together to say the rosary and sing hymns "

Blessings are invoked from saint Anne and the Blessecl virgin
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lÍary, and the Ave Maria is heard droning through the camp

late into the night.

At the end. of pilgrimage people disperse back to their
home communities, with some continuing to follow the pilgri-
mage round throughout the summer" The regional pilgrimage

round in northern saskatchewan follows the Lac saint Anne

gathering, beginning with a pilgrimage at saint Louis near

Batoche, the site of the last battre in the Northwest Rebel-
j-on in 1885" From saint Louis the pilgrimage round is taken

up by the communities of patuanak, canoe Lake, and. Br:ffa1o

River, with each community taking turn as pilgrimage host.
Pilgrimage at Buffalo River marks the end. of the annual

gat.herings in northern saskatchewan, and usually takes place

over a three day weekend in late August"

A pilgrimage center was first built. at D1llon by the
people of Buffalo River in L97r as an attempt at spi-ritual
renewal during a peri-od of excessive alcohol abuse and social
and. moral decay The pilgrimage center is located. in an

isol-ated spot on the outskirts of Dillon along: the shore of
Big Buf fal-o Lake (plate fifteen) " The site is marked. by a

large open-air chapel and a grotto enclosing a statue of the

virgin t4ary overlooking the l-ake (plates seventeen and eight-
een) " An open wood surround.s the pilgrimage gounds where

visitors and l-ocal people camp during the religious festival"
Pilgrimage is, for the people of Buffalo River, the social
and spiri-tual highlight of the year. The community takes a



Plate 17 " Pilgrimage Grounds, Dillon 1987.
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Plate 18. Pilgrimage Shrine, Dillon L9B7 
"
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g'reat pride in hosting pilgrimage and everyone takes part"
Preparations begin weeks in advance under the dj-rection of a

village elder and ex-chief of the Buffalo River Band.. post-

ers are printed and distributed, camp grounds are cleanecl,

and the grass is cut around the pilgrimage center. Fire
wood is cut and fish are caught to feed the expected guests.

The pilgrimage center is cleaned, painted, and. set up for
the religious services with lights, sound. system, organ, and

altar installed. The event draws people together from the

three communities aL Buffalo River in a common cause, and

brings home many people who live and. work in other places,

The occasion is therefore one of reunion as werl as social
and spiritual renewal, and functions to provi<le a focus for
identity expressi-on and identity avüareness for the people

at Buffalo River 
"

fn recent years pilgrimage at Dillon has provided a

forum for the integratj-on of various forms of spiritual ex-

pression and social- action" catholic worship is conducted

in the form of Catholic Mass several times a day, ending

with a l4ass at midnight when, according to local legrend, a

miracle occurred during the first pilgrimage in the form of
a bright light. in the sky which was seen to hover over the

pilgrlmage center d.uring the inaug,ural Mass (personal conütun-

icat.ions). The miracle provided a spiritual sanction for
pilgrimage at Dillon and. indicateC to the people that a

spiritual- resolution was at hand to aid in overcoming social



disruption and individual- despair.

During the L9B7 pilgrimage, sweat LodEe ceremonies \,vere

conducted in conjunction with pilgrimage, and. the schedule
of sweats were annou¡rcecl following each llass. The overal_l
theme of the pilgrimage was social and cultural revival, and.

it was noted that the cathol-ic priest encouraged the people,
through hj-s honily, to seek out traditional means to support
their culture and identity (personal observation) 

"

A third form of soci-al and rerigious renewar attached
to pilgrimage is Alcoholics Anonymous meetings whi-ch are
held at intervals between religious services. Alcohorics
Anonymous "(AA) vras introduced to the people at Buffalo River
in the mid 1970¡s followÍng a d.ecad.e of excessive alcohol
abuse in the community which was accompanied. by a general
social and economic decline.

Alcoholics Anonymous is an institutj_on for the control
of alcoholism through mutual support. The institution was

fou¡rded in 1935, with a 1980 membership of over 3001000

people in B5 countries (Steinbri_ng l9B0:9I). The AÄ, ftoVê*

ment incorporates christian principles with self*help ancl

mutual support to arrest the use of al_cohol by those who

feer addicted and who want to regain control over their
lives" For a complete description of Alcoholics Anonymous

see its official publication, Alcoholi_cs Anonymous/ !.üorlçs

Publishing Cor:rpany , 1946 
"
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Tndians, Alcohol, and Alcoholics Anonymous

Alcohol was first introduced to Canadian Indians by

European explorers and was often used as a medium of ex-

change in the fur trade (MacAndrew and Edgerton l_969; Har,rer

and Steinbring 1980) " Dailey (I968) provides an overview

of the role of a]-cohol- amongi Canadian fndians as reported in

the Jesuit Rel-ations.

The Chipelryan, and other l.iorthern Athabaskans, had.

access to alcohol through trade from the earliest times of

contact" The Hudson's Bay cornpany records of sal-es at Fort

Churchill for the period L760-l-764 ind.icate the trade in

alcohol with 950 gallons of brandy t.raded to the Northern

Indians (Yerbury 1986;44) " It is likely ttrat some of the

alcohol traded at the coast was carried inland by Chipewyan

middlemen to encourage trade with other Athabaskan groups

of the interior.

Sir John Franklin (L824-1224L-242) | in his 1819-l-822

expedition to the Mackenzie River district gives an account

of the nature of trade with Northern Athabaskanss

At the opening of Lhe water in spring, âhe
Indians resort to the establishments to
settle their accounts with the traders,
and to procure the necessaries they require
for Lhe summer" This meeting is generally
a scene of much riot and confusion as the
hunters receive such quantj-ties of spirits
as to keep them in a state of intoxication
for several days (VanStone 1980:31) "
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Drinking was a common part of the trade experience through-

out the district.
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Today the use and abuse of alcoho] are widespread across

the western Canadian subarctic. Drinking patterns are re-
ported for various Athabaskan groups by Honigmann and.

Honigmann (1945 ¡ l-970) , Honigmann (I946¡ 1949; 1966) , Helm

(1961), and Helm and Lurie (1961) .

Alcohol use and alcohol abuse are known to the chipe\^/yan

rndians at Buffalo River, and the abuse of alcohol is becom-

ing an increasing concern for Tndian l-eaders in the Athabasca

Basin (personal communications) " vihile the people at Buffalo
River have a long history of alcohol use, extensive abuse of
liquor did not emerge until the mid. I960ts. This period co-

incides wj-th a general economic collapse and an increasing

dependence on social assistance. The pattern of alcohol
abuse and socio-economic stagnation continued into the mid

1970's when the people at Buffalo River experienced a social,
political, economic, and spiritual renewal accompaníed by

sudden and dramatic change"

fn the mid 1970's the Peter Pond Indian Band took on an

increasing: role in self government and began to implement

economic and community development programs. The period was

marked by the change in the name of the Indian Band on the

15th of September, 1976 fron the Peter pond. Band to the

Buffal-o River Band, and the declaration of Buffalo River as

a 'dry' reserve where the possession of alcohol was prohibit-
ed. At about the same time an evaluation of Band membership

resul-ted in the relocati-on of many non-status Indians from
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Dillon to st" George's Hill and t'[icheI vilrage, initiating
community development at those Lwo sites. The economic de-

velopment for all three communities focused on the construc-
tion of housing and community infrastructure, At the same

time that political and economic renewal- \,vere taking place

there was a spiritual revival in the form of Alcoholics

Anon!¡mous which was introduced to Buffalo River in the mi_d

l-970's by Indians from nearby communj_ties along the Upper

Churchill River" The people at Buffalo River are, in turn,
introducing the AA movement to Caribou-Eater Chipewyan fur-
ther to the north in the Athabasca Basin"

Studies of North American Indians and alcohol indicate
a great variation in findings for why rndians drink and what

are the consequ.ences of their drinking behavior" In most

of these sÈudies two general themes emerge in which drinking
is seen as either a positive or a negative force j-n Indian

society" For some, drj-nking among fndians is analysed in re-
lation to acculturation experience as a consequence of the

pressures for change (Graves 1967; Hamer 1980), For others
(Field L962) drinking is seen as a resulL of breakd.own in the

social structure, or a release of suppressed impulses which

result in a breakdown of the emotional structure (Hallowell

,955:141) . In these and other stud.j-es, drinking among

rndians is treated as a destructive force in native society
(see Honigmann and Honigmann L945; L970) "

Howeverr âs noted by Mandelbaum (1965 z2BL) , drinking is
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a cultural artifact, and like any other major cultural art-
ifact, its "form and. meanings...are culturally defined""
As a cultural artj-fact drinking may have utility functions
to promote, encourage, and maintain relationships or to herp

d.efine identity, especì-al1y durj-ng times of rapid cul_tural_

change" Studies by Lemert (1954) among Northwest Coast

rndians, and by Heath (1964) for the Navajo found. that drink_
ing can promote social integration. rfatthiasson (rg75) has

found that among rnuit of Baffin rsrand., alcohol is useful
j-n maintaini-ng traditional patterns of reciprocity in econom-

ic exchangre" Robbins (1973) shows that the use of alcoho]
among Naskapi fndians of northern euebec serves to focus
interpersonal conflict on the resolution of status positions
and on the emphasis of personal identity for rndian people

work j-ng in a modern \^/age Labor economy.

others have studied. the relationship between spirit
poh/er and drinking" Hamer (1969) suggests a relationship
between dependencies created by drinking and those nurtured
through sacred guardi_an spirit-heIpers. Ferguson (197I)

craims that drinking became a substitute for shamanism for
rnuj-t of, the western canadian arctic (price rg75:19). Dailey
(1968 :57) recognizes that:

. " " liquor greatly facilitated the attainment
of dreams which was for the ïndian his most
valued experience. Through alcohol he was
able to achieve a degree of ecstacy neverpossible in prehì_storic times.

Prj-ce (1975:19) notes that* " (T)he t'ransend.ence of the
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physicar to obtain a spiritual experience was valued and be-

came identified with d.rinkingr " and that drunkenness as a
transcendent experience "has been suggested generalry for
those rndian societies which valued the vj-sion guest, dreams,

trances, and related experiences." Dailey (1968 249), in his
review of the role of alcohol among American rndians as re-
ported i-n the Jesuit Relations, notes that: "intoxication was

incl-uded in the category of the supernatural""

It would appear from past studies that drinking among

Native North Americans is both functional- and disfunctional
dependj-ng, for the most partr on how alcohol is used and. if
that use is abused. rt is clear from the extensi-ve histori-c-
al documentation provided by t{acAndrew and Edgerton (1969)

of the role of alcohol in Tndian-vühite relationships, that
while use of alcohol by Indians often resulted in social
degradation, rndian abuse of alcohol was not universal-. Rath-

€r, the taste for liquor was acquired by some Indians grad-

ually through their association with European explorers and

traders, and for others, liquor was rejected out of hand."

some rndian leaders recognized the potential harm in arcohol,

and incorporated abstinence from liquor as a social_ or re-
ligious proscription" Prj-ce (L975223) notes that some Tndian

bands had penalties for drunkenness, including exclusion, and

that the Handsome Lake religious movement of the rroquois,
and the Native American Church both prohibit the use of
alcohol by their adherents "
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Today, the social cost of drinking for Indj-ans is high"

Flowever, not all Indians drink, not all Indians get drunk

when they drink, and many Indians who drank and got drunk in

the past no longer engage in drinking behavior. Yet, the

use and abuse of alcohol are part of the ethnohistory of

Chipewyan Indians of northern Saskatchewan.

Alcoholism, and its causesr ilây be related to biological,

psychological t or sociological processes or some combination

of these. The intent here is not to study alcoholism as a

disease or as a psycho-social phenomenan but rather to anal-

yse alcohol abuse and the relief from that abuse as a collec-

tive phenomena among a specific Indian population"

The abuse of alcohol and the relief from that abuse may

be seen as either an individual or as a collective process"

Among non-natj-ve people alcohol abuse is often individual-

istic and the effort to stop d.rinking is a personal struggle.

Alcoholics Anonymous creates a support system to overcome

the sense of j-solation and to promote individual strength

through a collective wilI, common philosophy, and an instit-

utionalized procedure. The propensity for alccholism may

al-so be seen as personalized¡ âs a means for coping or fail-

ing to cope with any number of internal or external pressures"

However, among Native people, alcohol abuse and relj-ef from

that abuse is often observed as a collective phenomenon t oc-

curring under similar conditions and. shared by a group of

people during the same period of time. This collective and
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synchronous process ì s observed. for chipei¡/yan rndians at
Buffalo River and suggests that there are common factors
that initj-ated and supported alcohol abuse and the desire
to stop that abuse. These common factors may be sought in
the social and cultural milieu as changes in interpersonal,
ecologj-cal, or metaphysicar rel-ationships and may be related
to the loss and subseguent reattainment of autonomy, control
over life, a sense of worth, and self esteem. yet, ãt
Buffalo River it was recognized that causes for alcohol abuse

cannot be easj-ly determined by focusing on why people d.rank,

but was rather discovered by understanding why people stopped

drinki-ng "

People at Buffalo River do- not seem to know what brought

on their excessive d.rinking, but rather are only aware of Lhe

problems that accompanied their drinking behavior" The gen-

eral response is that "it was a bad tj-me" "..Almost everyone

was drinking." No excuses are given nor do people attempt

to just.ify their drinking as a consequence of some felt need

or some fert loss" Yet, people are very avüare and. are quick

to relate why they stopped drinking, expressing their motiva-
tion in terms of retrieval and of achievement. Retrieval is
expressed as regaining control over se1f, family, and com-

munity" A typical resfìonse is:
I quit dri-nking because I was scared for
my kids" I didn't know what was going to
happen to them" A lot of younger people
\¡7ere running wild and still some are
l-ike that " I¡tre have to look af ter them
so they can do better.
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Acirievernent is put in terms of overcoming a debilitating
force that has the power to take over and d.estroy onets life"
Arcoholism is thereby viewedr âs are other de}:ilitating dis-
easesr âs a force external to self, and lil<e other diseases,

al-cohorism is subject to treatement, control, and remission"

Like other diseases, a cure may be sought through use of
Indian medicine, including Sweat Lodge t or relief rnay be

through foll-owing non-native avenues of treatment, or a com-

bination of both" rndividuals who regularly attencl srveat

Lodge to seek support and gain strength as alcoholics, also

seek maintenance support through the Native Al-coholic Council-

Centre in Saskatoon where group therapy and councilling are

expressed as treatment: "I am going to Saskatoon for treat-
ment" (personal communications) "

Mutual support is also gained through AA meetings where

people share their experiences with alcohol through public

testimonials. Public testimonials tend to follow common

themes of personal trials and triumphs, and are often a

forum for articulation of rnd.ian values and aspirations that
through repetition come to define a collective a\^/areness of
Indian identity, objectives, aspirations, and goa1s.

Personal testimony has a basis in Indian cultural traci-
ition in terms of confession in conjuring ceremonies for the

Ojibwa (see Dunning 1959; Steinbring L967), and in Catholic
confession for hTorthern Athabaskans " Individual- oratory and

story telling are also part of tradi-tional_ fnd.ian practice
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as a means of instruction and of validating leadership roles.
The presentation of public testimony at AA meetings gives
the orator an opportunity to gain respect and to contribute
to the well-being of the group. Testimonial_s not onry re-
inforce acceptable standards for behavior, but al_so provide
a forum for introducing new ways for coping with change.

Through AÂ, peopre at Buffalo River are thereby able to define
the present and design the future. Through AA round.ups re-
gionar popurations come together to communicate their per-
ception of self and what it means to be rndian under differ-
ent conditions in different parts of the country. Alcoho]ics
Anonymo"us meetings and AA roundups, rike pilgrimage, provide
opportunities for rndian people to come together in micro
and macro assemblages where identity attributes can be claim-
€d, verif ied, Iearned., and expressed. For chiper¡iyan rndians
of northern Saskatcher^/an, this follows age old traditions of
seasonal aggregation when identity was affirmed through con-
tact and social interaction. Robbins (1973:l0O), in discus_
sing socia] gatherings as identity resolving forums, states
that:

.. "the forums serve as a time during whichparticipants in the gathering have the op_portunity to seek information to allow fòr
the aligning of the identity they bel_ieve
they possess with the identity they believe
others attribute to them" In sum, such gath-
erings or interactions involve the enacLmentof behavioral strategies to permit persons
to maintain, attain or protect desired.
identities or social positions.
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rdentity resolving forums are found by chipewyan rndians of
northern saskatchewan in pilgrimage and through AA where the

search for spiritual awareness furthers the perceptions of
ethnic awareness.

Conclusion

Ethnic identi-ty for Chi-pelvyan Indians is supported by

spiritual expression through Christianity, Alcoholj-cs

Anonymous, and Nativism. However, nati_ve spiritualism, with
its focus on spirit pov/er, appears to be central to spiritual
belief and practice as an integrating force in Chipewyan

belief system" Spirit power is used as medicj_ne to curse

and to cure, and is manifested through spirit possession,

sorcery, and shamanism. Traditional medicine and christian
belief j-s supported by the Sweat Lodge ceremony and the AA

movement to express relationships that are acknowledged be-

tween people, ancestral spirits, animals, animal- spirits,
and God" Through an integrated system of spiritual beliefs
and practices chipewyan fndians are able to explain phenomena,

resolve problems, cope with change, and define who they are

and where they belong in a rapidly changing world"

Recently adopted spiritual practices from Plains Indian

culture are finding expression among Chipewyan Indians"

Sweat Lodge has been i-ntroduced. to the people of Buffalo
River over the past several- years and is being practiced to
define Chipewyan spiritual- identity and to provide an alter-
native outlet for Indian medicine, Sweat Lodge is also
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being introduced by people from Buffalo River to caribou-
Eater chipewyan of the Athabasca Basin primarily as an aid

in treating alcoholism" rt may be expected that the sweat,

along with other forms of spiritual practice, will extend

across regional ethnic boundaries to provide the chipewyan

and other subarctic rndians with a greater sense of their
collective identity as Northern Athabaskans and as rndians"

rt may also be expected that specific features of spiritual-
ism will be adopted or rejected by localized. groups resurt-
ing in the retention of id.entity d.ivisions between regional
populations within the chipewyan col-l-ective. Each change in
spiritual expression wil-l- continue, however, to ad.dress

changing needs as ethno-adaptatJ-ons.



This study has attempted to present ways j-n which the

Chipewyan fndians of northern Saskatche\,van express their
identity as ethno-adaptations" The objective of the study

\^ias to integrate historical information with contemporary

observations to determine differences and similarities in
identity expression and identity change for regionar popula-

tions of Chi-pe!üyan over space and time.

An ethnic model was used. to identify sr:þ-groups within
the chipewyan collective. The ethnic mod.el provided a means

for tracing regional populations and ind.ividual Tndian bancls

by reference to their primordial attachments to territory,
tradition, and way of life and circumstanciar features of
identity expressj-ons that are used by people as innovations

for resolving conflicts and coping with change.

This study made use of an ethnohistorical approach and

ethno*comparisons to trace Chipewyan identity expression

from the late prehistoric to modern times, Ethnohistorical
analysis made use of the lirnited archeological eviclence that
is available for the region, linguistic research, archival
information gathered primarily from trader journals, past

eth:rographic research related to t{orthern Athabaskan Indians,

and oraL histories gathered through ethnographic research of
the study populations. Through ethnohistorical analysis two

regional populations of chipewyan have been identified based

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSTOIJS

CHAPTER ETGHT
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on different social-ecological adaptations and contact ex-
periences; a western and an eastern population. Distinctions
in ethno-adaptations and identity expressions have been trac-
ed for both regional populations. Distinctions between the
eastern bands of Ethen-eldeli and western bands of Thi-]an-
ottine where determined by contrasting the caribou-Eater

Chipewyan from the Chipewyan at Buffalo River.

The method.ology applied in field. research for this
study made use of an innovative approach of association obs-

ervation. The intent was to combi-ne observer as participant
with complete observer techniques in order to have a flexible
research strategy that would respond to different field. con-

ditions and changes that occur from one interaction to anoth-

er" the strategy was also designed to elicit both objective
information and subjective opinion over a broad range of
subjects in order to gain an understanding of differences in
the expression of social and. cultural behaviors that go to-
wards structuring an ethnic identity.

Research among Caribou-Eater Chipewyan relied on a
strategy of researcher as complete observer to aid in gather-
ing of information over a rimited period of time which pre-
cluded the researcher from becoming invorved in the dairy
l-ives of the people under study" This research strateg'/ was

adopted as the most efficient means of data and. information
gathering for the comparative populations at Fond-d.u-Lac,

Black Lake, and lJollaston under conditions of tj-me anci fundíng
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constraints" Research among caribou:Eater chipewyan v;as

also limited to direct observations and open end.ed. inter-
views that were both opportunisLic and sched.uled" The rimit-
ations imposed by these rnethods were offset by extensive

ethnohistorical research to determine ethno-adaptive process-

es for the Caribou-Eater bands"

Fiel-d research at Buffalo River made use of association
observations which j-ntegrated observer as parti-cipant wi-th

complete observer strategies" Association observations \dere

effective in that initiar contacts were progressively ex-

panded through increasing associations with individuals,
their families, and sub-groupings that extended beyond the

research communities to encompass people from Buffalo River

living in other regional communities and. in Saskatoon.

Association observations allowed the researcher to
interact at the interpersonal and at the community level to
place individualized experiences, perceptions, and expressed

attitudes into a community and a regional context"

Associations developed exponentially over time, arlowing

the researcher to contj-nually expand the informant base, the

degree of interactions, and depth of knowledge, while provid-
ing ever increasing opportunities for cross-checking informa-

tion gathered"

Association observations encouraged increasing part-
icipation by drawing the researcher into community life,
thereby expanding the information and knowledge base over
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time. Assocíation observations allowed for effective sampl-

ing of the population in that specific data on particular
issues could be gathered without resorting to structured
interview schedules or other more rigorous sampli-ng tech-
niques. rnformal interactions over an extend.ed period of
time drew out information on topics that were often closely
guarded " Quantitative data \À/ere also obtained frorn govern-

ment statistics and band files and these rdere used to
develop a frar.rework for analysing social and economic ad.apt-

ations " A drawback in the use of association observations

in data gathering is that the technique can be tedious in
that multiple contacts and confirmations must be r¡ad.e before

information can be consi-dered reliable and complete" single
source information that is closely guarded nray be considered

accurate once it. is released"

Field research was facilitated by previous researcher

residence at Dillon and in other rndian com¡irunities of the

western canadian subarctic" These experiences provect useful
for renewing contacts and for making comparisons from per-

sonal observations that took place a quarter of a century

before "

A major concern of the study was to provide comparative
j-nformation in a regional context of Chipewyan ethno-

adaptations. /t regional approach involving several rnclian

bands was necessary to analyse ethnicity since ethnicity ís
not only a subjective feeling of belonging to oners own
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group, but is also a group sense of self as being different
from others" rn this study it was suspected that sub-groups

within the Chipewyan collective existed and. that the separate

identity and the col-lective identity expressed by chipewyan

rndians contribute to different adaptive strategies today as

they had in the past. Ethno-adaptations for Chj-pewyan

rndians are seen to take place not only within the physical
and cultural environment, but also within the metaphysical

and social spheres since ethnic identity is an expression of
material, ideological, and social realities.

All Chipewyan Indians, and indeed a1l_ ttrorthern

Athabaskans of canada, share general features of social
identity that include a sense of common origins, language

affiLiations, a hunting and gathering tradition, ancl pre-
historic adaptations to a subarctic environment. These

common features are furthered by similar experiences of
contact and interaction with Euro-canadians that i-nclude

technological influences, increasing dependencies on trad.ers,

missj-onaries, and. government agencies, relocation of regional
bands, reIígious conversion to Roman cathollcism, and. vi-llage
settl-ement. Differences between regional populations are

found in prehistoric territoriarity, in dj-alect ancl language

di-stinctÍons, and in orientations to the land. Ilany of these

dlfferences were strengthened by non-uniform contact ex-

perience with Euro-canadians by various regional rndian
populations.
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while eastern bands of chipe\^zyan occupi-ed the edge of
the forest near Hudson Bay, basing their subsistence economy

on the caribou hunt, \nrestern bands of chipewyan were found.

in the taiga near Great slave Lake where they had access to
both tundra and forest resources. vJhile eastern bands re-
mained marginal to the fur trade and isolated from other
Athabaskan speaking groups, western bands \^/ere readily drawn

into the early fur trade as middlemen and as trappers due to
their more favorable l-ocation in the western forests among

neighbori-ng Athabaskan groups, These dif f erent condit j-ons

and early experi-ences with Europeans were j-nfluential- in
later attachments and adaptations by different regional
Chipewyan populations 

"

Prehistoric ethnic distinctions Iikely existed between

eastern and western chipewyan in terms of primord.ial featur-
es of identity that contributed to distinctive patterns of
ethnic awareness, and circumstantial strategies and. actions
that went to the formation of d.ifferences in ethnic consciou-

sness. The different populations had crear id.entity divis-
ions in terms of separate terrj-torial integrities as defj-ned.

by band names which reflected their rel-ative position to
other groups or were discriptive of their homeland and their
hunting territory" The names people had for themsel-ves and

for others with whom they came in contact is a clear indica-
tion of an awareness of self in rel-ation to ar-l others 

"

These patterns of identity awareness are seen from earliest
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contact as indicated in the account of the folk heroine

Thanad.elthur, who intended. to introduce neighboring groups

to the fur trade, and names these groups with decreasing

familiarity relative to distance from her own country of
birth.

Early traders recognized not only different tribal_

groups among their rNorthern Tndians', but also distinguished

local and regional populations withj-n tribal collectives"
As European contact with fndians expanded, so did their re-
cognition of the ethnic diversity that existed in the inter-
ior of the country. The early recognition of ethnic divisi-
ons "among Ind.ians was founded on territorial and language

differences and on distinctive ecological adaptations and

ways of life of diverse Indian groups. Europeans also ob-

served and recognized group divisions based on territorial
conflict and growing trade competition between regional pop-

ulations of Indian people" This external recognition of
ethnics by outsiders i-s also a feature of ethnicity as

people not only identify themselves but are identified by

others as d.istinct socio-cu1tural entities within larger
groupings.

The early cj-rcumstantial features of ethnicity between

regi-onal Chipewyan populations is a¡,parent in how different
groups made use of their identity a\^/areness to direct and

control events as ethno-adapLations " The eastern bancls were

not only recognized by European traders as ind.ependent and
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a]-oof , having little need for European goods, but were also
able to make use of their territorial isolation and resource,
rich habitat to remain relativei_y safe from marauding and

hostil-e cree. western bands of chipewyanr orì the other hand,
\,vere abl-e to use their advantageous and strategic position
to establish themselves as middl_emen in the fur tracle, expand

that trade to neighboring rndian giroups, force a peace treaty
with the cree, and gradually expand southward into cree ter-
ritory, tradi-ng on the upper churchill River at rl_e-a-Ia-
crosse a decade before that country was abandoned by those
people. All of these incidencÈs were rnanifestatlons of
chipewyan ethnicity, a series of deliberate decisi_ons and

actions by individuars who responded to their changing cir-
cumstances as chipewyan to further their ambitions, desires,
and goals within the famiry, the band, and the regionally
af f il-iated group.

rt may be concluded that the early historic experiences
of different populations of chipewyan took place within pre-
existing identity structures and that the identittr atr/areness

of different regionaì- groups was a basis for decisions and

actions.

Distinctions in i-dentity were retai_ned between eastern
and western bands througrhout the historic period in terms of
different ecological adaptations, territorial occupations,
and rel-ationships with traders.

By the l-ate eighteenth century eastern bands of
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Chipewyan had moved south and west of Hudson Bay ìnto Lhe

Athabasca Basin, taking up territory that had been vacated.

by the Cree" These bands remaj-ned nomaclic, followi_ng the

herds of barren-ground caribou in their seasonal migratory
cycIe" These people came to be identified as caribou-Eater
chipewyan, and. are still- d.istinguished from other chipewyan

populations by their close relationship to the caribou herds,

some of these caribou-Eater bands moved south of the cree

and Reindeer Lakes, exploiting a hunting territory as far as

the Churchill River, These southern Caribou-Eater bands

remained seasonally mobile for nearly a hundred years, final-
ly settling along the churchill River east of rle-a-la-crosse
by the end of the nineteenth century. These eastern bands

of chipewyan retain an awareness of a common heritage with
Caribou-Eater Chipewyan of the Athabasca Basin, and this
awareness is expressed by ongoing affiliations through rnêr-

riage and friendship ties "

The western bands of Chipewyan migrated south of Lake

Athabasca to the Upper Churchill River during the latter
part of the eighteenth century and became wel-l- establ-ished

in the fur trade" They also became attached to the tradj-ng

posts at Ile-a-Ia-Crosse and eventually settled along the

Upper Churchj-ll River west of that station. The western

bands, including those people at Buffalo River, had few perma-

nent affiliations with the Caribou*Eater Chipewyan of the

Athabasca Basin, and only recently¡ âs a consequence of
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modern communication and. transportation, have they come to
know those people as part of the chipewyan coll-ective.

Today chipewyan rndians of northern saskatchewan con-
tinue to express d.istinctive features of identity despi_te

common acculturative experiences with traders, missionaries,
educators, government officials, and. government agencies.
while many of the differences in ethno-identity are a prod.uct

of separate adaptive patterns in different ecologi-ca1 zones,
others can be attributed to different conditions of deverop-
ment change that have taken place in recent years under the
modern contact experi-ence" past and present. differences in
adaptation between regional populations are apparent in
social organization, economic activity, and. spirituar ex-
pression, and each of these provide the means for analysing
chipewyan id.entity and the ways identity is used to cope

wj-th chanqe.

rn the spirere of social organization based on patterns
of marriêgêr residence, and mobj-lity differences are observed

between caribou-Eater and Buffalo River people. vühile the
more isolated Caribou-Eater band.s retain traditional features
of socia] organization rel-ated to the cari_bou hunt, including
male exogamy, early marriage matri-loca1ity, and. limited
out m::.gration, people at Buffalo River are increasingly prac-
ticing female outmarriagê, virilocal residence clustering,
and greater rates of migration or mobility, e-specially for
young women" Although reasons for recent shifts in patterns
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of social org'anj-zation at Buffalo River are complex, con-

tributing factors include a changing economic climate, accom-

panied by a general decline j-n commercial resource harvesting,
a shift from seasonal to permanent village occupation, chang-

ing educational opportunities, and increased communication

with the outsj-de world. These changes have contributed to
the development of new work-group formation, new priorities
for residence crustering, and, new incentives for promoting

social harmony. rt may be expected that changing conditions
of increased contact with the outside world will- also prod-
uce similar patterns of change j-n the social organization of
caribou-Eater chipewyan. rndications of future directions
for change for people of the Athabasca Basin are suggested

by the recent out migration of people from Fond-du*Lac whose

mining experì-ence encouraged many to move to other parts of
the country in searsh of emplolzment. while this stud.y does

not trace relationships between those who have stayed in
northern villages and those who have left, it was observed

that close contacts are retained between people, and these

are supported by frequent visits between those who have left
and those who continue at home. close family and kinship
contacts promote a form of shifting residence for some

chi-pewyan between southern cities and northern communj_tie,;.

These contacts provide ongoing and extensive support systems

that aid in individuar adaptation to new surroundi_ngs while
retaining alternatives for those who have ventured a\,vay,
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should need arise peopre can arways return to their home

community, not onty because they remain famiry and kin, but
also because they remain chipewyan. For the peopre from
Buffalo River, ties are retained through socio-religious
events such as pilgrimage and funerals which draw people
home. Through regular visits peopre are able to reinforce
their identity and contribute to the identity change process.

The economi-c i-dentity for the two regiona]- chipewyan
populations is founded on several common features. These
include a common economic strategy of seasonal activities
and occupational pluralism with an emphasis on reciprocity,
cooperation, and sharing especially within the extended
family. continuities in economic strategy are integrated
with social patterns of organization to sustain a way of
life.

At1 chipewyan who reside i-n the study communities, and
indeed most peopre living in tire canadian subarctic, pursue
a mixed econony the mai-n features of which are subsistence
hunting and gathering, commercial resource harvesting, wage

empl0yment, and transfer payments. Each of these four econ-
omic sectors has evorved out of earli-er rel_ationshi-ps with
the land and with i-ncoming Europeans as adaptive strategies.
I{ithin the generally uniform economic structure there are
significant }ocal variations that go towards distinguishing
one regional popuration from the other, and even neighboring
com¡nunities, one from another. These di_stinctions are often
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based on relative access to government funded programs in
job creation depending on rndian status and non-status qual-
ifications " An example is the comparatively row rate of
full--time wagie employment in loca1 administration for non-

status rndians living at l¡/ollaston post, s-t". George's Hill,
and l'lichel Village in contrast to the extensive ad.ministrat-
ive regimes and thej-r salaried positions that exist in neigh-
boring reserve communities. These economic d.istinctions are

refrected in subtle identity divisions and feelings of being

different between neighboring people who share cLose historic
and family ties, and who are united by common language and

heritage" These economic differences are exacerbated by

separate policy in housing, community development, job cr€a-
tion programs, educational systems, health care d.elivery,
and social programs that come from d.ifferent levels of gover-
ment" All of these and more create sub-group distinctions
within l-ocal populations in culturar awareness and identity
expressj-on" rt has also been noted that distinctions exj_st

even at the community level, and that these are reflected. as

differences in ethnicity. Henry sharp (1975) describes
ethnic divisions within the chipe\,vyan community of Mj-ssion

Lake (pseudonlzm) which is clearry Black Lake, saskatchewan,

one of the communities of this study. Sharp (1975:32) states:
The village of lt{ission j_s a large ne\^/
community. It was founded j_n 1953 when
the priest moved his church to Mission
Lake in order to escape the increasing
influence of the whites and t{etis of
Stony Rapids,
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The Mission chipewyan are distinguished by two named groups;
the Yonthehotina and the Thulekayaratina, and this division
refl-ects two historically separate populations.

The rnajority are .Hearne's caribou_eater
Chipewyan....During the l_920's and 1930rsa number of people moved to the Missionregion frgm- Chipewyan communities alongthe ChurchiII River in Saskatchew-r, .nãfrom Brochet in Manitoba (Sharp tg75:33).

These two groups express their distinctive identities not
only by recognizing different heritages and traditions, but
also by different economic adaptations to separate micro-
environments in the region. one segment of the community

remains attached to the resources of the furl boreal_ forest
to the south of Mission whil_e the other identifies itseÌf in
ecological terms with the hunting of barren-ground caribou
within the forest-tund.ra transition zone further to the
north. sharp (r975) shows how the different ecological
adaptations by peopre at Mission are reflected in different
patterns of wel_fare dependency.

The economic expressions and ad.justments of different
populations of chipewvan within the chipewyan cor_rective
provide a means by which cornmunities of people can be

distinguished one from another, ancl a means b'y which
anthropologists ma-v study sub-groups ancl regi-onal populationsl
identifying ethno-differences even within local bands ancl

between neighboring communities .
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There is a recog:nj-tion in this study that spJ_ritual

expression is used by Chipewyan Indians to generate and

sustain ethno-distinctions, and that spiritual beliefs and

practices are part of ethno-adaptations. The Chipe\^iyan

rndians of northern saskatchewan share a common spiri-tual
tradition with other Northern Athabaskans that. is centered

around the belief in spirit power and relationships between

spiritual forces that integrate people, animals, and the

Iand. These spiritual belj-efs have been sustained by an on-

going hunting and gathering way of life. Continuities in
native spiritualism are evident in the practice of Indian

medicine, divination, and sorcery"

Chipewyan Indians also share a common spiritual adhere-

nce to Roman catholicism as introduced by missionari-es in
the mid nineteenth century.

Today distinctions can be made in spiritual expression

between regional populations of chipewyan as sub-groups adopt

new religious institutions and integrate those into the trad-
itional spiri-tual practice. At Buf f alo River sweat Lod.ge is
being used as a means for defining spiritual identity by

integrating natj-ve spiritual- j-sm wiLh Chr j-stian belief s "

Through the Sweat people are able to define themselves in
relation to their ancestors, to thej_r creator, and to the

world of spi-rits in which they live. Sweat Lodge is being

introd.uced to caribou-Eater chi-pewyan and may become part of
thej-r emerging pan-Indian awareness as a means for coping



with chang'e,

rt can be expected that other cultural symbols wil_l be

adopted by chipewyan rndians to become part of their identity
structure as they increase their contact with the outside
world" The recent introduction of the Round. Dance at Buffalo
River is an example of ongoing cultural change as chipevryan

seek out new ways to proclaim themselves as rndians and. as

chipewyan. while traditional features of chipewyan ethnicity
and new pan-ethnic symbols will- increase t.he Chipewyan sense

of collective identity, the rejection or selective acceptance

of specific identity features by different groups will create
rew divisions to distinguish one group from another"

The identity of chipewyan rndians in northern regions

of saskatchewan is a complexity of tradition, heritage, and

design for expressing a new sense of who they are and for
coping with change" Vlithin that complexity can be found

elements of culture, beliefs, and action that provide dis-
tinctions within the chipewyan collectj-ve. These distinct-
ions in identj-ty are founded on territorial-, ecological,
and historical rel-ationships that provide the chipewyan with
a means for self i-dentity and that give anthropologists a

val-uabLe f ormat f or the study of change.

29L
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